
[Book I.]

The fourth letter of the alphabet : called fü and

Ú [respecting which later see the letter Jº]: the

pl. [of the fºrmer is ºlºt; ; and [of the latter,

ãº and ſºi. (TA in a J. J.S. ºw.) It is

one of the letters termed *… [or non-vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the breath only, without

the voice], and of those termed a;sº [or gingival),

which are tº and 3 and 13. (TA at the com

mencement of ºl •W.)- It is sometimes sub

stituted for C3, as in the instance of ătº: and

ăti-; and for v, as in the instance of&

and &º.; and for other letters. (TA in the

latter place.)= [As a numeral, it denotes Five

hundred.] -

Ú

- ** º

Ú and 20: see the letter tº, and arts. 133 and 3.

t;

22

R. Q. 1. ūč IIe nºatered camels to their satis

faction : (S, M, K; but in some copies of the

$, the verb is made trans. by means of + ) or

he watered them (T, M) so as to quench their

thirst, (T,) but not so as to satisfy them. (T, M.)

—Also, contr., He kept camels thirsty; i.e. he

did not neater them at all; or he watered them

little, so that they were not satisfied. (K,” TA.)

— He eactinguished fire. ($gh,K.)— He ſtilled
> * > . . o. f***

another's anger. (TA.) And a-aē are UU He

quenched his anger. (M.) [Or this may be ren

dered He dispelled from him his anger: agreeably

with what follows.]— He removed (IDrd, M,

K) a thing (M) from its place. (IDrd, M., K.)
o, 2 :-3-

—235) Jºe Gü He repelled from, or defended,

the people, or company of men, (A$, $, K.) ºld
**:-

rendered them reciprºl aid. (A5, TA.) –Üü,

(T, M., K.) inf. n. #5, (T,) also signifies He

restrained, or neithheld, (T, M, K,) a man (T,

M,) from (Jºe) another man, (T,) or from (ce)

a thing, or an affair. (M.)=Jº stä The

camels drank to their satisfaction: (M, K:) or

drank, but not so as to satisfy themselves. (M.)

– And, contr., The camels thirsted. (K.)—
~8.

And tº It became stilled; (K;) said ºf anger.

(TA)—see also R. Q. 2.---ºutº, (AA,
--?- - 2-8-

AZ, M, K,) inf. n. 250, (K,) like Üü, (TA,)

IIe called the he-goat (AA, AZ, M, K) to copu

late. (AA, K.)

R. Q. 2.ū Hedeemed it right that he should

abide, or remain, nhere he was, (AZ, T, K,) and

abstain, (AZ, TA,) after he had desired to make

a journey (AZ, T, K) to a country, or land.
o: • gº º * ... º. º.

(AZ, TA.) And Pººl ºe Guº, (M.) or pe Yºº

º!, (TA) He deemed it right that he should

abstain from the affair, or thing, (M, TA,) or

St

that he should pause at it, (M) after he had

desired it. (M,TA)–4. & Gº &

I met such a one, and feared him. (As, S, K.”)

~0

1, 3, ('Eyn, T, M, K) like Gé, (K) and

-3, (IKoot, L, and so in a copy of the A,)

inf. n.$, (K,) or Jú, (M,) He became relaxed

and sluggish; said of a man: (A:) or he became

affected with sluggishness and languor; (M;) as

also *-ūj; (M, A:) or he became affected with

sluggishness and languor like the languor of dron

siness; as also "…tº and '-º', (K;) which

last is approved by IDrd and Thábit Es-Sara

kustee, who disallow *-ū, though this is the

form commonly known and approved, and is the

most chaste form: (TA:) or he became affected

with languor like the heaviness of dron'siness, in

consequence of something that he had eaten or

drunk, without becoming insensible; (T;) as also

*-ū; (L.) or "this last signifies heyanned, or

opened his mouth, (Mgh, Msb,) by reason, (Mgh,)

or on the occasion, (Msb,) of languor (Mgh,

Msb,) like the heaviness of dron'siness; (Mgh;)

or he yamºned, or opened his mouth, and stretched

himself, on being affected by sluggishness or dron:-

siness or anaciety; (MF, TA, on the authority of

IDrst;) or he yanned, or opened his mouth, and

emitted nind from his stomach, by reason of some

affection thereof: (TA on the authority of Et

Tedmuree:) 35& is from āşīl; (AZ, T, S,

Mgh;) and is on the occasion of one's stretching

himself, and being languid: (Lth, T:) one should

not say ºuti; (AZ, T, S, O, Mgh;) [for] this is

vulgar. (Msb.) Hence,lº- "...tº 3|

$6 [When any one of you yamvns, he should cover

his mouth with the back of his left hand; for it is

believed that the devil leaps into the uncovered

yawning mouth]. (Mgh.)

5: see 1.

6: see 1, in six places.

ić, (T, S, M, K, &c.,) as also *ś, accord. to

Ibn-Mis-hal, but this is strange, (TA) is a subst.

derived from <5%), like ńsk. from Jºl;

(T;) or from -: ; and means A state of relara

tion and sluggishness: (A:) or sluggishness and

languor (M, K) like the languor of dron'siness:

(K:) or languor like the heaviness of dron'siness,

in consequence of something that one has eaten or

drunk, not attended by insensibility: (T, L:) or

a yanning, or opening the mouth, by reason of

languor like the heaviness of dron'siness: (Mgh:)

or a yanning, or opening the mouth, and stretching

oneself, on being affected by sluggishness or dron

siness or anariety: (IDrst, MF, TA:) or a yann

ing, or opening the mouth, and emitting mind

from the stomach, by reason of some affection

theºf, E-Timuree, TA.) Hence the prov.,

& & sº, (S, A, TA) and [ſº] with:

out , as some say; (MF;) or the pronunciation

without 2 is vulgar, (IDrst, TA,) or erroneous;

(TA;) [More catching than yanning;] for when

a man yawns (~2U-5 13ſ) in the presence of others,

they become affected as he is. (TA.)

º#. Affected nith sluggishness and languor

like the languor of dron'siness: from -3, q. v.

(K.)

jº

1. Sº, (T.S.M.b) and a 6, (T, S, M, Mºb,
** 22- ... o.º. "

K) aor. , (Mºb, K) inf n, it and #, (S) or

the latter is a simple subst., as is also $25, (Lh,

M, K,) He revenged, or avenged, his blood, by

retaliating his slaughter; he slen, his slayer. (T,

$, M, Mºb, K.) [Hence, à, i. 2; and ºsi

The blood of his slain relation was revenged, or

avenged, by retaliation of his slaughter: see 10.]

—[Hence also, $3. Újá sº Sj, (K,) or Jé

JY3, (A,) t May his arms, or hands, not profit

such a one. (A, K.)— Also $6, and as jé, (M,

K,) and2% jū, inf. n. jū, (T,) He sought to

revenge, or avenge, or retaliate, (T, M, K,) his

blood, (M, K,) and the blood of the people, or

party. (T.) It is said in a prov., jū & Atº º

[He will not sleep who seeks to revenge, or arenge,

or retaliate, blood]; in the Kāmil of Mbr, [and

in some copies of Meyd, "jūſcº, [which seems

to signify the same]. (TA)—[And 35 and

* jū signify also He slen him in blood-revenge,

º in retaliation ºſ.the blood of a relation : see

355...]—13& Jijū I have obtained my blood

revenge, or retaliation, of thee by such [a deed, or

person]. ($, K.)

4 : see 8. -

8. jº, originally jë, IIe obtained his blood

revenge, or retaliation; syn.§ Jºi; (T, S, M,

K;) 4. from him; (T, S5) as also w;üí. (M,

K:) and 4. jū he slen, the slayer of his relation.

(T.) Lebeed says,

* *1 . 24 * *** * • *,” *

&g w - - - - - -

* * * *** - 5 stºl & *

[And the old she-camels, if they seek to obtain

benefit from a norn rotten bone of me after death,

I used to retaliate upon them by anticipation]:

(T, S:) i.e., I used to slaughter [some of] them

for guests, and so I have retaliated upon them

during my life for their nibbling my rotten bones
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after my death: for when camels do not find

herbage of the kind called ---, they eat the

bones of dead men and of camels instead thereof.

(T.)– See also 1.

10. jº- IIe (a relation of a slain man, A)

sought, or asked, aid, in order that the blood of

his slain [relation] might be revenged, or avenged,

rf?”

by retaliation of his slaughter (ºis, jº),

(AZ, S, K,) or in order that he might take, or

seek, revenge, or vengeance, for his slain [rela

tion]. (A.) 4.

jū, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msh, K) which may be

also pronounced 33, i.e., with the e suppressed,

(Msb) and "ātī, (A) and 73,3}, (S) which

last is a subst. [from Júl, as also Y 52% (Lh,

M, K,) Blood-revenge; or retaliation of murder

or homicide: or a seeking to revenge, or avenge,

or retaliate, blood : [see 1, of which jū is an

inf. n. :] or a desire, or seeking, for retaliation of

a crime or of enmity : or retention of enmity in

the heart, with matchfulness for an opportunity

to indulge it : syn. J-3: (S, A, Msb:) or*

239: (M, K:) or ºi- (Mgh :) or (so accord.

to the M ; but accord to the K, “and”) blood

(M, K) itself: (M.) pl. Jºi and jūī; the latter

formed by transposition. (Yaakoob, M.) You

º, ſº Jºsi (S, Mgh, K) and '33. (As, T,s)

[He obtained, or attained, or took, his blood

revenge, or retaliation: or] he attained the object

of his pursuit [for blood-revenge, or retaliation];

from 95. (As, T :) or he slew the slayer of his

relation. (Mgh.) And •jē, -* He sought to

obtain his blood-revenge, or petaliation ; syn.

<!-3, ºp. ($ and Mºb in art. J-3.) And

** sº Jill ū I seek my blood-revenge of

him; syn. J-3. (A.) And J% * sº

My blood-revenge is a debt onced to me by such a

one ; syn. J-3: meaning such a one is the

slayer of my relation. (A.)=jū also signifies,

(A,) or *26, (T,) One who seeks blood-revenge,

or retaliation of the slaughter of his relation :

and one of n-hom is sought blood-revenge, or reta

liation of the slaughter of a relation : (T, A:)

the latter primarily signifies a slayer; and hence,

a slayer of a person's relation in vengeance, or

retribution : (Ham p. 637 :) and the former, one

who is sought, or pursued, for blood-revenge; an

inf. n. used as a subst. : (Ham p. 87:) the slayer

of a person's relation; ($, M, A, K5) as also

"25. (A:) pl. of the former jčí and jčí [as

above] (K) and <55: (S, A, K:) the first of

which three is [also] pl. of 23. (T.) You say,

• ?: •

•y\5 * IIe is the slayer of his relation. (S.)
• J. 22- -

And Jºš tº º O slayers of such a one. (T,
* . .” 22- -

S, K.) &:sºju \,, occurring in a trad., which

is also related with the substitution of ~90 for

<!,5, may be explained in the same manner; or

it may mean O ye seekers of the blood-revenge of

Othmān, aid me to obtain it; the prefixed noun

Jº, or Js, being understood. (Nh, T.A.. [See

also §§ in art. 253.]) 2. jū [A slayer of one's

relation niho causes his slayer to sleep,) means one

neith nºbom the seeker [of blood-revenge or retalia

tion] is contented, if he find him [and slay him],

so that he sleeps after; ($, K;) one niho, if slain,

causes the pursuer of blood-revenge to cease from

the pursuit : (Ham p. 87:) or a person who is

an equivalent for the blood of one's relation [and

who therefore, by his being slain in retaliation,

makes the avenger to sleepj : (T:) or a person of

rank, or note, in whom [i.e. by the slaughter of

whom) one has his full desire accomplished. (A.)

In a trad. of Mohammad Ibn-Selemeh, relating

to the day of Kheyber, occur the words, tº à Gi

Y,3& jºis- Aſ Jº, meaning [I am for him,

i.e. I am he who should slay him, O Apostle of

God:] the seeker of blood-revenge [is for him of

whom blood-revenge is sought]. (L. [The expla

nation there given is clearly shown to relate to

**)—º signifies also An enemy; pl. jčí.

so explained as occurring in the following words

of a trad. ; º: 32- &= º lsº S

A-ſi Do not sheathe your sn'ords from your

Ayoung ones, [neglecting to teach them the use

thereof, and so make your enemies to attain their

desire of blood-revenge. (TA.)

0-8- o?-

3,5 : see Jü.

6, 5.2 oš.

3,55; said in the $ to be an inf. n. of 1: see Jü,

in two places.

# , ; ; , ... *;4

3,553 : see 29

9 * #: .

235 : see jö, in three places.– Also One who
• o . - - ox •

does not pity anything (; sº use usiº S) so that

he may obtain his blood-revenge, or retaliation.

(S, K.)

32.É. and aw 5s: [IRevenged, or avenged, by

the retaliation of his slaughter; by the slaughter

of his slayer ; and also slain in blood-revenge, or

in retaliation for the blood of a relation of the

slayer]: these two expressions [thus] apply to

one's enemy as well as to one's relation. (A.)

— Also, the latter, [simply, Slain. (T, and

Ham p. 87. [But retaliation is generally meant

to be understood.])

Jº

Q. Q. 1. JJ; He (a man, M, Mgh) had JJG

[i. e. warts] come forth upon him. (M, Mgh, K.)

- - , - -2 - ?-- ~3

Q. Q. 2. 33.- Jú (T, M, K) JJºº (T,

TA) His person had Jºë [or marts] come forth

upon it. (T, M., K.)

Jº, (T, S, M., &c.,) which may also be pro

nounced with the e suppressed, (Jºsi, (Msb,)

[A wart; thus called in the present day;] a cer

tain earcrescence (M, Mgh, K) on the person of

a man, (Mgh,) small, (K,) hard, and round,

(Mgh, K,) and of various forms; one description

being inverted; another, cracked and scabrous;

another, pendent; another, nail-shaped, large in:

the head and slender at the root; another, long,

and bent backward; another, opened; all arising

from a thick, tough humour, phlegmatic, or

bilious, or a compound of both these kinds: (K,

TA:) pl. J.G. (T, S, Mgh, Mºb, K.)— Also,

(as being likened to the excrescence above men

tioned, TA,) The nipple of the breast. (Kr,

M, K.)

-

*-

1. 3, (S, M, A, &c.) aor. *, (M, Mºb)

inf n. 3.} ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 3.3,

(S, M, Mgh, K,) or this latter is a simple subst.,

(Msb,) [unexplained in the S and M and A and

K, as being well known, It (a thing, S, M,

Msb) continued, subsisted, lasted, endured, re

mained, remained faced or stationary, stood, or

rested ; it n'as, or became, permanent, constant,

firm, steady, steadfast, stable, fired, fast, settled,

or established : it obtained, or held: syn. Als:

(Mgh, Msbº) and ji:1: (Mºbi) [it stood, as

a fact or truth; it stood, or held, good; it nas,

or became, a fact or truth, or a settled, or an

established, fact or truth :] it was, or became,

or proved, sound, valid, substantial, real, sure,

certain, true, right, correct, just, or proper;

syn. 3–2. (Mºb)—J&s <-3, inf. h. <23,

He continued, remained, drelt, or abode, in the

place. (T,)—39-1 -3, and '-3, and '-3',

The locusts stuck their tails into tle ground to

lay their eggs. (T.) –2S, Jº <3 [I kept

constantly, firmly, steadily, steadfastly, or fixedly,

to the affair]. (K in art. cº)–943 <

! May thy case, or state, or condition, be per

manent. (A, TA)—[3<> <e <3 Such a

thing nas, or became, a settled, of an established,

fact, or truth, with him, or in his opinion; it

became established, substantiated, made good, or

verified, in his opinion or estimation ; like 3–2.

And age <3 It was, or became, established

against him. Hence, 134- * 4. <3 Such a

thing became established, or verified, as due to him

from him ; like - *

syn. with J.-3 [as meaning It was, or became,

or proved to be, binding, obligatory, incumbent, or

due: and it was, or became, necessitated, necessary,

And hence, e-j is also

or requisite ; so that <!e <-3 means also it nas,

or became, or proved to be, binding, obligatory,

or incumbent, on him ; or it rested, or lay, on

him ; as a debt, or a duty : and it (a sentence

&c.) became necessitated to take effect upon him :

and 4 < it n'as, or became, or proved to be,

due to him, or on-ing to him]. (Telweeh, TA

in art. -->.)— [3] <<; also signifies It belonged,

or appertained, as an attribute, or a quality, or

a property, to him, or it, it was affirmable, or

predicable, of him, or it.]=< 3, (S, M, A,

Mºb, K.) aor. , (Mºb, K.) inf. n. #3 (M, A,

K) and ãº, (M, K,) He was, or became, firm

in intellect, understanding, or mind: (S:) or firm,

or steady, in fight, or in speech, or discourse :

(M. :) or intelligent, and possessing self-restraint :

or seldom erring or making a mistake or com

mitting a fault: (A :) or firm of heart in war:

(Msb:) or courageous as a horseman, (K, TA,)

edºnest in the charge. (TA.)

… • ,” • * * -> w

2. 39-41 - 3 : see 1.= a-5: see 4, in two
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places. –29 ce & i. q. 4.3 [He hindered

him, nithheld him, or prevented him, &c., from

doing the affair, or thing]. (M.)

3. ãº. i. q.à. [meaning The vying nith

another in firmness, or steadiness, or the like].

(TA in art. Stºo.)–See also 4.

4. 39-) <-3 ; see 1.=&l trans of <3,

as also "4:3, ($, M, Mºb, K.) signifying He

made it to continue, subsist, last,’ endure, remain,

remain fixed or stationary, stand, or rest; to be,

or become, permanent, constant, firm, steady,

steadfast, stable, fired, fast, settled, or established:

he made it to obtain, or hold : [he made it to

stand, as a fact or truth; to stand, or hold, good;

to be, or become, a settled, or an established, fact

or truth :] he made it, or rendered it, sound,

valid, substantial, real, sure, certain, true, right,

correct, just, or proper. (Mºb)—-jū 4.3%
, ow

») as He thrust him, and made the spear

to penetrate into him so that the extremity pro

truded while part remained within him; syn.

$345. (M)—3é, & [He made him fast

n:ith a bond, or ligature). (TA)—9:49, (S,

Mgh,K) or "Jº,(CK) in the Kur (viii.30),

means (That they might inflict upon thee a mound

by reason of nihich thou shouldst not be able to

rise : (S, Mgh, K, TA:) or that they might con

fine the [to thy place]. (K, TA.) You say,

4:36 &l. t I thrust him, or pierced him, and

confined him to his place, so that he could not

quit it. (TA from a trad) And ºil-º-

f They smote him, or beat him, so that they ener

rated him [and rendered him motionless]. (A,

TA.) And **" <3 + He rvedkened the

mounded man so that he nas unable to move.

(Mgh.) And i-j- &#3; 1 A mound rendered

him unable to move: (T,” A:) and in like manner

One says of a malady. (A.) And <-ji f His

malady became violent, or a mound affected him,

so that he did not [or could not] move. (T, TA.)

—é- c-3). He established his evidence, or

proof, and made it clear, plain, or manifest. (M.)

–4:3, (M,K) inf. n. **śl, (TA) also signi.

fies f He knew him, or it, certainly, or assuredly;

and so "ºu, (M,K, TA,) inf. n.&. (TA.)

And you say, sº à U.; º, <jº ! [I

looked at him, or it, but I did not knomy him, or

it, surely with my eye). (A, TA) And -3.

ãº.…) f [He knew the thing certainly, com

pletely, or thoroughly]. (A. [Explained in a copy

of that work, followed in the TA, by 4:5; but

this is undoubtedly a mistranscription for 413,

q. v.])—Also, (i.e. <3 alone,) He verified it.

(Har p. 175.)— And t He nºrote it, [set it don'n,

registered it, or recorded it, i. e., a man's name,

(A, Msb, TA,) cº us [in the register of

soldiers or pensioners or accounts]. (A, TA.)-

[And i. q. & as meaning He made it, or

declared it to be, binding, obligatory, or incum

bent, (alſº on him,) or due (3; to him): and,

said of a sentence &c., as meaning he necessitated

it to take effect, or necessitated its taking effect,

Bk. I.

* * *

See aña-...- And He affirmed
- - - * , , of *, * :

it ; he averred it; i. q. azº-5' as contr. of ouij.
2. 2 - - -

And hence, aſ a:31 signifies also He made it,

or declared it, or asserted it, to belong, or apper

tain, as an attribute, or a quality, or a property,

to him, or it; he affirmed it, or predicated it,

of him, or it.—And He authorized it; namely a

o ~ *

asſe upon him :

word, a signification, &c.]—tº <-3! He kept,

clave, or held fast, to such a one; scarcely, or

never, quitting him. (Msb.) And Ai- 4-3,

i. e. [The malady clave to him;] did not quit

him. (S.)

5.2% Jeº, (T.S.M.A.TA)and sº
(T, TA;) and We…!; (S, M, A, K, TA;) He

acted, or proceeded, [..firmly, steadily, delibe

rately, or leisurely, (T, M, A, K, TA,) in the

affair, (T, M, A,TA,) and the opinion, judgment,

or counsel; (T, TA;) not hastily: (T, M, TA:)

both signify the same: (S:) [or]º Jº Ve-º-

he consulted respecting his affair, and sought for

information respecting it, or investigated it. (T,

TA) [In the KL, 33 is explained by the words

JxJ31 Ju-3 cºxæ &x, perhaps meaning The

delaying in an affair and (then) executing or per

forming.]

10. see 5, in two places. – [Also

He sought, or desired, or demanded, confirmation,

evidence, proof, demonstration, verification, assur

ance, or positive or certain information, & re

specting him, or it.—And He desired, or meant,

an affirmation : see a remark on a verse cited

WOCe 3.]=<- He found it to be sound,

valid, substantial, real, sure, certain, true, right,

correct, just, or proper: (Harp. 1753) and he

assured, or certified, himself of the true state of
2 - 6 - 2 J -

his case. (Idem, p. 426.) You say, alºe Jº-2

Jºl <-3 +[He contracted his eye in order

to assure himselfof the correctness of the vien, ;

i. e., to obtain a sure vien J. (M in art. J25.)

— It is also said to mean He made him, or

asserted him to be, firm of heart : but Er-Rázee

says, I have not met with this verb used as one

that is immediately transitive. (Harp. 426.)

*-*I :

<3. See <-4–AlsoA man firm, or steady,

of heart; ($ j and so cºs- <3; (A, Msb,

TA;) pl. 3.3: (TA:) or a man n-ho acts, or

proceeds, [firmly, steadily, deliberately, or lei

surely, (A, Msb,) in his affairs: (Msb:) and

a courageous horseman, (M, K, TA,) earnest in

the charge; (TA) as also "3.3° (M, K, TA:)

both of which signify also intelligent, and posses

sing self-restraint; or seldom erring or making

a mistake or committing a fault. (A, TA.) And

Ali Ji <3 A man n-ho does not quit his station,

or abode. (M.) And 23i, j [Firm-footed:]

one niho makes no slip in contention, or in fight.

(A, TA) And jº <3 A man firm, or steady,

in fight, or in speech, or discourse: (M, L, TA:)

or nihose tongue makes no slip in contentions. (S,

TA.)– See also cº-º; ; – and e-eº.

<3 Firmness of heart in war. (Msb, T.A.)
* 9 - , o 9 -- p.

You say, al-º-Jº Jºe c-j al He has firmness,
•

or steadiness, on the occasion of the charge, or

assault. (S, A.) And Alº~! <e <3 à He

has firmness on the occasion ofdeath. (L.) [See

also <!...]— Hence, (Msb,) A proof, an evi

dence, or a voucher. (S, Mgh, Msb, T.A.) You

Say,< S! 13& 3-i S I will not decide so

unless on the ground of proof, or evidence. (S.)

And it is said in a trad. respecting the day of

doubt, [i. e. the day of which one doubts whether

it be the last of Shaabán or the first of Ramadán,

3.4% &- à<! à-3 Then came the proof,

Or evidence, or voucher, that it was of Ramadán.

(TA.)– And hence, (Mgh,) applied to a man,

(A, Mgh, [in which latter it is said to be tro

pical when thus applied, but not so in the A,)

and sometimes written * 3.3, (TA,) + One reho

is an authoritative evidence, or voucher, by reason

of his trustnorthiness in that nihich he relates: (A,

TA:) or ; one who is trustworthy (Mgh, K*) in

that nihich he relates: (Mgh: [in the K, only

the pl. is mentioned:]) or t one niho is just, or

equitable, [in that which he relates, and eacact,

or honest: (Mºb') pl. ºft. (A, Mgh, Mºb,

K.)— Also fan indew, or a table of contents,

in nihich a relater of traditions collects a list of

nhat he has related from others, and of his sheykhs

[nho are his authorities]: said by some to be a

conventional term of the relaters of traditions: .

perhaps tropical. (TA.)

<\}, a subst, from £3, [or an inf. n., like

**, 3, used as a simple subst.,] Continuance,

subsistency, lastingness, permanence, endurance,

remanence, remanence in a ficed or stationary

state, a state of standing or resting, constancy,

firmness, steadiness, steadfastness, stableness or

stability, fixedness, fastness, settledness, establish

ment or a state of being established: &c.; and

soundness, validness or validity, substantiality or

substantialness, reality, sureness, certainty, true

ness or truth, &c. (Msb.) [See also <-3.]

$43, (A) or 33 is, (K, TA) 1A disease

that renders one unable to move. (A,” K, TA.)

<º The two threads or strings, or each of the

two threads or strings, of [the kind of face-veil

called] a& by which the noman [draws and]

binds [the two upper corners of] it to the back of

her head. (K.)- And A strap, or thong, neith

n:hich a camel's saddle (J-5) is bound: (M, K:)

pl. iii. (M.)

6 ...”

2, 3 ... i &

~3:3: see stºº.

6 * 6 :

stºº : see tºº.— Also Firm in intellect,

understanding, of mind: ($, K, TA:) and firm

in strength and intellect : (TA:) or firm of heart

in war: (Msb:) see also <3.—And, applied

to a horse, Sharp, and light, or active, in his

running; (M, K;) as also *3.3. (TA.)

<-6 part. n. of <3; (M, A, Msb, K;) as

also "3.3 (M, A, K) and "-j; (K;) Con

tinuing, subsisting, lasting, enduring, remaining,

remaining fired or stationary, standing, or rest

ing, permanent, constant, firm, steady, steadfast,

stable, fired, fast, settled, or established: obtaining,

or holding : [standing, as a fact or truth, stand

ing, or holding, good; having the quality of a

42
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fact or truth, or a settled, or an established, fact

or truth:] sound, valid, substantial, real, sure, cer

tain, true, right, correct, just, or proper: (Mºb :

see 1:) dim., when it is used as an epithet,

<!; but when it is a proper name, its dim, is
- • * 6 * -

º, (T,)–cytº ºu Continuing, remain

ing, dwelling, or abiding, in a place. (TA)—

ãº -el,Sl [and <-º] The fixed stars.

(Kzw &c.)—iº &:- Years lasting long.

(TA in art. J-aş.)—-4 J; A sound, valid,

true, right, correct, just, or proper, saying. (M.)

sººn Jäu in the Kurziv, 32 means By the

assertion of the unity of God. (Jel.)

* -?” -

Jº, Bound with the strap, or thong, called

eu: ; applied to a camel's saddle (J-5). (M,

K.)—t Motionless by reason of disease (T, K,

TA) that has become violent, or by reason of a

wound: (T, TA:) or the same, (M,) or in this

sense "…, (K, TA,) theavy (M, K, TA) by

reason ofold age or some other cause, (TA), and

not quitting the bed. (M,K,TA,)—[-º, AS =

lit. An affirmed sentence; i. 4. -->. as Contr.

2 * * 6 . .”
3 : 32 .

of Jºãº ; virtually the same as Yº… A

affirming, or affirmative, sentence.]

g * * o • ?” -

st-º-o: see stºo, in two places,
-

a72

&-

1. 3 (S. K.) aor. 2, (K) infº. #3 (5)
He sat nºith his buttocks against his heels, resting

upon the extremities of his feet, ($, K,) as one

does in performing the act termed is sº, (TA.)

==ſº : see the next paragraph.]

2. uaºu a 3. (S,) inf. n. **; (S, K;) and

º 'sº (A, K5) He (a pastor, S, A) put the

staff, or stich, upon, or against, his back, and put

his arms, or hands, behind it : (S, A, K:) thus

he does when he is fatigued, (TA.)=4-3, (S,

A, TA,) inf. n. as above, ($, K,) He made it

obscure; (K;) he did not make it distinct, or

plain; (S, A, K,) namely, writing, (8,) [i. e.]

handwriting; (A, K,) and speech, or language:

(S:) he did not express it in the proper mode, or

manner, namely, speech, or language. (A.) And

-3, inf n, as above; [and app, 'é, aor. * ,

inf. n. : 3, q. v., infra;] said of writing; [and of

speech, or language;] It was, or nas made, con

fused [&c.]. (Lth, T.A.)

5: see 2.

** The part between the Jete [app, here

signifying the base of the neck] and the back: ($,

A, Msb, K:) or the circuit of the upper part of the

UAle, extending to the breast; as is shown by the

phrase uaiji &#: [see what follows:] (Aboo

Málik, TA:) or the part between the shoulder

blades and the UAle: and the main part of the

back, and the part in nihich are the places of

curvature of the ribs; or the part between the

buttocks and the base of the neck: accord. to

AO, the part from the rump-bone, or root of the

tail, to the hair of the nithers [of a horse]:

(TA:) also the breast of the bird called u-āli:

(K:) or the middle part of that bird: pl. gºi

(A,TA)—tThe middle (S, K) of a thing, (K,) of

anything: ($:) and the main part thereof; (K;) so

of a heap, or tract, of sand: (A’Obeyd, $ ) and

the higher, or highest, part of a thing ; pl. [of

pauc.] £º and [of mult.] **. (TA.) tºſhe

middle of the sea: the main part thereof; and of

the night: (A,” TA:) the height of the middle of

the sea, nhere the naves meet one another : the

higher, or highest, parts of the waves. (TA.)

&-ºl e; &: + Of the middle class of the

Muslims: or of the higher, or highest, or chief,

class of them. (TA from a trad.)=The quality

denoted by the epithet . 3i, q. v.; as also "is-3,

(L.)— Incongruity and confusion of speech, or

language : and obscurity, or indistinctness, of

handn'riting, (K. [App. an inf. n. ; see 2, last

sentence.])

is 3 A thing of the middling sort, between

good and bad; (K, TA:) the fem. 3 is affixed

because the word is changed from a subst. to an

epithet: it occurs in this sense applied to the con

tribution termed aā3.2, (TA)=See also *3)

: 3i Broad, or wide, in the part called the 2 3 ;

(§, K, Mºb, TA;) and large in the J, i. e.

chest, or belly]: (TA:) or protuberant, or pro

minent, in the tº: (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K:) or

humpbached; (TA in this art, and in art. 3-c.

on the authority of Fr.:) and having a projecting,

or prominent, breast, or chest : (L:) dim, "#,

occurring in a trad. (S, Mgh, Msb,” K.)

2 ozł

&: see what next precedes,

*

Jº

Je.”

1. orj, (M., TA,) aor. - , (M,) or *, (TA,)

inf. n. 23, (M, K,) He confined him ; or re

strained, njithheld, hindered, or prevented, him;

(M, K.) as also '93, (M) inf n, Jº. (K.)

You say,º 3,3, aor. *, inf. m. as above, He

confined, restricted, or limited, him (a man) to

the thing. (Mºb) And tº sº, (T.S.M.) aor. 2,

(T,) or *, (S, M,) inf. n. as above; (8, K;) and

'93; (IAar, TA;) He, or it, restrained, nith

held, hindered, or prevented, him from it; (IAar,

T, S, K;) turned him anay, or back, from it.

(AZ, IAar, T, M. K.) And 4-- & 9,3 tº

| What restrained, withhold, hindered, or pre

vented, thee, (T,” S, A,) or retarded thee, (A,) or

diverted thee, (T, A,) from [accomplishing, or

attaining,) thy want? (S, A) And J.G. "23 u.

What hath turned the people anay, or back, and

withheld, or prevented, them, from obeying God?

or what hath retarded them therefrom ? (TA

from a trad.)- Also, (TK,) inf. m. as above,

(K,) He denied him, or refused him, or prohibited

him from attaining, or debarred him from, what

he desired or sought; he disappointed him, or

caused him to fail of attaining his desire; ren

dered him unsuccessful; disappointed, or frus

trated, his desire, or hope. (K.)– He drove

him anay, eacpelled him, or banished him. (K.)

— He cursed him. (K.)— Also, (M, A, Mºb,)

aor.”, (Mºb) inf n. 23, (Mºb, K.) He (God,

M, A, Msb) destroyed him (M, A, Mºb, K*) nith

a destruction from which he should not rise again.

(M, A)=23, aor.”, (Mºb) inf n. 23, (S,

Msb, K,) He perished: (S, Msb, K:) he suffered

loss; erred, or went astray; or became lost. (S.)

[See also 3,3 below.]– Also, (M,) inf. n. 23,

(K,) It (the sea) ebbed. (M, K.)

2: see 1, in three places,

3. * >0, (T, M, A, K,') inf n, i.e., (T,

$, A, Mgh, Mºb,) He kept, attended, or applied

himself, constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously,

to it, (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K,”) namely, a

thing, (§, M, Mºb,) or an affair, (TA,) as, for

instance, learning: (A:) he was eager to say it,

or to do it, and kept to it constantly, perseveringly,

or assiduously. (IAth.)

6, 5.5, (K) or Jº sº, (M.) They two,

(K,) or the men, (M,) leaped, or sprang, (M, K,)

each upon, or at, the other, (K,) or one upon, or

at, another, in war, or fight, (M.)

-> 3 > … 3• .9

11, are ~5jº I was heavy, or sluggish, and

held back from it. (K.)

3: Perdition : (Katádeh, T, S, M, K:) loss;

a going astray; or becoming lost: (S:) noe:

(Katádeh,T, M., K.) destruction (M, A, K) from

which there is no rising again, (M., A.) Hence

it is said that the people of Hell will call out,

35; tº Alas for destruction from which there is

no rising again / (M., A.) In the Kur xxv. 14

and 15, 9,3 is in the accus. case as an inf. n., as

though they said, 5,3 93; and, being an inf n.,

it is used as a sing, and pl. (Fr, Zj, T.)

3.5 Suffering loss; erring, or going astray; or

becoming lost, or perishing; syn. 2-tº- so in the

saying of El-Kumeyt, -

• 12- 22- - -

* 2:99 （2: es',

And Kudá'ah, in asserting their relationship to

El-Yemen, formed the opinion of one n:ho is made

to suffer loss, or to err, &c., and one who is suf.

ſering loss, or erring, &c, ; 23:… here meaning
.x o ,-

J3-s—e, (8)

• * 6 f. ,-2: … •

º # º' Gº acLaš stºps *

5;4, as used in the Kur xvii. 104, Overcome;

nithheld, or prevented, from attaining what is

good: (Fr, T:) driven anay; expelled; banished;

outcast: punished; chastised: (IAar, T:) cursed;

accursed: (Fr, IAar, T:) made to lose, or suffer

loss; to err, or go astray; or to become lost, or

to perish : so in the saying of El-Kumeyt cited

above, voce jºu. ($:) in a state of destruction.

(Mujáhid, T.)

laº;

1. kº, aor, , [inf. n., accord. to rule, #3,

(K,) or, as $gh says, [judging from the part. n.

ki, thus analogy requires that it should be,

(TA,) He was, or became, stupid in his nork, or

action; and weak: and he (a man, and a horse,

KandTA, said of a horse with respect to covering,
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TA) was, or became, heavy, sluggish, or slow.

(K,” TA.)= See also 2, in two places.

2.28 & 1.3, (Lih, IDrd, S, Msh, K) or

º, (TA) infn. lº, (S, Mºb.) He hindered

him, withheld him, or prevented him, (I Drd, Msb,

K, TA,) and retarded him, (IDrd, K, TA,) from

doing the affair, or thing; (IDrd, Msb, K, TA;)

as also "al-j: (IDrd, K.) he diverted him from

it, by occupying him othernise: (Lth, S, Mºb :)

or he prevented him from doing it by inducing

him to be conardly and neak-hearted: (Msb:)

or Jae: 3 signifies one's turning a man back, or

anay, from a thing that he mould do: (Aboo-Is

hák:) or one's intervening as an obstacle between

a man and a thing that he desires. (TA.) The

verb occurs in the Kur ix. 46. (TA)—alsº

23S Jº, inf. n. as above, He made him to

pause, or nait, at the thing, or affair; (TA;) as

also age '4-3, (K, TA) inf n. 135 (TA;)

syn. º 4:3, [which here has the meaning

assigned to it above, as is shown by the explana

tion of the quasi-pass. º: immediately following

in the K: in the CK, we find, erroneously, -ás

asſe]. (K, T.A.)

4. Jérº) 4-3 The disease scarcely, or never,

quitted him. (S, K.)

5. Lºs [quasi-pass. of 2, He became hindered,

withheld, or prevented, &c.;29 cº from the

affair, or thing. This signification and that next

following are well known. —) He paused, or

naited; [29] Jº at the thing, or affair; as is

implied in the K and TA;] syn. -ási. (K, TA)

Q. Q. 3, 25 & elità I held back, or
hung back,from the affair, or thing, relinquishing

it. (TA.)

1.3 Stupid in his nork, or action; and neak :

heary, sluggish, or slow; applied to a man, and

to a horse; (K;) to the latter, with respect to

covering: (TA:) and a man n-ho will not move from

his place : (TA:) fem. with 3: (K:) and pl. [of

pauc.] tuft and [of mult.] bû, (K,) and, applied

to men, &sº also. (TA.)

1. -: &3, aor. 2, inf. n. &: and 39,

IIe folded the eartremity of the garment, and

senced it; (S,K;) [he made a tuck in the garment,

to shorten it;] like << ($) or, (K) i. e.

&#, (TA,) he put a thing into the receptacle

[thereof] and carried it before him ; as also

Wcº : and in like manner, he folded and served.

over a thing the doubled upper border of his

trousers in front; (K, TA:) or & "cº has

this last meaning ; and signifies also he put a

thing into a cº [q. v.] and carried it before

him : (S:) and sº Jº &#, aor. and inf ns.

as above; (M;) and as "J-5), (M, K, as in the

CK,) accord. to [some of] the copies of the K

J:31, but the former is the right reading; (TA;)

and Woº; (M;) he put a thing into the receptacle

[thereof] and carried it before him [in his gar

ment]: (M, K:*) [see also& :] or you say,

*; º Y4.3 he made it a cº (or thing carried

ſºfore him) in his garment: (T) and "cº

UL3 he made a receptacle in nihich he [so] carried

a. thing before him. (T.)

2 : see 1, in two places.

4 : see 1.

5 : see 1, in three places.

2.93

a 3: see what next follows, in four places.

& A receptacle, such as when one folds the

skirt of his shirt and puts in it a thing and

carries it before him : (S:) or the part, of the

garment, which is the place reherein one carries,

nºhen he wraps it around his body, or puts a

portion thereof under his right shoulder and

another portion over his left shoulder, then folds

before him a part of it, and puts a thing in it;

as also vić: (M:) or the part, of one's garment,

n:hich is the place nºkerein he carries; folding its

eactremity, and sensing it, before him, and then

putting in it some dates or other things: as also

"&; and "āj: (Ki) and the extremity of

the (garment called] is9, when one folds it before

him and sen's it [and puts a thing in it to carry]:

(M:) or a receptacle in nhich one carries a thing

before him ; (T:) and Yáč, of which the pl.

is & 3, (T) or its pl. is 3.3, like as the plot

is: [which has a similar meaning] is & 4,

(Harp. 427,) the doubled upper border of the

trousers or n’aist-nºrapper, in nihich one carries

[before him] fruit and other things: [see also

i.e.:) or, as some say, & does not signify

a receptacle, but dates that are put and carried

in a receptacle or some other thing : and some

times nºbat a man carries in his sleeve; and wāś

signifies only what one carries before him, that

is little in quantity: and what is great is not

called &9. (T.) It is said in a trad. of 'Omar,

* 3: $ 4, Jétéº Aºij. G.
[When any one of you 'passes by a garden

of palm-trees, let him eat thereof, but not

take for himself, or make, a Ju-5]: i. e.,

when a necessitous hungry person passes by

a man's garden of palm-trees, he may eat of

their dates what will repel his hunger. (T.

[See also another reading voce iºd-.]) And one
* - - of ~ •: TA 9.7 : - 2

says, 5* * Lºyal tº *55 Lº Jº Jº A-3

[Such a one came neith a Juj in his garment: I

know not nhat it was]. (T)

g - 5 -

cº; ; see Jº.

5 *... o.

a.º.o. A bag in which a noman puts her mirror

and apparatus: (M, K:) of the dial. of El

Yemen. (M.)

A. *

5- or us?”

• * : * ~ * * : *, * * * à: -

1. 3- Jºe Vºs a stºº, or 9-3, I sent him

good after good, or evil [after evil]. (TA.) (See

also 2.]

2.

and K, in all its senses, in art.

M, except in the first of the following senses,

which is there mentioned in art. Jº and also in

5, o .

- -

acº, [inf. m. of Jº, mentioned in the T

Usºs, and so in the

2

art. 33, The act of collecting (K, TA) in succes

sive assemblages (Y ić ić). (TA.) You say,

*3 He collected it, namely, a thing, (M,) and

water: (M* and TA in art. 3-3 :) and he added

to it, and collected it. (M, TA.)- The collect

ing what is good; and also, what is bad, or evil:

thus bearing two contr. significations. (K.)-

[And hence,) The praising a man in his life-time:

(AA, S, K:) or praising him time after time in

his life-time : (TA :) or praising him much ; as

though relating to him collections ("-º) of

praise: (Z, TA;) or the mentioning of the sundry

good qualities or actions: (Er-Răghib, TA:) and

the magnifying [a person]; or honouring [him].

(T. K.) You say, Jº Jº, (M) or Je Jº

Jº, (T,) He praised the man in his life-time:

(T, M. :) because the doing so implies the collect

ing his good qualities or actions. (T,” M.)–

[Hence also the contr. signification,] The blaming,

or censuring, much; collecting blame, or censure,

jrom this and that source. (TA. [The act.

part. n. is rendered in the M agreeably with this

explanation.])—The act of completing [and aug

menting a thing]. (K.) You say, Jºº. <3

Complete and augment [thy beneficence, or bounty,

or favour]. (T.) And <! & iſ Jº [May

God complete and augment to thee benefits, or

blessings: or] may God send to thee benefits, or

blessings. (TA) [See also 1.]—The putting

a thing into a good, right, or sound, state, and

augmenting it. (T, K,”)—JuJI Jº He kept,

preserved, guarded, or took care of, the property.

(Kr.M.)=-& Jeej,(AºS) int.n. i.i.5,

(AS, T, S, M, K,) I kept constantly, or perseter

ingly, to the thing. (AS, T, S, M., K.) – The

inf. n. signifies also The keeping, (T,) or pursuing,

; (K,) the nay, course, mode of acting, or the like,

of one's father: (T, K:) or the doing, or acting,

like one's father. (M.)–Also The complaining

of one's state, or case, and of one's nant; and

ashing aid, or assistance, and vengeance, or arenge

ment. (K.) [One of the meanings assigned to

the verb by Golius, as on the authority of the K,

and by Freytag after him, is “Disposuit paravitgue

se:” app. from the former's having foundslº.

written in a copy of the K forãº.]=t
2. c > x > of
•- - -

à:5 a.3) el I know him, or it, with a seeming, not

a certain, knowledge. (T, TA.)

i; A company (T, S, M, K) of men; (T. M.)

as also wiji; (M, K; [in the CK erroneously

• 32 9 a 92

written ärji;]) and azº-31: (TA:) a company in

a state of separation or dispersion; or a distinct

body, or company, of men : (T:) and a troop of

horsemen; such as is termed a. * : (M,K: [in

the CK, ā-ax, is erroneously put for ãº :])

the pl. is <\; and &: (T, S, M, K) and Ösº

a 22 3 : 22 -

(S, M) and (the pl. of #i, TA) ºf and igui,
in which last the 3 is a substitute for the last Jº

[ofJº : (M, TA:) or [accord. to some,) Jº,

which signifies companies, has no sing.; but, as

some say, its sing. is wiji, of the measure i,j,

[originally #23, which means a numerous com

pany : (Ham p. 796:) [it is also said that] Jº is

42 *
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a pl. of ić as meaning a company; (L in art.

•93, and Ham p. 271 ;) and hence the phrase

Jº Jº, for tº Jºl, ſhe high, or ex

alted, companies, the former word being made

masc. because it is like25 [which is sing, and

masc.]; but some say that this word here means

the assemblies of the nobles: (Ham ubi supra:)
- O * - - 23

IAs, says, -º-º-º-Jº Jº; but

[ISd observes, this is extraordinary, and I have

not heard it except in the poetry of El-Find Ez

Zimmánee. (M.) Accord. to some, it is from

30, being originally it; and its dim. is iº.

(T:) or it is originally &#. (S:) accord. to Er

Răghib, the letter elided from ić as meaning “a

company,” but not as relating to a watering

trough or tank, is us; and ISd holds it to be us:

and [if so, its dim. is "ij (TA) [but Isd

adds,) IJ says that the elided letter is 3, because

it is this in most cases, as in 3. and ºf and i.

and ise &c. (M in arts. ... and Jº.) (see

also art. -93. It seems to signify also An assem

blage, or a collection, of things of any kind:] see 2,

in two places.–Also The middle of a watering

trough or tank, (T, S, M, K,) to nihich the mater

returns [nºhen it has been emptied], (S,) or to

which what remains of the mater returns: (T:)

and the place where the nater collects in a valley

or lon, ground: (Aboo-Kheyreh, T:) but this is

from 29: (T, $;*) the 3 is a substitute for the

3, the medial radical, which is suppressed; for it

is originally *::: ($:) or it is originally iº.

(T:) or it may be from< “I collected:”

but Aboo-Is-hák makes it to be from [...] -6,

aol". *:::: and this he infers to be the case from

their saying that the dim, is #3. (M.) [See

also art. •P53.]

3 :

Jº One who praises men much [nhile they are

living : see 2]. (TA.)

6 J-2 g."

a:3: See aº, of which it is said to be the dim.

2a :
6.2

a:31: see aº, in two places.

s* -

Lsº Property collected together. (TA.)

Jº

Q. Q. 1. Jä, (K and TA, in the CKJ:3)

He feigned himself stupid after feigning himself

intelligent : (K, TA:) accord. to some copies,

after feigning himself negligent, or inadvertent :

(Jää being put in the place of Jää :) [app.

from the subst. below:] but the word as mentioned

by IAgr is Jºj [app, a mistranscription for Jºl.

(TA.)

J: The J-3 [or mountain-goat], (M, K,) as

a general term: (M:) [in the present day, but

vulgarly pronounced J% applied to the wild

goat of the Arabian and Egyptian deserts and

mountains; the capra jaela of Hamilton Smith;

called by some an iber; as is also cºl Ol' anº

old Jes: ($, M, Mgh, K:) or the male of the

essiº (Sh, T, M, K: [this is the same as the

first explanation:]) En-Nadr says that it has

small horns: (T:) Aboo-Kheyreh, that it is of

the Jº, does not quit the mountain, and its

horns have branches : (T, Mgh:*) he says that

the U2-3 are dusky, or dingy, or of a hue inclining

to black and dust-colour, with whiteness in their

lower parts; and the Jú (pl. of J:3] are like

them in their colours, and only distinguished from

them by the horns; the Jes having long horns,

which extend backwards until they meet over his

tail: (T:) also a species of [the bovine antelope

called] J-9 Ji, (M, K,) that abides in the

mountains. (M.)—A man who sits with women.

(TA.)- Incapable of going in to women; or not

desirous of nomen. (K.)- A bulky, or corpu

lent, man, in nihom one thinks there is good (AA,

K, TA) nºhen there is no good in him : (AA,

TA:) but, as mentioned by A5, it is Jº. (TA.)

&’

1. #. (A, L., Msb, K,) aor. - , (A, Msb, TA,)

infº, (L. Mº, TA) or -, (A, TA) or

sº It (water) jº. :) or poured

forth vehemently, (A, Msb, TA,) or much : or,

as some say, it (much water) poured forth : (L,

TA:) and w; 3) and W. § 2 < signify the same.

(K.) # also signifies The flowing of the blood

of a victim brought for sacrifice to the sacred

territory of Mekkeh. (S, K, TA)=4:3, (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. *, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,)

inf. n. ë. (S, Mgh, Msb,) He made it to flow;

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) poured it forth; (Mºb;)

namely, water, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and blood

(S, A, Mgh, Mgb) of a victim for sacrifice; (Mgh,

Msb;) as also "4-5, and *4.3 may also be

used in the same sense. (T.A.) Hence, (Mgh,

Msb,) ë,* - Jai, (5,Mgh, Mºb) a

saying of Mohammad, (TA,) meaning The most

excellent of the actions of the pilgrimage are

(Mgh) the raising of the voice in the agº; [see 2

in art. Lº) and the shedding of the blood of the

victims brought for sacrifice to the sacred terri

tory. (Mgh, Msb.)

4:

7:

R. Q. 1:

R. Q. 2:

tº 3 4:3 -- IIe milked into it milk abun

dantly flowing. (TA from a trad.)

see 1.

**** A source yielding abundance of water.

(TA.)-See also *3.

** [originally an inf. n. (see 1)] A torrent,

or flon. (S, K.) So in the saying, essly Güí

as-s-s [The valley brought us its torrent, or

flon.]. (S.)-The sound of the pouring forth
6 vs ºf

of water. (TA)- See also &l=3.

** Water pouring forth themently: (Msb:)

or poured forth ; as also "3+ . (TA:) or

flon;ing : (Harp. 138:) or flowing much : (Id.

p. 393:) and rain pouring forth vehemently; ($,

+

g • 3 -

TA;) as also "à-e- and '**'. (TA:) and

blood poured forth : (TA:) and a cloud pouring

forth. (A.) Applied to water [or rain, and to

blood,) it may have the meaning of a pass, part. n.,

or, which is preferable, that of an act. part. n.
2 o' -- 6 - 3 r > go • * ~ *

(IDrd, M.)—[Hence, sº tº aº CŞs

&lsº ! [lit. Such a one, his rain is such as pours

jorth vehemently, and his sea is noisy, or copious :

meaning such a one is abundant in bounty or

munificence]. (A.)

3 * 6 º ºr 32

&lsº,—Also, (K,) Or **
º -

(A,) t An eloquent, or able, speaker or orator;

(K, TA;) who pours forth a copious flon of

words. (TA.)

**: see

jº

1.3-, aor. *, He miced ther- of dates [i. e.

the dregs of pressed dates] with other [dates] in the

beverage called 3:3: ($) or he mired the dregs

of pressed unripe dates with dried dates in making

J. : (Mgh ) or ºn 2-3 he mired the dried

dates with the dregs of pressed unripe dates. (K.)

The doing so is forbidden in a trad. (S, Mgh.)

J.-, an arabicized word, (Msb,) pronounced

by the vulgar with co, (S, Msb) The dregs of

anything that is pressed; ($, A, Mgh, Msb;) as

of pressed unripe dates: (K:) or the dregs of

pressed unripe dates, nºbich are miaced nºith dried

dates in making the beverage called 3:3: (TA:)

or the eacpressed juice of dates; or the dregs of

pressed dates : (As, Msb:) or pressed grapes from

n!hich the juice has run, and of n!hich the dregs

remain. (Lth, T.A.)

*

1. &#5, (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) aor. *; (K5) and

&#3,(El-Ahmar, ISd, Mºb, TA) aor.” (TA;)

inf n. #3 (T, S, Mºb, K, &c.) and #2-3 (ISd,

Mºb, K) and &- (Z, Mºb, K) and &#3;

(TA;) It (a thing, S, Msb) was, or became, thick,

big, gross, or coarse; and hard, firm, stiff, tough,

or strong: (S, K:) it nas, or became, thick, dense,

or compact : (M, TA:) [it (a garment, or piece

of cloth,) nas thick, or close, in teature: (see

&- :)] it [a semiliquid of any kind] nas, or

became, thick, so that it did not flon, nor continue

in its passing anay. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

4. 4-3 [in its primary sense, He, or it, ren

dered it cº-3, i. e. thick, &c. – And hence,

! He, or it, (a man, JK, T, Mgh, Msb, and a

wound, S, Mgh, and disease, Bd in viii. 68,)

rendered him heavy: (JK, T, Bd ubi supra, TA:)

or weakened him, rendered him languid, or ener

wated him. (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA.) You say,
2 o - 2

tº-3 ais-31 + He rendered him heavy by beating :

(JK:) or he beat him much, or vehemently, or

earcessively. (TA.) And 3-5-lº &5 + I

neakened him, rendered him languid, Or eney"-

cated him, by the wound, or mounds. (Msb.)-

.*, *-i $!, in the Kur xlvii. 4, means f When

ye have made much slaughter among them : (Jel:)

or n:hen ye have made a great and vehement

slaughter of them : (Bd:) or nhen ye have over

come them, and wounded them much, or inflicted
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many mounds upon them, (Abu-l-‘Abbās, K, TA,)

so that they give with their hands. (Abu-l-‘Abbās,

TA)—34-) es cºs-31 t He made a great,

or vehement, slaughter, (A,) or a great, or vehe

ment, n'ounding, (K,) among the enemy. (A, K.)

-Jº Lº Js-31, + He made much slaughter

in the earth, Or land: (Bd in viii. 68, Mgh, TA:

in the $, $3 Jºy') Jº J-5), which means the

same: TA:) or he went against the enemy, and

made a neide, or large, slaughter of them [in the

land]: (Msb:) or he fought vehemently in the

earth, or land. (Jel in viii.68)— Si Jº J-5)

+ He eacceeded the usual, or the just, bounds, or

degree, in the affair; strove, or eacerted himself,

vigorously, or strenuously, therein; or did his

utmost therein. (TA.)–ãº <! His saying

took, or had, an effect upon him ; or distressed, Ol'

afflicted, him. (TA)-ašº US$ st-s-31 + I

kmen, such a one, or was acquainted neith him,

thoroughly, or very n-ell. (TA.)

8. cº-ji, in the saying of El-Aasha,

# & iſJ--- J. 4.

[He acted deliberately in near until he became

heavy, or neakened, or languid, or emervated, by

wounds], is contracted by idghām from &-ºl.

(S, TA.) -

3 ow - O -

10. A3:1 axe Jº-º-º-' ſ Sleep overcame him.

(JK, K, TA) tº cººl & cº-- He

became overcome by [lit. between] disease and

Jatigue. (A, TA.)

º, o a "... y =

Js 3 an inf. n. of J-3 : [commonly used as

a simple subst., meaning Thickness, &c. :] one
6 o' a 2, 6 c <

says cº-5 a -35 [A garment, or piece of cloth,

having thickness, or closeness, of teacture]. (TA.)

6 . .

Js-3 i. 4. alſº [app. a mistranscription for
ºf , o z º .

ākā or ākāś, meaning + A heaviness in the chest

or body, or a heaviness and langour, or a heavi

ness on the heart]; as also Yáš3: El-'Ajjāj

says,

• o o ~ 2. ~ * ~ * … 2

[app. meaning So that he who cries out cries out

by reason of heaviness, &c.]: (TA: [this saying is

also cited in the S, in art. 2-c; but there, in one

copy, I find tº and in another, us; and

in both, cº-e instead of c < ..]) and hence he

received the surname of& (S and TA in

art. ***) SO says, IDrd. (TA in that art.)

[Golius explains cºs-3 as meaning “crassities,

spissitudo;” on the anthority of Ibn-Maqroof

and Ibn-Beytär; but I suspect that he found

3-3 in their works written for &- Or &+,

both inf ns of &#5.] -

3 * : « * .. 2

ass-3 : See U-5.

&- part. n. of 343; (S, Msb;) Thick, big,

coarse, or gross; and hard, firm, stiff, tough, or

strong : (S:) [thick, dense, or compact: &c.:

see 1: pl. &-.] You say &- *: A gar

ment, or piece of cloth, thick, or close, or full,

in teacture, and, as Az adds, in warp. (T.A.)—

Applied to a man, Completely armed: (KL :)

Orcº &- has this meaning. ($.)- Also

(JK, TA) f Forbearing, clement, grave, sedate,

or calm ; (JK, K,” TA: [in some copies of the

K,2- is erroneously put for …) :]) in

the M, heavy in his sitting-place. (TA.)

a o

&-: [pass, part. n. of 4, q.v.]. You say,

33, usº. &=; [I left him weakened, languid,

enerrated, or much wounded; beaten until he mas

at the point of death]. (TA.)- t Forbearing,

clement, grave, sedate, or ſalm, in mind, or

intellect. (TA.) [See also Jºs-5.] – Metony

mically applied by the people of Syria to t One

n:ho causes laughter; niho is quick, brisk, or

lively, in his motions. (TA.)

2* + One niho eacceeds the usual, or the just,

iounds, or who does his utmost, in narration, and

in the rehearsal of sayings. (T.A.)–And, with

3, A large, corpulent, fleshy, woman. (JK,

A, K.)

ſº A.

|-A5

4 - 2 of 6 - 2 o’ 6.- … o.

§§2–3 and 3593, (M,) or $335, (Lth, T,) or
4.- … c.2 6 - … o.º.

35J-3, of the measure àxiē, with damm to the

-3 and z, or, accord. to some, the J is radical
9.- … o.º.

and the 5 augmentative, the measure being 33A25,

(M5b in art. Usui,) or #33 and $33, (ISk,

T, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) with damm to the 3 if with

•, (ISk, T, S, Mgh, Msb,) and of the measure

ãº, (Isk, S.) and with ſet-h to the e if with 2,

without e, (ISk, T, $, Mgh, Msb, K,) and in, this

case of the measure 39 laš, (ISk, $, K,) like 395,3

and āşe, (ISk, S,) [the J in both cases, accord.

to ISk, being radical,] so in the Bári’, (Msb,)

and so says Ktr, (TA,) but A’Obeyd says that

the Arabs in general pronounced the word with

out -, (Msb,) The es: [which generally sig

nifies the breast, or mamma, but sometimes the

pap, or mamilla,] of a man: (Mgh:) or the

part, of a man, that corresponds to the cº of a

noman : (T, S, Msb, K :) or the flesh of the

(sº: (Lh, T.M., Mgh :) or the flesh that is

around the U3.5: (ISk, T, S, K:) or the base of

the esº: (Aş, Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán,” S,

Msb, K, KL* :) or the portion of flesh that is

at the base thereof: (Msb:) or i. q.&: (TA:)

and the pap, or mamilla, of a woman and of a

man : (KL :) accord. to the author of the Wá'ee,

the pl. [of 35.x:3] is $33, [with a substituted for

e, unless the former be a mistranscription for the

latter, (TA) and [that of sº is] sº. (Mºb,

TA.) The word Uç-A5 is used in relation to men

in the Saheeh of Muslim, and 35J-3 in relation

to women in the Sunan of Aboo-Dávood; and

many of the lexicologists incline to the opinion

that Ugº is common to men and women. (MF

in art. 2-3.)—JS §33, occurring in a trad.,

The tip, or fore part, of the nose. (IAth, TA.)

3-3

- * *

1. olº, aor. * : see art. US-5.

sº

1. J-3, aor. , It became moist or moistened.

(T, K.) Jºš <-- i. q. c.42… [The land

became moistened ty much den]: mentioned by

Yaakoob, who asserts that the Jº in the former

is a substitute for the U. in the latter; but is not

known. (M.)=$35, aor.” (T, K) and, (T,)

He moistened it. (T, K.)-And $1.3 [so in

the TT, as from the T, without teshdeed, He

fed him, or nourished him : (T, TT :) [or the

verb in this sense is W. $33, for its inf. n.] #2:

signifies the act of feeding, or nourishing. (K.)

2: see 1.

&33 (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) and (333

and (sº: (K:) the first of these is the form

most commonly obtaining: (TA:) [The breast,

or mamma;] the part of the chest nºkereof the

4.1- is the head; each of the two parts whereof

the cº-are the two heads: (Zi in his “Khalk

el-Insán:”) [and sometimes, but not properly,
-

the aº- alone; i. e., the pap, nipple, or ma
5 - o z o. c <

milla :] you say Jºsie Usº a breast that is smell

ing, prominent, or protuberant, (S, A, L, K, in

art. Jaš,) that fills the hand, (A in that art.,) and

has not yet become folding : (S, L, K, in that
- # 2 oz - - -

art. :) and alsº used &e, ſhe sucked the breast,

meaning the pap, or nipple, of his mother].

(IKft in TA, art.& :) it is peculiar to woman;

(T, K :) or common to roman and man; (S,

Msb, K ;) being sometimes used in relation to a

man; (Msb;) accord. to the opinion held to be

most chaste and best known by the lexicologists

[in general]: (TA:) and is masc.; (T, M, Mgh;)

or masc. and fem. ; ($, Mºb, K3) but most

chastely masc. : (TA:) the pl. [of pauc.] is 25,

(S.M., Mºb.K.) [originally &il of the measure

Jºji, (Msb,) and [of mult.] &-3, (S, M, Msb, K,)

[originally Uç325,) of the measure Jº, (S, Msb,)

and &”, with kesr to the Jº because of the

kesr to the letter following, (S) and sometimes
-- ºf ,- * .

:123, [originally us!...a5,] like Au-; (Msb;) and

a poet says,

• * * * a’ ” w • 2 of . -

4. . # ... o. 2 o e > 0. & 3"

**!) co-º-º: J29) cºw' *

[And the nomen became neidoned, or bereft of

relations, and nithout their ornaments, or in

mourning, having n:oe, pulling the breasts]; but

this is something like a mistake; and it may be

that he meant Çºl, and changed the [latter]

Us into J for the sake of the rhyme. (M.) It
- - - - - 22 oz. •. 2 #2 ~ * Jº y * * ~ *

is said in a prov., Wºº Jets S5 30-J £2-3,
... o.º. c : ...

*

meaning, wº à-i, [i. e. The ingenuous noman

will be made to hunger and neill not eat the hire

of her breasts, the prefixed noun being sup

pressed; or, as some relate it, º, which is

plain [as meaning, by means of her breasts]: it

is applied in relation to a man's preserving himself

from ignoble means of acquiring wealth. (Mgh.)

And .. (sº 3- May his mother's breast be

cut off, is a form of imprecation against a man,

and used to imply a wish for his separation. (As,

L in art. Ja-.) The saying of ‘Alee, on the day
- in o.º.

of his slaughter of the Khawārī, º&#tº
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§3. (sº 3. 4. (sº- Sº [Look ye, for

among them is a man one of whose arms is like

the breast of the woman], not 43; U.S. Me-1 as

some relate it, was applied to a man who had,

in the place of one arm, a lump of flesh upon

his shoulder-joint, which lump, when it was

stretched, became equal in length to his other

arm, and when it was left, returned [to its ori

ginal form]. (Mgh.) Respecting * #33, the

dim., whence the surname aſºn 33, he who

holds J.3% to be masc. [only] says that the s is

added because the word [virtually] means JºJº,

[which is fem.,] for the man thus surnamed had

a short arm, of the size of the esº, as is indi

cated by the fact that they also called him 25

a;&#1: ($ ) or, accord. to Fr. (A 'Obeyd, T.)

# is added, in this instance, in the dim., though

º,

(sº is masc., because it applies to what resem

bled the remains (aft) of a (sº, the greater

part of it having gone, so that it is likei. and

iº-é [dims, of i- and i.<1. (T, M. :) or

the 3 is added because the word is regarded in

this case as meaning à-ag [the piece, or lump,

of flesh]: (Mgh :) some say that it is the dim.

of $333; (Mgh, TA;) but this requires con

sideration. (Mgh.)

6 J - P

à2-83 : see (sº- Also A repository, or re

ceptacle, (AA, K,) of the size of the fist, (AA,)

in which the horseman carries the [sinen's called]

-ie [of n!hich the bon-string is made, and which

are bound round a bony, and round an arron, to

repair a fracture in it, (see J.ie and -ie)]

and the feathers [n:hich he may require to attach

to any of his arrows]. (AA, K.)

:13A certain plant [groning] in the desert. ($.)

*, or ... o º

*u-j A woman large in the Jºj [or breasts]:
, 9: - -

U3.51, the masc. form, is not used. ($, M.)

ºr 2 ºz. - 22 - 8: 3; 2 ºf

35-3, [written by some 35-A3, as well as 332.5
o,” in o- - - -

and 3533, mentioned here in the $, and in art.
º

IJ: see the latter art.

-->

1. 4.3, aor. -, (K) inf n, ºi, (TK) [proba

bly, in its primary sense, He stripped it of its

~3. see 2:—and hence,) + He stripped him of

his garment; namely, a sick man. (K.)— See

also 2, in three places.

6 - - - -

2. ~~*i. in its primary sense, is The removing

of the ~3. i.e., the fat that forms the integument

of the stomach of a ruminant: so says Z. (Har

p. 197.)- And hence, f The act of blaming;

reproving; and punishing, or chastising, for an

offence, or a crime : (Har ubi supra:) or f severe

blaming or reproving, that rends reputations,

and takes anay the brightness of countenances :

(Z in Har ubi supra:) which last meaning it has
o - d - - £2 ..

in the Kur xii. 92: (Bd .) or &le --,5

there means tryo evil, or mischief, shall comeupon

you : (Zj, T :) or t your offences, or crimes, shall

not be mentioned: (Th, M :) -º,+5 signifies the

act of blaming, or reproving; (S, Mgh;) or doing

so severely, or angrily, or, with the utmost seve

rity or harshness: the act of upbraiding, or re

proaching: and the going to the utmost length in

blaming or reproving : one says, Jºſé -9: º

+ [No blame, &c., shall be laid on thee]: and it is

from3% [as explained above]. (S.) You say,

rº and "-j and '-º', meaning the blamed,

or reproved; or did so severely, or nith the utmost

severity; or reproached, or upbraided: (T:) and

ºte -53, (§, M, K) and 435 (A, K3) and

º, [and 4e ºil aor. 2, (K) inf n, ºi,

(TK;) and *4,31; (A, K,) the blamed him, or

reproved him; upbraided him, or reproached

him, (M, A, K,) mith, or for, his offence, or

crime; (M, K;) and reminded him thereof;

(M;) he shoned him his deed to be foul, abomi

nable, or bad. (As, $3) or age *-ji, aor. 2,

signifies the blamed him, or reproved him; and,

as Suh says, aºle ~9, the blamed him, or re

proved him, much. (Msb.)—Also tThe acting

ill, or corruptly; doing evil, or mischief; creating

confusion, or disorder. (TA)=It is also said

in the K to be syn. mith Jº, which means The

building [or casing a well] neith stones: but [SM

says, I fear that this is a mistranscription for

J-55, with 2. (TA)

4. He (a ram) increased in his fatness : (K:)

or acquired a rº, having increased in fatness.

(TA.)= See also 2, in two places. "

& A thin integument of fat that covers the

stomach of a ruminant and the bonels or intes

times; (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K;) the fat that is

spread over the bonels, or intestines: (T:) pl. (of

mult, TA) ºf (M, K) and (of pauci, TA)

Jº, and pl. pl. *i. (K.) Hence, sº

-jūště J. : The sun [upon the ground] be

came like the integuments above-mentioned: i.e.,

scattered; being upon one place and not upon

another, towards sunset: a phrase occurring in a

trad., in which it is said that when this is the

case, it is forbidden to perform the afternoon

prayer: and in another trad. occurs the phrase,

ašūl sº J. :) <5ue [The sun upon the

ground became like the -,5 of the she-camel].

(TA.)– And [hence, t A land of which the

stones are such as those of the 5- [q.v.], save

that they are nºkite. (L.)

3.03, (K) or 393 (like 3.03, with which

it is nearly, or perhaps exactly, syn.], (M,) The

Jingers. (M, K.)

<º, (TA) fem. āş, (T, K,) A sheep having

a large Jº;; (T, TA;) i. e. (TA) a fat sheep.

(K, T.A.)

* +One niho gives little, (K, TA,) reproach

ing for that nihich he has given. (TA.)

* Upbraiding [&c.; see the verb, 2]: (M:)

Or acting ill, or corruptly; doing evil, or mischief;

creating confusion, or disorder. (M, K.)

»”

1. sº, aor. ', (M., L.) or -, (so in one place

in the TT) inf. n. Sº, (T, M, Mgh,L.) He broke

a dry or hollow thing: (T, Mgh, L:) he crumbled

a thing, or broke it into small pieces, with his

fingers. (M., L.) [Hence,) 5: 5,3, (§, M, A,

Msb, K,) aor. *, (Msb,) inf. n. as above, (S,

Msb,) He crumbled bread, or broke it into small

pieces, with his fingers, (M, A, Msb, K,) then

moistened it with broth, (A, Msb,) and then piled

it up in the middle of a bowl: (A:) or he broke

bread: (S:) and in like manner*ś, originally

&#3 and ºft: (S. K.) and 4: '…}, and

*śj, he made, or prepared, Jºj [i.e. bread

crumbled &c. as above described]. (M.). He

rubbed and pressed a testicle with the hand, in

lieu of castrating; (K;) inf. m. as above. (Mgh.)

–See also 2.— He dipped a garment, or piece

of cloth, in dye : (K:) he dyed it with saffron

[&c.]. (TA from a trad)—i.e., &- 3.3, (so

in a copy of the T, and in some copies of the K,

and in the CK,) or *ś, (so in some copies of

the K, and in the TA,) He (a man, IAar, T) nas

carried anay from the place of fight mounded

much but having life remaining in him. (IAar,

T, K.)

2, 3}, (T. M. K.) inf n. 4,535 (T.S. Mgh;)

and "s; ; (K3) [ISd says, I think that the latter

is a dial. var. of the former; (M;) He killed an

animal that should be slaughtered without cutting

the alsº [or external jugular veins] so as to make

the blood flow; (M, K;) i.e., (TA,) he killed it

with a blunt knife, so that he broke, [or tore, the

Jiesh &c.,] and did not cut so as to make the blood

flow : (A, TA:) or he killed it by squeezing and

pressing the 8-22, without cutting, and making

the blood to flon, (Mgh:) or he killed it with a

thing that did not make the blood to flow freely :

or he killed it without practising the method pre

scribed by the lan. : (T:) or º,º in slaughtering

is the breaking [the bones or joints &c. of the

animal] before it is cold; and this is forbidden.

(S.) [See also §3. – See also 1, last sentence.

–And see sº, below.

4. [It seems that Golius found§ erroneously

written in a copy of the S and in a copy of the K

for sºil

8. sº and§ : see 1, in four places.

§ Weak rain. (IAar, M, K.)

sº (S, K) and "3,43 (A) [A chapping in

the lips. (S, A, K.)

6, c 2 -

33,3: see what next follows.

3.3. and *::::. Bread crumbled, or broken

into small pieces, with the fingers, and then mois

tened with broth: (Msb:) or [simply] broken bread.

($)—Also, the former, (T, A,) and "334,3 (T,

M, A, K) and 'is; ($, M, A, Msb) and "is,%

(M, K) and 'isº (Kaccord. to the TA) and

"&sji, (Fr. M. K.) Bread, itself, crumbled, or

broken into small pieces, neith the fingers, (T,” $,”

M, A, Msb, K,”) then moistened with broth (T,

A, Msb) &c., (T,) and then piled up in the middle

of a bonyl; (A ;) generally having some flesh-meat

with it: (L:) or Y*: signifies a mess, or
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portion, of Jºe3. [or bread crumbled or broken

&c.]; (T;) [and so*ś, and Y isº. :] that of

Ghassān is said by common consent to have been

prepared mith marron, and with eggs, or the

yolks of eggs; and there was no kind more deli

cious than these two kinds. (TA.) The pl. of

324,3 is 3.53 and § and §; (A, and Ham

p. 524;) the last of which is a contraction of that

next preceding it. (Ham ubi suprā.) A poet, as

cited by IAqr, says,

# '0's; if º ż iſ Si #

• 24.5% Asi-. Jº #

[Non surely, O bread, O daughter of two pre

parers of 243. the throat refuses, after swallowing

thee, to rest, by reason of desire for more]: he

says that the poet calls the bread after two young

men, or slaves, who were preparing ºff, and

gives tenween to cylxy-º by a poetic license,

instead of saying cº, which, as it is [origi

nally] a verbal phrase, he should have said by

rule: but the word, as Fr relates it, is '09;i.

and [ISd says, I think that this is a determinate

subst, for ºil or 22:9), and therefore pro

perly imperfectly decl., but here made perfectly

decl. by a poetic license. (M.) It is said in a

trad. that the excellence of 'Āisheh above other

women is as the excellence of Jºj above other

kinds of food; but it is said that what is here

meant is food prepared with flesh-meat, together

with Jºj, because this is generally prepared with

flesh-meat, and it is said to be one of the two

things called.-4. (TA.)

6

see Jº 5; for each, in two places.
2 y p

o • 2:

Cl3,51:

is.” A [bonyl such as is called] a 3 [app, for

2,3]. (TA)

& One niho slaughters (an animal intended

to be slaughtered, M) with a stone or a bone, (M,

K,) or the like thereof; to do which is forbidden:

(M:) or one nihose iron instrument is not sharp,

(IAar, M, K,) so that he mangles the flesh.

(IAar, M.)

35. A stone, or bone, or blunt iron instrument,

with nihich an animal is slaughtered [in a bungling
3 w - 2

manner: see Sº…], (M., K.)

32%. See 3.5–Also A garment, or piece

of cloth, dipped in dye, (ISh, T.)

#sº : See

• 3 or

cºlº :

º 2. '

Jºj, in two places.

6 *

see Jºjº.

2,3

1.2.3, (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) aor. , (Mºb, K.)

inf. n. 2,3, (T, S, M, Msb,) He (a man, T, S,

Msb) had one of his central incisors broken:

(AZ, T, Msb:) or he had a central incisor fallen

out : (S:) or he had a tooth broken out entirely;

(M, K;) or one of his fore teeth, such as the

central incisors and the teeth between the central

incisors and the canine teeth; (M, K;*) or, pecu

liarly, a central incisor ; as also V ºl. (M, K.)

=493, (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) aor. -, (M., K.)

or *, (Msb,) inf. n. 2.35 (S, M, Msb;) and

*4,3]; (T, M., K.) He (a man, T, S, Mºb)

broke one of his central incisors : (T, Msb:) or

rendered him Aft: (M, K:) or the former, he

struck him on his mouth, so that one of his central

incisors fell out; and " the latter, He (God) ren

dered him ji, (5) And 4: … I broke

his central incisor. (T, S.) -

4: see 1, in two places.

7: see 1.– Also 4:3 cººl His central

incisor became broken. (T, S, Msb.)

Aji, applied to a man, Having one of his cen

tral incisors broken : (T, Msb:) or having a cen

tral incisor fallen out, (S, and Ham p. 613,) so as

to have a gap between two of his teeth; (Ham ib.:)

or having a tooth broken out entirely; (M, K;)

or one of his fore teeth, such as the central incisors

and the teeth between the central incisors and the

canine teeth; (M, K;*) or, peculiarly, a central

incisor: (M, K:) fem. £3. (M, Msb, K:) pl.

3. (Mºb)—ººl Night and day: (M,

K:) and t time, or fortune, and death. (TA.)

29

1, ºil 93, (As, 5, M, K) aor, (A$, $3)

and &; (T, TT;) inf. n. §: (M;) The people,

Ol' company of men, became many, much, or great

in number or quantity; and increased : (AS, T,

$, M.K.) and in like manner, Jºj, (A, S, M,

K,) i.e., the cattle, or other property, became

many, much, or great in number or quantity.

(A, S, M.)—Gº, (T, M. K.) aor. , inf. n.

&; [or 531) and £3, (T,TA) He (a man, T,

K) was, or became, abundant in cattle, or other

property; (T, M, K;) as also Wu ºil, (T, S, M,

Mgh, K,) and Jºi. (M:) or Wu ºl signifies he

nvas, or became, in a state of competence or suffi

ciency, in no need, or rich; syn. Usik-1 : (Mºb:)

or it signifies more than Jºk-l: (T:) and4-ji,

I became, or have become, abundant [in property]

by means of thee: (T, S:) and cº <-23 I

became in no need of other men by 'means of such

a one, (T, S, M.) A poet says, (S,) namely, El

Kumeyt, praising the Benoo-Umeiyeh,

Ja-3ºff as “… "

ſº ºft & 32 & 3

[Ye have the two visited mosques of Mekkeh and

El-Medeeneh, and ye have the number of the

pebbles of such as are between him who is really

* * *.

4-aº
-

and him who is poor]: he means, &. Jº Jº

23;&º sº; i.e., Riº + c, če ($)—

4.<º, (T,) or *, inf, n. 93, (M,) also signifies

I rejoiced (T, M) in thee, (T,) or in him, or it :

(M. :) and 43.&% aor. 4, He rejoiced in, or by

reason of, that. (ISk, S.)=2&tº We n'ere,

or became, more than they : (AA, S, M:) or more

in cattle, or other property. (K.)—ºil º

He (God) made the people, or company of men,

to be many, or numerous; multiplied them. (AA,

T, S.)

3 * ~ 2 o’ -

4: see 1, in three places.=3.xaſ) tº: 'y The

enemy mill not say much respecting us. (M., T.A.)

j; dual cº, see (sº, in art. Gº.

- 3 - -* -

* : see Jºjº.– º 35 ū I am in no need of

after men by means of him; (T, S, M5) as also

"Új (M.)=See also art. Jºº.

$33 Many, or a great number, (S, M, K,) of

men; and of cattle, or other property: (M, K :)

or much, or a great quantity, of property; (Mgh,

Mºbi) as also ":; : ($, M, Mgh:) and 3,5

signifies the same as $53 ; the 5 being a substi
J - was

tute for the Jº, (M.) One says, sº 3.39 as:

ºf 39, (ISk,5) or 53% ºf 23, 3, (T)
Verily he possesses a number [of men] and much

property. (ISk, T, S.) Accord, to IAar, one

says Jº &- à: and ãº, meaning A great
z - - • 0. * - d -

number of men: but only Jue de $333. (TA.)

—Also The night of the conjunction of the moon

and ºn [or the Pleiades]. (M, K.)

3 :

See Lºº.

*,* 6 ... o.º.

2,5 : see 3393, in three places. – Also A state

of competence or sufficiency; or richness. (Msb.)

3 :
&

USP 9 w -

pany of men;] and so a 33 applied to spears
9 . -

(tº): (TA:) also many, or much, cattle, or

other property; ($, M, K, TA;) and so Y,3. (T,

TA)— Also A man possessing many, or much,

• 6 º'J - d - *

cºlº, fem, es5,5:

Many, or numerous; [applied to a com

cattle, or other property; and so 'Ji, (M,

K5) and "A. : (T,) so too "3655; (T, S,

Mgh;) or abounding (M, K, TA) in cattle, or

other property; (TA:) and [its fem.] "Jº,

applied to a woman, (T, S, M, K,) likewise signi

fies possessing many, or much, cattle, or other

property: (T, S, K.) the dim, of this last is

W ū;3. (T, S, M, K.)- See also 3.=And see

art. Jºjº. ~

3. * 3 2 a -3

t; : see Us, 3. –tººl [The Pleiades; the

Third Mansion of the Moon: it is believed to

be the most beneficial, in its influences on the

weather, of all the Mansions of the Moon, on

account of the period of its auroral setting, which,

in central Arabia, about the commencement of .

the era of the Flight, began on the 12th of

Nov., O.S.: (see 2.É. Jº, in art, J9 ; and

see also t; :) hence what is said of it in Job

xxxviii. 31; and hence, as being the most ex

cellent of all asterisms, it is called by the Arabs]

2-5) [the Asterism]: ($, K:) the former ap

pellation is given to it because it comprises, in

appearance, many stars in a small space; (M,

K;*) for it is said that amid its conspicuous stars

are many obscure stars; (IAth,TA;) the number

altogether being said to be four and twenty,

agreeably with an assertion of the Prophet: some

say that it is so called because of the abundance

[of the rain] of its º [here meaning auroral
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setting]: (TA:) the word is thus applied only in

the dim. form, which is used in this instance to

denote magnification. (M., T.A.)-[; also sig

nifies t A cluster of lamps, generally resting in

holes in the bottom of a lantern: see an engraving

in my “Modern Egyptians,” ch. vi.] The ū; of

lamps is so called as being likened to the asterism

above mentioned. (M.)

es: 3 * •

o- see JS25 : -and see also art. Us, 3.

Jºe: *

ăț, A cause of multiplying, or rendering

abundant; syn. 5,8. so in the saying, #. 3.

JJ [This is a cause of multiplying, or rendering

abundant, cattle, or other property]. ($, K.)

3 * ~ 2:

as Jº Ui I am rejoiced in him. (ISk, TA

in art. Cº.)=See also art. Jºjº.

sº

1. Jºš <2% aor. 4, inf. n.& The earth,

or land, became moist and soft, after drought

and dryness: (M, K :) or became matered by

rain that penetrated to its moistness. (Msb.)=

See also the same form of the verb in the first

paragraph of art. 525, in six places.

2. J., (T, S, M. K.) inf n. #25, (S. K.)

He moistened (T, S, M, K) a place, (T,) or earth,

or the ground, or dust, (M, K,) and &2. [or

meal of parched barley or wheat], (S, TA) and

any other thing : (TA:) he sprinkled a place:

(S, K:) he poured water upon, and then stirred

about, and mixed up, [the preparation of milk

termed] ki, (M.K.) and G. (M)= He

made his hands to cleave to the ground (T, K)

betneen the two prostrations in prayer, not separa

ting them therefrom until he performed the second

prostration. (T.)

4. L3,3] It (rain) moistened the earth. (S.)
2 of • 93

–Jººl ºf The land, or earth, had much

moisture; became abundant in moisture: (S, M,

Msb, K:) or it became compact with moisture.

(AHn, M.) [See also #4.

es; Moisture; humidity; ($, M, K;) of the

earth: (S, Msb:) and moist earth; ($, M, Msb,

K;) -53 that is not moist is not called es;

(Msb;) or such as, nhen moistened, does not

become cohesive mud or clay; (M, K;) as also

v Ú [an epithet used as a subst.]: (AO, T,”

K, TA: [in the CK, erroneously, .uji :]) and

the earth; (M, K;) Jº <-- us, in the Kur

[xx. 5], being explained as meaning what is beneath

the earth : (M. :) exº and WJº both signify

the earth; and the latter, being thus used as a

proper name, is imperfectly decl: (Ham p.351:)

dual cº (Š, M, K) and Jº (Lh, M. K.
[but the sing of the latter should be written º :])

pl. ji. (M, K.) Jújº, Jé, [The two mois

tures met, or have met, is said when the rain has

sunk into the ground so that it has met the mois

ture of the earth. (S, M., K.) Accord. to IAar, it

was also said by a man, (M,) or by an Arab of the

desert, (K,) who, (M, K,) being naked, (K,) clad

himself with a fur-garment, (M,K,) without a shirt;

(M;) meaning the hair of the pubes and the soft

hair of the fur-garment. (M,K.) And the Arabs
... º. o - .• * oad º o, . ~ 0. --- • * • * -

say, sºJºGº Gº,

meaning A month [of moisture] in nºbich the rain

begins, and sinks into the ground, and moistens

and softens the earth; for es; 33 *: and a

month in which thou seest the heads of the herbage

gronn forth; for cºl Još aeś es; 3. and

a month in which the herbage is tall enough to

be pastured upon by the cattle : (As, S,” M :)

and a month in nhich it is full-gronn and erect.

(A3, M.) One says also, Jºël & J. es; 4,

meaning The sneat of the horse appeared. (S,”

M.) And º ºs e s as sº es; J.

meaning t Verily I see the effect of anger in the

face of such a one. (T,) And tº & fºº # IIe

is the knowing with respect to it. (T in art. U.)

+[Hence, as being likened to moist earth, i. q.

Jºã- t| Good; anything good; &c.]. (M, K. [For

*. Golius appears to have found, in a copy of

the K, 3-; and this, which he has rendered

“Terra? tractus,” he has given as a signification,

not of Jºj, but of £3, which, like J3, he also

explains as meaning “terra.”]) So in the saying,

Jº -: & [app. meaning t Such a one

is a person from nhom good is easy of attain

ment: or it may mean, a person from whom good

seems to be easy of attainment: in either case

likened to land of which the moist earth is near

the surface: that the phrase may have the latter

meaning appears from what here follows]. (M.)

You say, lº 4.x: es: -ºš Újš Č, IIlean

ing + Verily such a one is a person nºho promises

but nho does not fulfil. (IAar, T.)- [Hence

also, t Fresh and vigorous friendship.] You say,

& Jº (sº --- 2 t[The fresh and

vigorous friendship betnceen me and him has not

2 ” Jº Jes Jº -

*A*. +[That friendship n-hich is between me and

• de •

withered]: whence the phrase, cº;

such a one is fresh and vigorous]; i. e., it has not

ceased, or become severed. (S,” M.) Jereer says,

• ? …) 2:22- .*. …) : • *

k Lºxº) ºs Jºe '5-53 Sº e

© y z > *d, * © . *, * 1:

"es: º Jº Jººſ & +

[And nither not the fresh and vigorous friendship

between me and you ; for that which is between

me and you is fresh and vigorous]. ($, M.)

*

Li, fem. iº, Moist; humid.] You sayJ

iº, (M, Mºb) like i.e., (Mºb) or 'i,j, like

i:é, (K, [but this is anomalous, as part. n. of

cº,3,]) and "āj, (Mºb, K.) Earth, or land,

that has become moist and soft, after drought

and dryness: (M, K :) or natered by rain that

has penetrated to its moistness: (Msb:) or the

last, land of just, or moderate, moisture : (AHn,

M :) or moist land; (T, S, M ;) and so the first.

(M.) And * &; & A place of n:hich the

earth has in it moisture. (TA.) And Y&2.

A humid day. (TA.)= See also art. 533. -

3. 2. 9 * * 2 .

U833, fem. Åºj : see 23, in two places:=and

See also art. 533. 2

*- d -

*: see 33:— and see also us;5.
2.

… • b :

Jºj : see 23.

tº: See art. 2,3.

, 9: : •

Jºji : see Jºj:=and see also art. 523.

o

• ?”

Lº, fem. #2%, part. n. of 4, q.v.] #24. Jºi

[is explained as meaning Land of which the earth

has not become dry. (T, TA.)– See also &#,

last two sentences.= And see art. 5x5.

3 or

&4. a pass. part. n. having no verb; used as
-

:-3 e 2

an intensive epithet in the phrase &#. Jº

[Very moist earth]. (M.)=See also art. 523.

laj

1. ić, aor. “; (Lth, TA;) [app. accord. to him

who says ić Jé; for Lth adds,) and, accord.

to him who says É Jº, (Lth, TA,) ić, aor. -

and *; (Lth, K5) inf. n. [of 3 of which the aor.

is *, kić, (Lth, IDrd, S, K,) and [of the verb

of which the aor. is 2,] 5, and [of that of which

the aor. is 4, the second pers. of the pret. being

app. <-Aki, iºu.5 and ib,i,j, (Lth, K;) or

the last two, accord. to IDrd, are simple substs.,

and ISd approves of this distinction; (TA;) He

(a man, Lth, S) neas, or became, such as is termed

ić and Li [explained below]. (Lth, IDrd,S,K.)

i.; and "iji, (Lth, ś, K) but the former is

the more correct and the more common, (Lth,)

or the former only, (IDrd, and IB on the autho

rity of Ibn-El-Jawáleekee, and K,) the latter

being vulgar, (IDrd, K,) but AZ asserted his

having heard the latter, (AHát, cited in the Jm,)

[and the latter only is mentioned in the Mgh,] A

man (S, Mgh) having no hair upon the sides of

his face, but only upon his chin; syn.**: (S,

Mgh, K:) or having a scanty beard ; (IDrd:)

or the former signifies having little hair in the

beard, and in the eyebron's : (K:) or [when you

mean the latter] you say cº-º- ſº Jº, (K,)

a man having thin, or scanty, eyebron's, as also

cº-º- * †, (TA;) the mention of the eye

brows being indispensable; (IAar, K;) and ãº

cº-º- ākī [a noman having thin, or scanty,

yebrors): (S, TA:) pl. (of pauc., TA) £u-ji

(Kr, K) and (of mult., TA) Čurč and iii.;

(AZ, K) and kki, (IAar) (all of which may bé

of either sing.,] and Puai, (AZ.S. K,) which is

of the former sing., (S,) and £3, (AZ, S, K,)

which is of the latter. (S.) You say also #2.

* {i,j A woman having no ~!, (Lth, TA,) i. e.

hair on the pubes; in the copies of the K incor

rectly written ~! (TA.) And Yūji Jºe A.

side of the cheek, or of the face, having the hair

falling off. (Mgh.)— Also, the former, Heavy

in the belly; (K, TA;) slow ; applied to a man.

(TA.) =The former also signifies IIuman excre

ment or ordure; or thin human eaccrement or
º, o ,- 9. ?:

ordure; syn. tº- (Sgh, K.) [See also lajj.]

3 ză ~~ * 3 : .

ići, and its fem. U.5: see Li, in four places.

— ſº, also signifies The spider: or another
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creeping thing, that stings, or bites, vehemently:

(K:) this is from Lth, as in the O and L: but

in the Tekmileh we find iſiºn, like **, [app. a

mistake for ãº, like &,] a certain small

creeping thing : or, as some say, it is u, ü, of the

measure of us. (TA.)

~5

1. 43, (S, A, K.) aor. , (K) inf n, J-3,

(S,) He gave vent to it; or made it to flon forth,

run, or stream ; namely, water, (S, A, K,) and

blood, and the like. (K) tº --, [thought by

MF to be--, but I see no reason why it should

not be -ºi said of a wound, means It flowed,

or ran, mith blood. (TA.)

7. Jºaºl It (water) had vent; or it floned

forth, ran, or streamed; (S, A, K,) in, or

through, a -3% (S, TA:) and in like manner,

rain : (TA:) and blood from the nose. (S, TA.)

—[Hence, 23, -st; * &tº f He called out

to him and he sprang up and ran to him. (A,

TA.)

J-3, applied to water, (K,) and to blood,

(TA,) Flowing, running, or streaming; as also
6 ... • 2 oš • 2 of

WJ-3 anº and "Gºi. (K, TA) You

say "…# J: A flowing torrent]. (A)—
* 2: 32

And [hence, "ºi 2: t [Evil that takes its

course like a stream]. (A.)- See also what next

follows.

**, (so in the S, expressly said to be tº**)

Or "...º, (so in the K,) in some copies of the

K, erroneously, -*. (TA,) A mater-course of

a valley; a channel in nihich mater flows in a

valley : (S, K:) accord. to Lth, the rubbish and

scum that collect in the channel in myhich the rain

rvater flows; but Az disapproves of this explana

tion of the word, and says that it signifies, in his

opinion, the channel itself: (TA:) the pl. is

& (S. K.) One says,Jºué& c.t.

&l, i. e. The torrent [or rather the torrents

ran like the serpent called Jusã]. (A, TA.)-

See also Jºi.

6 - d ?

Jº A kind of long serpent: (S:) a great

serpent; applied to the male and the female :

(Msb:) a bulky and long serpent, (Sh, K, TA,)

that hunts the rat or mouse, to n-hich latter animal

the name is sometimes metaphorically applied, and

that is more useful in the house than are cats:

(Sh, TA:) or particularly the male [serpent],

(Ktr, K,) that is yellon, and ruddy: (Ktr;) or

the serpent in general, (ISh, K,) male and female,

great and small: (ISh:) [also applied to an

enormous fabulous serpent ; described by Kzw

and others; pl. Ósº. (S, Mºb)—[J-3,

cººl The basilisk. (Golius, from a Glossary.)]

* 2° à 2 - -

—Jºaº Ax : see 2s. -

Jº Jºãº º, (A, S, K) or 43, (TA)

and~~~, (S,) His mouth runs with clear mater,

having an extended [or a ropy] flow. (A5, S, K.)

a > , e? 6 o –

Jºſ: see -3.

Bk. I.

2 ºf * 2: .

see Jºj, in three places.

&

~5-3 .

6 - d -

Jºo [The outlet, or place of outpouring, of

the nater of a watering-trough &c.;] the place of

passage for the nater, in the side of a natering

trough or tank : and a channel, or conduit, for

water; (KL) pl. -et. (S, A) You say

Jº- -*. [The outlet for the water of the
… • 6 -

*

matering-trough or tank]: (S, A:) and o º ! ~~~~~

[the outlet for the mater of the house-top]: (A:)

and Al-J -*. [the outlet, or channel, for the

rain-water]: (TA:) from àJ. -ºš “he gave

vent to the water,” or, “made it to flow forth,”

&c. (A,TA) And as J. J.etº, meaning The

channels, or places offlowing, of the mater of the

city: (K, TA:) whence. it appears that MF has

erred in saying that “…ate signifies [only] a -lyxo

[or spout for conveying anay mater from a house.

top &c.]: not a channel, or place of flowing.

(TA.) [See also 3:44, and JºJ

A.

*A*-

6 o' -

Jºã, as an epithet applied to a leguminous

plant, or to an herb, Fresh, juicy, or sappy; ($,
6 o ... º o –

A, K;) soft, or tender. (S, A.) You say Jºe Jº;

in this sense; (S, A.;) the latter word being an

imitative sequent, not [generally] used alone;

but some use it alone: (S:) and it is said to be

syn. with the former. (TA.) You say also i.e.,
9 - d > 0 , o ºr

3.xx & 3.x=3, meaning A fresh, juicy, ripe date.

(IAar, T.A.) And 33 ºf Soft, moist earth;

(S, K;) as also*. ($.)– [As a coll. gén. n.,.]

Fresh ripe dates: or dates for the most part in a

state of ripeness: (K:) or ripening dates nºben

they have become soft : n, un, with 3: (A$, $:)

that which is ripening, but as yet hard and indi

gestible, is termed iº. (As, TA) [See :)

– Fresh butter : so accord. to Is-hák Ibn-Ibrā

heem El-Kurashee, in a trad. related by him.

(IAth,TA)—3. S3 3×3 & L. He possesses

not little nor much. (K.) [Here, again, the last

word is an imitative sequent. (TA.)

Ja;

1. J-3, aor. *, inf. n. Já, His teeth rvere

irregular in their places of growth, and overlying

one another: (Msb:) [or he had a tooth, or teeth,

in eaccess, or eacceeding the usual number, and

growing behind the others: see what follows.]

And &- <-- The tooth exceeded the usual

number, (Mºb, K.) being behind the other teeth:

or entered beneath another, being irregular in the

place of growth. (K.) [See also Jºl

4. 191s51, said of guests, They were, or became,

numerous, or many, (K, TA,) and straitened, or

cron:ded, one another: (TA:) so, too, said of

men coming to water. (K,TA)—tº 134a3i

They acted contrarily, or adversely, to us; they

opposed us. (Lth, S, K.)—Jail said of a recom

pense, or reward, It was, or became, great. (K.)

–And said of an affair, It was so great that one

knew not hon to apply himself to it: (K:) it

implies incongruity. (TA.)

Jº; : see Jä.

* 92

Jº (K, and Ham p. 647) and "Jºš and

"Jºſé, (K) the last from Ibn-Abbād, (TA)

A tooth in eaccess, or eacceeding the usual number,

(K, and Ham ubi supra,) behind the other teeth:

(K:) or the entering of a tooth beneath another,

rvith irregularity in the place of its growth: (K:)

Or YJ-5 signifies superfluities in the teeth, and

irregularity in their places of growth, so that

they overlie one another: (S:) or the teeth's over

lying one another, and the eaccess of a tooth among

them [beyond the usual number]. (Harp. 243.)

–And J3 (S, K, and Ham ubi supra) and

YJ-3 and "J3 (K) An eaccess, or a redundance,

(K and Ham,) [i. e.] a small teat in eaccess, [in

addition to the usual number, (S,) in, or among,

the teats of a sheep or goat, ($, K, Ham,) and of

a she-camel, (S, K,) and of a cony: (K:) it does

not yield milk, though hyperbolically described as

doing so. (S. [But see JºJ)—Also Jº,

[not Jºë as in Freytag's Lex.,] A certain ani

malcule that appears in a skin used for holding

mater or milk when its odour has become bad.

(Ibn-'Abbad, K.”)

J3 : see Jºš, in three places.

• *, * :

Jaj : 2 t

Jağ's Ja‘JI lja, meaning This ignoble fellow,

that is naught. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

Jºãº See J3.— Also Aewe, or she-goat,

that may be milked from three places, or four,

(Ibn-'Abbād, K,) by reason of an excess in the

[number of] teats. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA. [See also

J5x5.])= Angry. (Lth, K.)

Jº : pl. of Jº [q. v.]. (K in art. • Maj.)

2. - A

See alta3.– One says in reviling a man,

*, * : 3. * *

Juaj: see alla3.

Jºë, applied to a she-camel, a cow, and a

sheep or goat, Having an eaccess, or a redundance,

in the [number of] teats: or having, above her

teat, a small teat: or having a nipple in eaccess:

(K:) or a ewe, or she-goat, having a Jº: [q. v.]:

or, accord. to some of the lexicologists, a ewe,

or she goat, that may be milked from her Jºã.

(Ham p. 647. [See also JºJ)—J 3 iº,

A mound made nith a spear or the like from

n:hich the blood is scattered, or sprinkled. (TA.)

0 - - Jº- A numerous army. (TA.) And

A.

–92.

Jºsé à:= An army, or a collected portion there

of, having nith it much rabble and manyfolloners:

(K:) regard is had in it to multitude and crowd

ing. (TA.)

âté, a determinate noun, The ~4; [or for];

(S, O';) as also "J3; (IDrd,TA:) or the female

-º-, as also "Jºš (K)=$3 àº; Dry

herbage; or âû is [the plant commonly called]

-ºil J.e. [see art. -->4]: (Ki) this is from

AHn. (TA)

Jºi A man rohose teeth are irregular in their

places of growth, and overlying one another :

(Msb:) or having superfluities in his teeth, and

irregularity in their places of growth, so that

they overlie one another: ($:) or having a tooth

43
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in eccess, (Mgh, K,) behind the other teeth :

(K:) or having a tooth entering beneath another,

being irregular in the place of growth : (K:)

fem. §35, applied to a woman; ($, Mgh, Mºb,

K;) and also to a gum (#): (K:) pl. Jº.

(Msb, T.A.)- A portly, or corpulent, personage,

or chief, characterized by superabundances of

benificence, or bounty. (Lth, K.)

J* Spread, scattered, or sprinkled. (TA.)

—J-4. sº [A company of men coming to

water] straitening, or cronding, one another.

(K)—&44.Agil 4. The people, or company

of men, came in a connected, or continnous, body.

(TA.)

ãº. 3; A land in myhich are many -ºš

[or foaces]; ($, K;) like Šik meaning “a land

in which are many -jie [or scorpions];” ($ ;)

as also i.1%. (K in art. Jas. [But see this

last word.j)

-ºš

Q. 1. Jº He (a man) was conardly, and

eluded, or turned anay, or went this way and

that, or to the right and left, quickly, and deceit

fully, or guilefully; as also "Jºš: his doing

so being thus likened to the running of the~º.

(TA.) And t; 4. --J., [He was conardly,

and eluded him, er turned anay from him, &c.,

through fear]; i. e., from another man. (TA.)

Q. 2. *:: see above.

J.4% [The for; canis vulpes of Linn.; but

in the dial. of Egypt, the jackal; canis aureus

of Linn. : the former animal being there called
O ~ * 2:

J.2-ji 331, as it often is by the Arabs of other

countries :] a certain beast of prey; (TA ;) well

known : (S, K :) applied to the male and the
* . .” º, -o ºr o * * *

female; so that one says 2−3 J·3 and -º
2 of

Jº"; but if one would designate the male by a

single word applying to it only, he says " &\º,

with damm to the 3 and J: (I Amb, Mºb :)

or the former applies to the female : (K:) or the

female is called Yāſā; (Ks, S, Msb, K;) and
. … o.º. 5 - © 2.

the male, " &@*# (Ks, 5, K) and ºi, (K)
5 - - - -

[accord. to some, like as one says 4,3e [and

&# and Jºãº (Msb:) or-kº is the male;

and the female is called *āūš: (Az, TA: [but see

this word is art. Jai :]) the pl. of ~~~3 is ~Jºsé

and Jaj, (K,) accord. to Lh: but ISd dis

approves of this [latter pl.); and Sb does not

allow it except in poetry. (TA.) F charges J
0 - J - 2

with error in citing, as a proof that Y Jºlº sig

nifies the male, the following verse:

3. 2 . . . . . > * ~ 3 -º

+ a-9- cº-º-º-º-º) J3-- ~9) º

+ Júl 32 tº &. JS 2# º:

[Is he a Lord, upon whose head the he for makes

water? (the - in a-ye being syn. with Usſe :

so in the Mughnee, in art. •r:) Vile indeed is he

upon whom the fores make water!] said by a man

who was keeper of an idol, on seeing a he-fox

make water upon it: but in this, F opposes also

Ks and others; and it is asserted by several autho

rities that the correct reading of the word Jºls:

in a trad. whereby F attempts to establish his

charge against J is not cº, dual. of J-º,

as he pronounces it to be, but &ſº, which is

said to be the masc. ofJº, like as &lsº and

6 -- O ->

Jºie are mascs. ofJº and Jºie. (TA.)—

~1%) is [for which Golius seems to have found

in a copy of the K -ºil āşşl A nell-known

disease, [namely, alopecia, ($, K.) in consequence

of which the hairfalls off (S)--ſºº' --

[Fow-grape : rendered by Golius “ ura, vulpina,

i.e. solanum :” but now applied by some to the

gooseberry: and the solanum nigrum, or garden

nightshade, is now commonly called ~3. ---,

a certain astringent, cooling plant : seven (or,

as in one copy of the K, nine) <!-- [which here

seems to mean berries] thereof, swallowed, are

a cure for the jaundice (cº), and stop preſſ

nancy, (K, TA,) like the berries of the tº- [or

castor-oil-plant], for the year, or, as some say,

absolutely. (TA.)=A hole, or aperture, (**)

whence rain-nater flon's. (TA.) [And particu

larly, The outlet, hole, or aperture, (***, Š

and Msb, or 2-4, K, or -ā, TA,) whence the

rain-nater flows from the place nºkere dates are

dried. (S, Msb, K, T.A.) And The place n-hence

the water flon's forth (L, K) from, (L, TA,) or

to, (K, [probably a mistake, J) a nºatering-trough

or tank. (L, K.)=The upper extremity of a

spear-shaft that enters into the head thereof. (S,

K.)-The longest part of a palm-shoot when it is

cut from [the root of] the mother-tree : or the

lonest part of a [shoot such as is termed] *5.

on the trunk of a palm-tree. (AA, K.)

3.13: See J.º.-Also The os coccygis, or

tail-bone; syn. Jºë. (K.)-And The podeac,

or the anus; syn. “…l. (K.)

* - ? • *
5 … o. ºf

Jºj : see J.J.s3, in three places.

ãº A running of the horse like the running

of the dog. (K.)

• O

âû: see J-º, and see art. Jaj.

4.- o - a
- *

a Jºe

6 of ---

J A land having -jūj ſor fore):

… • iº. Jºi,

(K;) which is from alaj; or it may be from
9 : o z

--Jaj, like šia. applied to “a land having many

-jie (or scorpions]." (š, L.)

S:) or, having many thereof; as also
- y g 3/ -

• A.

Jºaº

1. §3, (T, A, K.) aor. -, (K) inf n. 43,

(T,) IIe broke it; (T, A.;) namely, a part of a

wall; (A;) he demolished it : this is [said to be]

the primary signification: he demolished it, or

pulled it donºn; namely, a wall: (T:) and he

broke it (namely, anything, [as a wall and a

vessel, &c.,] A) so as to make a gap in it, or a

hollon, in its edge. (A, K.)— Also, (IAqr, $,

Mºb, K,) aor. as above, (Msb, K,) He broke his

2: [or front teeth], ($, Msb, K,) or his teeth.

(IAar, and TA as from the K.) And jº, in the

pass. form, inf. n. 3:#, He (a boy) had his ki

for front teeth] broken. (Mºb)—4: 3,41

pulled out his tooth. (El-Hujeymee, TA.) And

*: He (a man) had a tooth, or teeth, pulled out.

(As,TA)—Also ſº, (AZ, 5, Mgh, Mºb, K.)
inf. n. 3.3, (AZ, Msb,) He (a boy) shed his cen

tral milk-teeth, (AZ, S, Mgh, K) or his 33 for

front teeth]: (AZ, Msb:) or "ſºft has this latter

meaning, (A, K,) or "33; (A5, TA;) and *ś,

(K) or *, 3, (sh, TA) or ",s}, (Mºb) signi.

fies he shed his teeth; (sh, Mºb, K.) ºff is said

to have this last signification in the Kifáyet el

Mutahaffidh; and YAj and "2+3 are there said

to have the contr. signification, explained below

[see 8]. (Msb.)—º also signifies He had his

mouth bruised; and so *23. (K.)=ãº *3,

aor. *, He stopped up, or obstructed, the gap, or

breach : thus the verb bears two contr. significa

tions. (K.) And 24% We stopped up, or

obstructed, against them the gaps, or passes of the

mountain ; ($, TA;) we stopped up, or obstructed,

against them the place of exit, so that they kner

not what way to take. (A.)

4: see 1, in two places: — and 8 also, in two

places.

s. 23 (AZ, Sh, S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 3

(AZ, Mgh, Mºl) and is, (K) originally sº,

(AZ, S, K,) He (a boy) bred his central milk

teeth, (S,) or his 2: [or front teeth]; (Sh,” Msb,

K;) as also "Jºi: (K:) or he bred his teeth

after the former ones had fallen out: (AZ, Mgh:)

and Yºi, inf. n. jº, of the measure of 2.Éi,

inf. n. 25%, he gren, his jk; [or front teeth]

after the former ones had fallen out: by some,

Af and Jää are used specially in relation to a

beast: the Benoo-Kiláb thus used the former;

not in relation to a boy. (Msb.)—See also 1, in

five places.

Jä The front teeth; (S, A, K;) syn. 2–; ;

(Msb;) described by a poet as eight in number,

four upper and four loner: (TA:) afterwards

applied to the central incisors: (Msb:) or all the

teeth (TA) while they remain in their places of

growth, (K, TA,) before they fall out : (TA:) or

the teeth, (K, TA,) all of them, nihether in their

places of growth or not : (TA:) or the mouth :

(IK:) pl. jº. (TA.) [Hence, § 4–3. He

laughed so as to show his front teeth, or his teeth.]

—Any gap, opening, interstice, or open inter

vening space, (M., K,) in a mountain, or in the

bottom of a valley, or in a road along which

people pass; (TA;) as also *ś: (A,” TA:)

or the latter signifies a gap, or breach, in a wall

&c.; the hollow of the broken edge of a vessel

&c.; and its pl. is Jä. ($.) You say, ise. :*

*}<3 º This is a city in which are gaps, or

breaches. ($.)– tA frontier-way of access to a

country, [in the CIX, tº; is erroneously put for

tºº, the word occurring in its place in MSS. of

the K and in the S, such as is a place of fear;

($, K;) as also *323; (K:) the part of a

country from nºlich the invasion of the enemy is

jeared; so that it is like a gap in a wall, from
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which one fears the invasion of the robber: (Msb:)

a place from, or through, which one fears the

enemy's coming, in a mountain or fortress: (T,

TA:) the frontier of a hostile country: (K:) a

place that is a boundary between the countries of

the Muslims and the unbelievers: (IAth, TA:)

pl. 3,3}. (Msb.) You say, jºin * &

f [Such a one stops up, or obstructs, the frontier

access of the country by his bravery]. (A.)—

See also #3, in two places.–5,éº f They

became dispersed, or scattered, (JK, A, K,) and

lost, or in a state of perdition: (A, K.) sing. Jä.

(JK, K.) -

§: pl. 3:3: See 3.3, in two places.– Also

The pit of the uppermost part of the breast, or

chest, between the two collar-bones; ($, M, K;)

the pit in the middle of the*: pl. as above:

(Msb:) in a camel, the pit which is the stabbing

place: and in a horse, [the part] above the ##,

(K,) which is the prominent portion of the 2- >

• * 0.

between the upper parts of the Jºjº. 3 [or two |

portions of flesh on the right and left of the

breast]. (TA.) - A tract, or quarter, of the

earth, or of land; (JK, Kj as also *35. (TA)

You say, at. sº& v. There is not, in that

tract, or quarter, of the earth, his, or its, like.

(TA.)-A plain, level, or even, road; (K3) as

also *}; : (TA:) or any road that people tread,

or pass along, with ease; because they furrow its

surface: (T, TA:) pl. as above. (A.) [Hence,

<! já The ways leading to the mosque: or

~9) šić means the upper part of the mosque

(app. next to the killeh]. (TA) And 3×43.o ~ * > * Jºs-2 5A

Jºe-J) 233 f [He travels] the ways of glory. (A.)

,-

6 x d - 6 or

23º: see 233.

ãºt The root, or loner part, of a tooth : pl.

jels. (J.K.)

}*. The place through which a tooth passes, in

the head [or gum]. (TA.)

0 7

* : *

Jº-o:

3,4- IIaving his ki [or front teeth], (A,) or

his teeth, (IAar, TA,) broken. (IAar, A, TA.)

– Having his mouth bruised; as also *}<!.

(TA.)— A boy (AZ, S) shedding his central

milk-teeth, (AZ, $, K,) or his jº [or front teeth].

(AZ, A, Msb.).

see what follows.

Loº

4. g33. It (a valley) produced the kind of plant

called tâ; (Ki) or abounded there eith. (A,

TA.)—And It (the head) became like the a.º.3

in whiteness. (K, T.A.)

23 A kind of plant, (S, Msb, K, TA) gene

rally (Msb) found in the mountains, ($, Mºb,)

having a green stem, (TA,) which becomes white

when it dries, (S, Msb, TA,) and to which hoari

mess is likened; ($, Msb; [Golius, app. misled

by a false reading in a copy of the S, says “simile

anetho;”]) it has a thick [head, or blossom, such

as is called] a..., and [it is said that] it does not

grow save upon a black mountain-top, and is

found in Nejd and Tihámeh. (TA:) A'Obeyd

---------------- - -- -- - ---

says that it is a kind of plant, (TA,) IF, that it

is a tree, (Msb,) with a white blossom and fruit,

(Msb, TA,) to which hoariness is likened: (TA:)

it is called in Persian aº ; (K; [written in

<s and

*: the last of which is said in the TA to be

the right reading; a word said to mean norm

wood, and hyssop; or, accord. to Meninski, as

mentioned by Freytag, zedoary; but this last is

different copies of that work <> and

called in Persian (j. with which word axºs

may have been confounded;]) or º- a.ºx,

(S,) or **! <s, in which IsM links the

former word is a contraction of ajº 35 ; the two

together meaning “in the middle white;" (TA:)

the n. un. is with 3: (S, K:) and * {33i is a

quasi-pl. n. ; (K;) as though the 21 were a substi

tute for the 3 ofiº. (TA.)

2-3 A colour white like the Alaj. (K:) in the

L, a head wholly white. (TA.)

{..i. See33.
-
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1. 3, aor. , (s, Mgh, K) inf. h. 3, G,

[in a copy of the Mgh, &;,]) She, or it, bleated,

or cried, (S, Mgh, K,) [on the occasion of bringing

forth, and on other occasions;] said of a sheep or

goat [&c.]. (S, Mgh, K, TA.)

4. Jºsé He made a sheep or goatſ&c.) tº utter

the cry termed Uj. (K.)=\;=3| \º arºl I

came to him and he gave not anything: (K:) or
2 of ~ * z 3:

Jºy! --> Jºl [.3 and he gave not a sheep or

goat, &c., that uttered the cry termed &#, 7207" a

camel that uttered the cry termed &. (TA.)

$3.3 A single cry of the kind termed &#.

(TA.)

füš The bleating, or crying, or cry, ($, K,) of

the sheep and goat and the like, (S,) or of the

sheep or goat, and gazelle, &c., on the occasion of

bringing forth, (M, K,) and on other occasions;

(M3) as also viºli, like #5 in relation to

camels, and āſau- in relation to horses. (TA.)

=Also, (K,) thus we find in the copies of the

K, but correctly Vâû, as in the Tekmileh [and

in the JK), (TA) The fissure in the lip of the

sheep or goat. (K.)

6.- -

ãºj: see what next precedes.

gº [part. n. ofJº : and hence, —J A sheep

or goat [&c.]; (TA;) as also [its fem.] ãºu.

(S. K.T.A.) You say, #9 Sº £º * u, (TA) and

ãº!, S5 3.35 aſ L. (S, TA) He has not a sheep

or goat, nor a camel: (S, TA:) or Ş, i.e., & U.

ãº he has not a she-camel nor a sheep or goat.

(Har p. 33.3.) And 89 S; * jº U +There

is not in the house any one. (S, T.A.)

#5 fem. of gº [q. v.].– See also ić.

tº

ić, (T, Jm, S, M, K,) of the measure Jú,
a--

(S,) or à, (Mgh, Mºb,) of the measure of 4.9%

--------- -- - -- -------- -

(Mºb)[a coll, gen, n.,] i.a. Jº-fi.e. Mustard);

(S, M,K;) in the dial. of the people of El-Ghowr:

(M:) or Jº- worked together, or miced up,

or compounded, (**) mith &ºe [i.e. sauce,

or fluid seasoning]: (M, Mgh:) or what is called

-º- ($, M, K, TA) in the dial of the people of

El-Ghorer, (TA,) or, (M,) which is the same

thing, (TA) what is called stºl J.- (M,Mgh,

Msb, TA) in the dial of the people of El-'Irak,

(TA,) which is eaten in case of necessity: (Msb:

[see art. Jºy :]) n. un. with 3: (S, M, K :) the

• may be original, or it may be substituted for

U3 or 3: (M:) $gh says, in the O, that he thinks

the latter to be the case. (TA.) It is said in a

ind, tº ** **, 3, cººl J } tº

[What remedy is there in the two most bitter

things, aloes and the tº ?]. (T, Mgh: but in

the latter, the last word is without teshdeed to

the -3.)

245

1: and 2: see 4.

4. sº IIe bound, tied, or fastened, upon him

|a,é [or crupper]; ($, M, A, Msb, K;) namely,

a beast, a horse, an ass, or a camel: (S,” M,”

TA, &c. :) or he made for him (namely, a camel

or an ass &c., TA) a 233 [or crupper]. (M., K.)

[Hence, ::: ãº 45.5 t [app. I imposed upon

him a bad sale so that he could not rid himself of

it; lit.] I stuck a bad sale to his backside. (A,

K.)– He drove him, or urged him on, from

behind; (A, K5) as also * , 3, inf. n. Jº

(K;) in some copies of the K, * , 3, aor. 3.

(TA.)--tº She (a goat) showed, or gave

evidence of, pregnancy, or bringing forth. (K:

in the CK, $92,< . in MS. copies of the K,

and in the TA, 33%,.)

10. Jä:-) I He (a man, M) put [a part of] his

25, [or waist-nºrapper] betneen his thighs, twisted

together; (M, K;) he (a wrestler) turned back

the eatremity of his garment [between his thighs]

and stuck it in the part where it was bound

round his reaist : (A :) or* At-w), (S, Msb,)

or 959, (T, Mgh) or $51,4-1, (Mgh) he (a
man) turned back the extremity of his garment

between his legs to the part where it was bound

round his naist; (S;) or he (a wrestler, T, Mgh)

bound his garment, (IF, Msb,) or his 351, (T,

Mgh,) round the loner part of his body, (IF,

Mgh, Msb,) or round his thighs, (T,) and then

turned back its extremity between his legs, and

stuck it in the part where it n'as bound round

his waist, behind. (T, IF, Mgh,Msb.)—stºl,

said of a menstruous woman, signifies the like;

(Msb;) ti, q = < j} (A, Mºb;) She closed

her vulva with a broad piece of rag, or stuffed it

neith some cotton, and fastened the [or each] eac

tremity of the bandage to a thing tied round her

waist. (T,L)—Andrä- (M) or a3& A-,

(S, A, Msh, K) said of a dog, He put his tail

between his thighs, ($, M, A,” Mºb, K,) making

it to cleave to his belly. (M., K.)

Jú ($, M, Mºb,K) and ºf (M,K) The vulca

- --- --

43 -
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of an animal of prey, (As, T, S, M, Mºb, K.) and

of any creature that has claws, or talons: ($, Mºb,

K:) or the vagina thereof: (M, K:) and meta

phorically used in relation to other animals: (Msb:)

thus applied to that of a cow, (S, M, TA,) and of

a mare, and of a ewe, and of a woman: or

applied to that of a cow it is proper, not tropical.

(M,TA.)—Also, accord. to AA and others, The

anus. (Mz.44th ey.)= See alsojº.

3:3: See 5:3.

33, (§, M, A, Mºb, K.) and sometimes º,

(K,) The ſcrupper, or] strap, or thong, at the

hinder part of the saddle; (M,K;) the appendage

of the saddle that is put beneath the tail (Mgh)

of a beast, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) of a horse, an ass,

or a camel: (T, TA:) its two ends are bound to

the Jús: (IDrd in his book on the Saddle and

Bridle, p. 4) pl. Jºi. (Mºb)

*::

ja”

jú. A beast that thron's its saddle backwards.

- 28.

($, M, A,K.)—f A catamite; syn. Ö, tº (K;)

Jº Jºjº (M3) as also "jit. (M.K.)

see what follows.

- - -

Lºja"

3×3 The & [or base] of a date: (S, K :)

or the& of a full-grown unripe date; i.e., the

round portion of its covering, surrounding the

stalk, and adhering to the upper part of the date:

(Mgh:) or the part (El-'Adebbes, A’Obeyd, S,

K) of the date (El-'Adebbes, A 'Obeyd, S) to

which the alsº adheres: (El-'Adebbes, A’Obeyd,

$, K:) or, accord. to Lth, the connecting medium

(350e) between the stone of the date and the &#;

and AZ says the like: (TA: [see J; as sig

nifying a sort of dates of 'Omán:]) or a raceme

of n!hich the dates have been eaten, or of n!hich

all the dates have been stripped off except one or

tno or three: (ISh, TA:) pl. &jū; (S, K;)

U.5i of full

grown unripe dates. (S.) 39; is a dial. var.

thereof. (TA in art. Jä5.) The pl. also signifies
~ of … o º

The bases (gº) of grapes: (JK:) or the J35A3

of a grape is nhat adheres to the raceme; and

a closed perforation therein. (Mgh.)—[Hence,)

explained by Ks as meaning the

és; à u + He possesses not anything. (JK,

Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

Já;

1. [Jáš, accord. to Golius, as on the authority

of J, quasi Ji-, i. q. -, i. e. It subsided;

said of any sediment: but I do not find this in

the S, nor in any other lexicon.]= º Jé,

(K,) aor. *, inf. n. Jij; (TA;) or *@3; (so

in a copy of the M ;) He placed a Jú [q. v.]

beneath the hand-mill. (M., K.)=443, (Lth,

T.K.) aor. *, (TA) inf n. Jā, (T, M.) He left

it, or cast it anay as a thing of no account, or

neglected it, (4=5, Lth, T, M,) or he scattered

it, strenced it, or dispersed it, (9:5, K,) all of it,

(Lth, T, TA,) at once. (Lth, T, M., K.)

2,2'-º', ºil & Ji, inf n. Jºi, He

ate wheat, or other food, with the milk. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)= See also 1.

3. [Uşū probably signifies t He ate Jü, i. e.

grain, &c.; as Golius has assumed from the ex

planation, in the S and K, of the act, part. n.,

which see below: or 439 he ate Jº with him.]

—Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, (TA) aſsu is syn.

with 4:5, q.v. (K, TA)

4. Jä3. It (wine, or beverage,) had in it Jú

ſmeaning a sediment, or dregs]. (Zj, K.)

5. & t It (a radical, or hereditary, evil

quality) withheld him from generous actions.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.)=? He overcame him, or

subdued him, [as though] putting him beneath

him like the Jūj. (TA)

Jé The sediment, or settlings, of anything;

(S;) the dregs; lees; or thick, or turbid, portion

that sinks to the bottom of a thing, (T, M, Msb,

K,) beneath the clear portion; (T, Msb;) as,

for instance, of water, and of broth, (TA,) and of

medicine, (T,TA,) and the like, and of a cooking

pot, [i.e. of its contents,) (T,) &c.; (TA;) as

also "Jsū. (IDrd, M. K.)—t Grain, (T, S,

M, K, TA) and nºhatever is eaten offlesh-meat or

bread or dates; and particularly when people are

in nant of milk : (T:) or flour; and n:hat is not

drunk, as bread, and the like : (TA:) or the

refuse, or n'orse sort, of Alsº [i. e. niheat, or

other food]. (Ham p. 768.) You say, J. J.

Jú jº Jº f [He drank mater, or the nater,

not upon, i. e. not having eaten, grain, or flesh

meat, &c.]. (A in art. Stre+.)– See also Jú.

Ja; 1 One nºho eats Jú. (K. [It seems to be

there indicated that the latter word is to be under

stood in this case in the former of the senses

assigned to it above; but it is not so.]) One says,

Ja-jº- Ja: ) J-9, i. e. f He niho eats Jú

[or grain, &c.,] is not like him who drinks pure

milk. (TA.) And"&sº f They are eating

Jú, i.e. grain, (T, S, M, K, TA) or flesh-meat,

or bread, or dates, (T,) [&c.,] being in want of

milk; (T, S.;) the hardest of the means of sub

sistence (T, S, M) to the Bedawee. (T, S.)

iß, (T,) or âû, (TA,) t Somervkat remain

ing (T) of dates, in a sack: on the authority of

a person of the tribe of Suleym. (T, TA.)

Jú Slon, ; (S, M, Mgh, K;) applied to a

camel (T, §, M, Mgh, K) &c.; as also "Jä;

(K;) and Jū5: (K in art. Jā3:) one that will

not rise and go save nith reluctance: (T:) the

first thus written with fet-h [to the J.] in the

generality of books; but in the Tekmileh [of the

‘Eyn] "Jº, and there said to be applied to a

beast and to a man. (Mgh.)

Já. see the paragraph next following.

Jú The thing by which the mill is preserved

from the ground; as also YJä: (M, K :) it is a

skin that is spread beneath the hand-mill to pre

serve the flour from the dust; (T;) a skin, ($,

Mşb,) or the like, that is put beneath the mill,

(M5b,) [i. e.,] nihich is spread, and nhereon is

placed the mill, which is turned with the hand,

(S,) in order that the flour may fall upon it. (S,

Mgb.) When the Jūj has another thing to pre

serve it from the ground, this latter is called the

J393. (M.) Zuheyr says, (T, S, K.) describing

war, (T,)
-

* Qū;JJº

(T, S, K,”) meaning [And it frets you as frets the

mill] when it is with its Jūj; for they do not

place a Juj beneath the mill except when grinding.

(K.) – Also,” (sometimes, S,) The nether, or

lower, mill-stone; ($, K5) and so "jū. (K.)—

And A enver; syn. &#: (IAar, T, M, K:) oc

curring in a trad. in which mention is made of

washing the hand therewith. (T, M.)=See also

Jú.

Jsé. seeJä.—Hence, as some say, metony

mically, (M,) Dung; ordure; syn. &e. (M,K.)

Jºº. See Jä.

cº

1. & Sº, (S, M, A, K.) aor. , (S. K.)

inf. n. &#, ($, M,) ( His hand nas, or became,

rough, or callous, [as though resembling a aaff of

a camel,] ($, M, A, K,) and blistered, (A,) from

work. (M)=é, (§, K,') aor. 2, inf. m. &#,

(S),She (a camel) struck him with her - tº [pl.

of iº, q.v.). (S. K.')—And 4:3, (T, M,

K,) ãor, as above, (K,) and so the inf. n., (T,

M,) He impelled, pushed, thrust, or drove, him; or

pushed, thrust, or drove, him anay, or back : (T,

M, K:) and struck, or beat, him. (M.). Also,

(T, M, K,) aor. 2 (M, K) and *, (M,) inf. n.

&#, (T, M,) He folloned him : (M, K:) or he

came to him from behind him : (T, K:) or you

say,& ā- as meaning he came closely pursuing

0. thing, having almost overtaken, or reached, it :

and* 2, and ſº, he went along, or

anay, following them. (M.)–Andº &#,

aor. . , inf. n. &#, He kept, clave, clung, or held

fast, to the thing. (M.)-AndJº & IIe

associated with the man in such a manner that

nothing of his case was hidden from him. (T.)

[See also 3.]

3. *sū, (T, S, K.) inf n. iśtº, (T,) He sat

with him : (S, K:) said to be derived from à:

as though meaning he made the aaj [or longer

portion of the fore part] of his knee to cleave to

the aaj of the knee of the other: (S:) or he sat

with him, knee to knee, or each sitting upon his

knees, fighting with him. (T.)- He kept, clave,

or clung, to him, (T, K,) speaking to him. (T.)

[See also 1.] — He consulted neith him in order

to know what was in his mind; and kept, clave,

or clung, to him, that he might know his innard

state or case, or his opinion, or his mind. (M.)

[See 1, last signification.]–º 1é asū He

aided, or assisted, him to do the thing. (S, M.)

4. & Jail It (work) rendered his hand rough,

or callous. ($, K.) [See 1, first signification.]
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5 oz. & O

Jää Weight: or a weight: syn. Jä5. (T.)

º; ... ." • *

Jºã5 A disease in the azā5 ſq. v.]. (K.)

-> * >- --

*

3352 Jä5 The served sides of a leathern rvater

bag. (S.)

ââ [The callosity, or callous protuberance,

upon] the knee; and nºbat touches the ground, [in

the act of lying don'n, of [the callosity upon the

breast called] the** and the aſſº, [two

words having the same meaning, for the latter of

which the Kerroneously substitutes the pl. form,

and of [each of the stifle-joints, i.e.,] the roots, or

longer parts, of the thighs; of the camel: (M,K:")

pl. 3.5 and &º (M,K) and ºtºs (T, S, M.)

the -tº of the camel are the parts that fall upon

the ground nºhen the animal lies don'n, and that

become rough, or callous, such as the two knees,

&c.; (S;) the parts that are next the ground

when the camel lies don'n, one of them being the

5,ée, with which they are five in number [as

explained above]; or, as some say, the aº is

[only the stifle-joint, i.e.,] the joint between the

thigh and the Ju [or leg properly so called],

internally, [meaning anteriorly, and [the knee,

i.e.,] the joint between the shank and the arm :

(T:) or, accord. to some, any part that is neart

the ground, of any quadruped, when he lies donn

like the camel and like the sheep. (M.)—Hence,

(TA,) [The stifle-joint, i.e.,] the joint between each

thigh and leg, internally, [meaning anteriorly,)

of a horse. (M., K.)– Hence also, (TA,) The

knee of a man: or [so accord. to the M, but in

the K “and,”] the place of union of the shank

and thigh: (M, K:) [or the loner portion of the

fore part of the knee, nºbich becomes callous in

consequence of much kneeling : see 3, first sen

tence. Hence, 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Wahb Er-Rásibee

was surnamedeº, 33 (S, M,K*) from his much

praying, (M,) because long prostration produced

an [indurating] effect upon his evºj: (S,K:) and

'Alee Ibn-El-Hoseyn Ibn-'Alee, (K, TA,) known

by the appellation of Zeyn-el-‘Ābideen, (TA) was

[likewise] so surnamed, (K, TA,) because those

parts of him upon which he prostrated himself

were like the axis of the camel in consequence of his

much praying: (TA:) so too was ‘Alee Ibn-Abd

Allah Ibn-El-'Abbās (A.K.)—iſºl& iº,

(K, [in some of the copies of the K aſºl, which,

as is said in the TA, is a mistake, J) or alsº tº,

(AHn, M,) The troo edges of the loner part of the

aß, (AHn, M,K) [meaning, of the dates [con

tained in the receptacle thus called; app. because

the dates in the edges become more dry and hard

than the main portion]. (AHn, M.)= Also A

number, and a company, of men. (M., K.)=

And [as fem. of &#. which is perhaps unused,

A she-camel that strikes with her -º [here

meaning her stifle-joints] on the occasion of her

being milked. (M, K.) Her case is easier than

that of the 22-3. (M.)

&, (M,) or "&aº, (TA,) may mean Large

in the -&aj. (M., T.A.)

4 o' -

A.

* 0 :

g z?”

see Jāºo:=and see also &º.

o “ • .

4-as-J c it. A man who keeps, cleaves, clings,
-

or holds fast, to his adversary, or antagonist.

o * -

(M.) [See also ºute.]

º *** * . 2”

Jºe: see J.3%.

Öğ. A camel whose as: [here meaning his

stifiejoint] has hit, or hurt, his side and his belly,

(K, TA,) usually. (TA.)

&tº Keeping to a person, or thing, constantly,

perseveringly, or assiduously: (T, M.:) or keep

ing, cleaving, or clinging, to another: as also

"&#. or"& (K, accord. to different copies,)

[or, probably, &iº, q. v.].

• *

5*

See art. Lºº.

… ... *

1. obj, aor. * :

Jº

(M, K) and *, (K,) He folloned

him; (M, K;) as also &i, or he was with him,

near after him, or at his heels, as though treading

in his footsteps: (TA:) orJº <º signifies

I nas nith the man, near after him, &c.; and

*** {-, he came following him. (M)—

---

1. ouij, aor. -

2 iſ <!: I drove anay, or drove anay and

pursued closely, or hunted, the people, or company

of men; syn. <s, (K:) perhaps from *i.

which also signifies sº. (TA)

2. & Jº, (S, M, K, [in the CK, the verb

is erroneously without teshdeed,l) He put the

cooking-pot upon the Jú [pl. of ići, q. v.];

(S, M. K3') as also 'wudi, (M.K.) and ºff,

(K) in n. Jºës (TA) and ºi, Go in

some copies of the K;) or ūji, (so in other

copies of the K, and in the TA) inf n. Júl:

(TA:) or "usuji signifies he put, or made, for

it Jú ($)—[Hence] #2 ºf The

noman was a wife of a man n-ho had two wives

beside herself; she being the third of them; they

being likened to. the Júi of the cooking-pot.

(M.) And Y Jºi t He took three women as his

nvives. (K.)

4. jº Jail: see 2, in two places. See also

Q. Q. 1 in art. Căil.— And Lää) said of a man:

see 2.

5. 3- 39°

hereditary disposition,] nithheld such a one(**ś

[in the CK, erroneously,**) from generous

actions. (K.)

~42 *, * ſº

Żuł5, or Uğ; n. un, with 3: see art. Új.

tº; Jº [Evil origin, or a bad

#5 (S.M. K.,&c.) and ić (Fr. A ’obeyd,

K) The stone [n'hich is one of the three] whereon

the cooking-pot is placed : (M,” K :) it is a stone

like, the head of a man : (T, TA:) pl. Jºdi and

-sul. ($, K, &c.) [See more in art. Jöl.]

:

-

º .

Jºe, and its ſem. Åº.: see what next follows,

in three places.
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Jº, (M,) or "Jºe, (K, [but this is pro

bably a mistranscription,]) + A man of whom

many wives die: (M, K.) or of whom three

nives have died : (M, K:*) and ãº, (T, M.,)

Or wité., (K, [but this, again, is probably a

mistranscription,]) + a woman of n:hom many

husbands die: (M, K:) or of n-hom three hus

bands have died: (M:) or it signifies also (K)

a woman who has buried three husbands ; (IAar,

T, K:) or šč. signifies [like ââș. + a woman

n:hose husband has trºo wives beside her; she

being the third of them; they being likened to

the Júi of the cooking-pot: and *āº, + a

woman of whom three husbands have died; and

W -kº, # a man of n-hom three wives have died.

($)—ić, (S) or "æ., (K) also signifies

t A brand, or mark made with a hot iron, upon

an animal, resembling the Jú [of the cooking

pot]. (S, K.)

- * >

- *** *

-āºo, and its fem. Åsate: see what next precedes.
º -

3, .22 a o

3ü35. 395 A cooking-pot put upon the Jú.

(K* and TA, and M in art. Júl, q.v. [In the

CK, erroneously, ăuş..])

--

***

1. Jià, (S, A, K, &c.) aor. *, (JK, Mºb)

inf n. ii, (JK, S, Mºb) He made a hole in

a thing (JK, S, A,Mgh, Mºb, K) with a -i-,

(A, Msb;) meaning, a hole of small size; (Mgh;)

such as passed through; he perforated, bored, or

pierced, it: (A, Mgh, K:) and in like manner,

Y-53, (K,) but this signifies he did so much,

or to several, or many, things; (S, TA;) and

*-ij. (K,TA.) You say, jº Jiā [He bored,

or perforated, or pierced, the pearls]; (A,

TA;) and ČšŠl [the ear]. (Mgh.) And if

&il He pierced, or punctured, the purulent

pustule, in order that the fluid, or mater, in

process of eaccretion, might issue. (A, TA.) And

<!--Li- -i. The [ticks called]. - pierced

holes in the skin. (A, TA) And 393. "&#

(A, Mgh) They made holes in the face-veils,

(Mgh) &c,... [for their eyes); (A:) said of

women. (Mgh9–[Hence, ººl -ā, (K,

and Hamp. 701) ſaor, ,) inf n. Jºsé, (JK,

Ham,) The star shone brightly [gs though it

pierced through the darkness: see -35]: (K:)

or shone and glistened intensely. (Ham ubi supra.)

And jū cº, (S.L.K.) aor. *, (S, L.) inf. n.

Jºsé (S, L.K.) and ilā, (S, L,) tſhe fire burned

brightly; burned, blazed, or flamed, up. ($, L,

K.) And 3; #5, (JK,TA) aor. *, inf. n.

* #, (TA,) + [The Jºj emitted fire]: said when

the spark falls (JK, TA) upon [or from] the

Jj [or wooden instrument for producing fire].

(JK)—i-5 < *; The odour diffused itself,

and rose. &TA)—º -á, (K,) inf. n.

*ś, (TA) : His judgment was penetrating;

syn. 33. (K.)—áč -ij, (J.K.S.K.) aor. *,

inf. n. ºë, (JK, TA,) it'he she-camel had
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much milk; abounded with milk, (JK, S, K.)

=-ji, aor. , (K) inf. h. iii, (JK, A, K.)

! He (a man, J.K., A) was, or became, very red;

(JK, A, K,) so as to be likened to the flame of

fire. (A, TA.)

2. -i : see 1, in two places. – [Hence,

t He (a bird) soared high, piercing the region of

the air nert to the clouds: (A, TA:) or reached,

or ascended to, the midst of the sky. (TA.)—

-:) 4.i. (JK, A, K,) inf. n. *::: (JK,

K;) and a 3 -#3 (IAar, K;) t Hoariness ap

peared upon him: (K:) or began to appear upon

him: (A,TA:) or became intermiaced in his hair;

or appeared and spread upon him; or his black

ness and whiteness of hair became equal. (A,

TA.) And** -:) ~i? 1 Hoariness com

menced in the sides of the beard. (A)—-i-

sº 3, The stalk of the tº ſº. v.], the

plant being rained upon, became soft: (S:) or the

sap ran in it, and it put forth leaves. (JK, A.)

When it has become blackish, one says of it,
-

Jº when it has increased a little, cº in

which state it is fit to be eaten: and when its

J-34 are perfect, José. (S.)=~#, (A, K,)

inf. n. , (S, K,) also signifies i He made
- a -

~~~~

a lamp, and a fire, to burn, shine, glisten, or

gleam, very brightly, as though piercing through

the darkness, and dispelling it; and so *-āīl;

(A,TA ;) and the latter, he kindled a fire (TA)

with tinder, (A, TA,) or camel's dung, or the

like : (A:) or both signify he made a fire to burn

brightly; to burn, blaze, or flame, up; ($, K5) and

so '-iti (Ki) or, accord. to AZ, jºil "-i",

inf. n. Júl, signifies he scraped a hole for the

fire, in the ground, then put upon it, [i. e. the

fire] dung, such as is called *. and small pieces

of fire-wood or similar fuel, and then buried it
-

- a -

in the dust; and so jū. W ~iº, and tº *-ij;

as alsojºu 4-, inf n. 4–3. and jū. *-i-

signifies also he struck fire : and Y ~ āśl, inf. n.

as above, he made a spark to fall from a •j,

q. v. (TA.)

4: see 2, in three places.

5: see 1, first sentence : — and see also 2, in

four places: =and 7, in two places.

7. Jºi It was, or became, perforated, bored,

or pierced; and in like manner, [but properly,

as quasi-pass. of 2, signifying it was, or became,

perforated, &c., much or in many places, "-ij.

(K.) You say, J-1 *-ī- The skin was, or

became, pierced with holes by the [ticks called]

loſe-. ($, A.)

Jiā (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "...# (Mºb)

and * if: (S, A, Mgh, Msb) A hole, perforation,

or bore, that penetrates, or passes through, a

thing; (A, Mgh, K;) accord. to Mtr, (Msb,)

only such as is small; (Mgh, Msb;) such as is
º, o .

large being termed "…#3, with cy: (Mgh:) or a

hole that is not deep : or, as some say, a hole

descending into the earth : (Msb: [but this last

explanation is not of general application:]) said

to be opposed to Jé: (TA:) pl. [of mult.] (of

the first word, S, Mºb, K) ºxii (S, A, Mºb,

•- A * - A

***- exa,

o .x.6 x 3-22

K) and [of pauci-ii (K) and (of #3,5, Mºb)

Jiā (S, A, Mºb) and Jiā ($ [in which this

last is said to be with damm, meaning, to the J,

not (as some have supposed) to the Jº only,

and A.)

-G o º

-āj: * 2:

2- 23. } See ºr A-.

dºg. .

Jú. see what next follows.

Jºsé t Fuel; or a thing nith nºbich fire is

kindled, or made to burn brightly, or to burn,

blaze, or fame, up ; (JK, S, A) as also "...tº;

(K) consisting of small sticks, (§, TA) or dung,

such as is called 24; (A,TA;) and tinder. (JK,

A, TA.)

-: f A man very red; (JK, A, K,) so as

to be likened to the flame offire: (A:) fem.

with 3. (JK, A.)– See also -35, in three

places. -

Jºsé ! A star, and a lamp, and fire, (A,) or

a flame of fire, or a shooting star, (S,) shining

brightly : (S:) or shining, glistening, or gleaming,

very brightly, as though piercing through the

darkness, and dispelling it. (A,TA.)-stº

[in the Kur lxxxvi. 3] means f The star, Or aster

ism, brightly shining; (Fr, Bd, L;) as though it

pierced through the darkness, or the celestial

spheres, by its light: (Bd. :) or the star, or aster

ism, that is high, above the others : or the planet

Saturn : (L, K:) or the Pleiades, or any star |

or asterism, brightly shining; because it pierces

through the darkness by its light. (Jel.)- +A

25 (q.v.) that emits fire, when struck. (TA)—

1 Applied to -- [i. e. nobility, or grounds of

pretension to respect or honour], it means Famous

and exalted : (Lth, JK, A,” TA:) or bright;

brilliant. (A5, T.A.).- And hence, tapplied to

knowledge [as meaning Penetrating, or brilliant].

(As, T.A.) You say also* Jiu, for J-39

* J, meaning thrilliant [or penetrating] in

knowledge; as also "...iſ. : (TA) which latter

signifies also flearned, and sagacious, or intelli

gent; (TA;) penetrating in judgment: (K:)

and Jº -šū f a man of sound and penetrating

judgment, sagacity, or intelligence. (A, TA.)—

* … Jºi (JK) or *, (A, TA)

f There came to me, from them, or from thee,

certain, or sure, nen's or information. (JK, A,

TA)—Jºsé âû A she-camel having much

milk; abounding with milk; (AZ, JK, S, A, K.)

as also "…ii, (AZ, J.K, Kj and 'iãº: (TA,

g - …

J. : 3; (so

in a copy of the A,) or J.ii. (TA.) One says

also, Jº &e "…sº tº: , meaning Verily she

is one that vies with the other camels abounding

neith milk, and surpasses them in abundance

thereof. (TA.)

voce iº :) pl. (of the former, A)

Jiří [More, and most, piercing, or pene
2 . - - * , 9:

trating: &c.]—[Hence, UU -la- -A5 t|[The

most eaccellent of fire-wood in yielding fire]. (TA

in art. Jä.o.)

[Book I.

J. 2

Jºsé +A man (TA) who enters, or penetrates,

much into affairs. (K, TA.)

J.i. +A great road, (K, TA,) which people

[as it n'ere] pierce, or perforate, by their tread.

(TA.) [See also what next follows.]

J.i. An instrument with which one perforates,

bores, or pierces; a drill, or the like: (S, A, Msb,

K:) pl. Jºse. (A.)– And hence, t A road

passing through a mountain; as though perfo

rating it: (A, TA:) or a road passing through a

stony and rugged tract : (L, TA:) and, with the

article J, particularly applied to the road of El

'Irák, (A, K,) from El-Koofeh (K) to Mekkeh :

(A, K :) or a road between El-Yemámeh and El

Koofeh : (L, TA:) and a road between Syria

and El-Koofeh; (K:) or, accord. to El-Bekree

and the Marášid, a road called after a man named

Jºe. (MF, TA.) Hence the saying, &l. sº

~3&M, fi. q. Gül &l. [q. v. voce i;]. (A,

TA.)–See also Jºsé.

J.i. 53 (S, A) i, q. "…#. [i. e. Bored, per

forated, or pierced, pearls]; ($, TA3) the pl. of

the later is -5%. (TA)—ºit, ºù A

hide pierced with holes by [the ticks called]_1~.

(A, TA.)— —-ºº!" £99. &- U.é &-[He, or

it, uttered plaintive sounds like the reed pierced

nºith holes; i.e., the musical reed]. (A, TA.)

* 2: . g #2 *

~294-93 see ºr a-o.

• - A

V-AA-A

" ... n. * º; , ,-- • *

1. Jāj, aor. *, inf. n. aštå5; and Jū, aor. * ,

*:: * 22. -

inf. n. -śā5 ($, K) and CŞā5; (K;) He (a man,

$) became skilled, or skilful; and light, active,

quick, or sharp; and intelligent, or sagacious.
~ x * 0 , ,” “

($, K, TA)— —#53, aor. 3355, is also said of

vinegar (J-), meaning It was, or became, very

acid; and so Jiā5. (TA. [But I suspect that

this may have been taken from a MS. in which
3 - ºf a .

Jé- has been erroneously put for Jely. In the
2 - .2 . . 2 - c 2 - 6 ... 6 x * • * *

JK, I find isliš -áš 333 -ijó Jº.])=4<āt;
… • * * * - º o“.

ań53, aor. of the latter 4: see3.—º <-iº,
- 24, 23. 2: 2:

aor. 4, inf. n. aštaj and 33.953, I nas, or became,

skilled in the thing. (Ham p. 772.)—And Já

signifies The learning a thing quickly. [its

is -555 or -īā3 :] you say,

verb
* -

* 22.2,

- J-5) Jº sº) stºº

533, and ācu all, I acquired knowledge, or the

science, and the art, or handicraft, quickly [in

the shortest period]. (TA:) and <--- < is

I understood the narration, or tradition, &c.,

quickly. (Mºb.) Ašš, aor. -, (S, Mºb, K.) infn.

Jºã, (S, K,”) or Jij, (Msb,) [but the former

is better known, primarily signifies, He per

ceived it, or attained it, by knowledge, or by

deed: (Bd. ii. 187:) or he perceived it, or at

tained it, by his sight, by earpertness in vision :

and hence, (Er-Răghib, TA,) the reached him,

or overtook him, (IF, Msb, K, and Er-Răghib,)

in war, or fight: (Msb:) or (K) + he found

him : (S, K, and Bq in ii. 187 &c. :) or the

found him in the way of taking and over

coming: (Ksh in ii. 187:) or (K) the took him,
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or it, (Lth, Mºb, K,) namely, a thing: (Msb:)

or (K) by implication, (Bdin ii. 187,) + he gained

the victory, or mastery, over him; overcame him;

(IDrd, Msb, K, and Bd ubi suprā;) or got posses

sion of him. (IDrd, Msb, K.) It is said in the

Karſii. 187 and iv. 93], *, *ā-A, 3%

And slay ye them n'erever ye find them : (Ksh,

Bd, Jel, TA:) or n-herever ye take them, or over

come them, or overtake them. (TA.) And exs.

occur also in the Kur [iii. 108 and] viii. 59 and

xxxiii. 61 [and lx. 2]. (T.A.) For another ex.,

see 4, below.—*i; also signifies He thrust him,

or pierced him, [with a spear or the like, namely,

a man. (Ham p. 772.)– See also 2.

• 2

2. Asis, (§, Mºb, K) inf. n. Jºãº, (S, Mgh,

K, KL,) He straightened it, or made it even, (S,

Mgh, K, KL,) or straightened nºhat was crooked

thereof; (Msb;) namely, a spear, (S, KL,) [and

a bow, (see Jú)] or a crooked thing; with the

-šū: (Mgh:) [and so *āś, accord. to an ex

o .

* * *

planation of the inf. n. Jiš in the KL.] -i.it

JºãºJº, as meaning The directing the

arron, upon the bon, straightly toniards the object

aimed at, is not approved. (Mgh.)— Hence,

(Mgh,) f He disciplined him, or educated him

well, and amended him, or improved him. (Mgh,

TA.) You say,& <<= L. 4.5% Jiří-#4 S;

! [But for thy disciplining, or good educating,

and amending, or improving, and thy teaching, I

had not been anything]. (TA)—You say also,

of vinegar, Asia, -č, i. e. It makes food acid.

(Harp. 227.) -

3. "& Assu, (K) inf. m. of the former it.

and Jū, (TA) and aor. of the latter , (K)

He vied with him, or strove to surpass him, in

skill, (K, TA,) and intelligence, or sagacity, and

the perceiving, or attaining, of a thing, and the

doing thereof, (TA,) and he surpassed him therein.

(K, TA.) Er-Răghib says that this is meta

phorical. (TA.) [Accord. to J, ââû is from
-->

• * *

Jää3 in the first of the senses explained above.

($)—-ji: also signifies The contending with

another; and particularly in fight, or with the

snºord: (K: [see also Jä, below:]) and the

wsing of, or performing nith, the snºord; like

ăsă. (TA.) And assu, inf. n. ââû, He played

with him with the snºord, or some other weapon.

(TA.)

4. iii.

him, or to overcome him : or, which is virtually

the same, he nas appointed for me [that I might

have the mastery over him]. ($gh, K.) 'Amr

Dhu-l-Kelb says,

[I neas made to gain the mastery over

* * ***. ... • ?? - ?: o , ;

4. Jº-3-3 Jºº-º-º-º-º/ cks +

* ,” O - e. zo ~ : e - -

* Jº U92- e.95-9 WJiājī c)3 #

And if ye [be made to] gain the mastery over me,

i. e. if it be appointed for you to meet me [and

overcome me], then slay me: but if I meet [you

and overcome], then shall ye see my condition :
9: o . .

but some relate it thus: -iči J45, meaning but

whom I meet, of you, I will slay him: (Skr, $gh,

|TA:) (and J gives it thus: - Jºit; tº;

[meaning And if ye meet me &c.]. (S.)

5. – it t [He was, or became, disciplined, or

educated well, and amended, or improved; quasi

pass. of 2, q.v.] You say, 44 Jº ‘Sl<iº Js

! [Was I, or have I been, disciplined, &c., save

by thy agency, or means?]. (A, TA.)

6. 133305 They contended, or played, one nºith

another, with snords, or other neapons. (TA.)

Jä Skilled, or skilful; and light, active, quick,

or sharp; and intelligent, or sagacious; as also

*—º and "Jä (S, K) and *-ij and *-iją :

(K:) or "Jºsé signifies quick in understanding

an narration: (Mºb :) and "Jä, applied to a

woman, intelligent, or sagacious. (K.) You say also

-i Jºë Jé, and Já "Jä, meaning A man

n:ho is a relater, a poet, an archer or a caster of

the spear &c. : (Lth, JK, TA:) or light, active,

quick, or sharp, and skilful: ($ and K in art.

• $5] :) or quick in understanding n:hat is said to

him; and in taking what is thronn to him ; or

skilful in his art, or handicraft: (TA in that

art. :) or a man niho keeps, preserves, or guards,

and manages, or orders, well, that nihich he pos

sesses; (Isk, TA:) and Lh adds -º-; "-ij;

and Ibn 'Abbād, Jºi. 'Jºi. (TA)—A man

quick in taking, or seizing, his opponents, or

adversaries. (Kshii. 187.)=-ºff, or (as it is

written in one place in the TA) *-ā, also signi

fies Contention ; and particularly in fight, or neith

the sword: like -jū [inf n, of 3, q.v.). (TA)
o

4.2.

??:

S60 º-Rº.

6 o' --

: see -āāj, in two places.sCº

:

-A.

6 o'-

-šū5: see Jā5.

Jú Skill, and intelligence, or sagacity; as also

*á,é. (TA.)=Also An instrument neith nº hich

spears are straightened, (S, K, TA,) and bon's

also, (TA,) and [other] crooked things; (JK,

Mgh, TA;) made of iron: (JK,TA:) or a strong

piece of nood, a cubit in length, having at its

eactremity a hole large enough to admit the bone,

[or the spear], which is inserted into it, and

pinched and pressed in the part that requires this

to be done until it becomes in the state that is

desired; but this is not done to bon's nor to

spears until they have been greased, and prepared

nºith fire, or excposed thereto so as to have become

altered in colour: (AHn, TA :) the pl. [of pauc.]

is ászi and [of mult] -ič (JK, TA)—[Also

The handle of a shield of the kind called ass

See št-l.] -

-

*

Jºãº See Jä, in three places.– Also Very

acid; applied to vinegar; (K5) and so " -ºš,

($, K,) like -ij- applied to the onion. (S.)

And-ºš: f Vinegar [itself]; so named because

it makes food acid. (Har p. 227.)– Also, and

y Jºiº, A thing skilled in. (Ham p. 772.)—

And both these words, A man thrust or pierced

[with a spear or the like]. (Ham ibid.)

iští. The use of, or performance with, the

sword; like sºli; ſinſ n of 3, q.v.). (TA)

You say, -* asūji&- * [He is good in

respect ofperformance with the snºord]. (TA.)

3: 23 3. **

33953: see CŞU.5.

* :A * 2: .

-āº; ; see -āāj, in two places:—and see
a 2 T
• * *

ulºº.

Jiří More, and most, skilled, or skilful, [in a

general sense, and particularly] in contending, or

playing, with the snºord, or other weapon. (TA.)
6 º' --> -

• * *

A spear straightened, or made even.

(TA.) [Accord. to Freytag, it is poetically used

as signifying A spear itself; and so with 3..]

-ºit, see -iā.

Jā;

1. Jä, aor. 2, inf n. Jä ($, Msb, K.,&c.) and

Jä, a contraction of the former, (Msb,) and âû,

(K, TA, in the CK ailis, but) like isſ,é, (TA)

It (a thing,S, Msb) was, or became, heavy, weighty,

or ponderous. (S, K.) [See Ji, below.]— See

also 4.—[t It was, or became, heavy, neighty,

or preponderant, ideally.] &jº. 3.43 &. ūti,

in the Kur ci. 5, means f And as to him n:hose

good deeds shall be preponderant. (Bl, Jel.) [See

also Kur vii. 7 and xxiii. 104.]– [+ It was, or

became, heavy, or neighty, as meaning onerous,

burdensome, oppressive, afflictive, grievous, or

troublesome.] You say, Jºël Jä ! The saying

was [heavy, or neighty, &c.; or] unpleasant to

be heard. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur

vii. 186, Jºš, es: J& It (the time

of the resurrection) will be momentous, or formid

able, [in the heavens and on the earth, or] to the

inhabitants of the heavens and the earth, (Bd,

Jel,) to the angels and men and genii; app.

alluding to the wisdom shown in concealing it:

(Bd:) or it means the knowledge thereof [is diffi

cult]: (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA :) or it is occult, or

hidden. (Kt, T.A.) [Ji is also said ofa word, and

of a sound, meaning flt was heavy, or not easy, of

utterance; or heavy to the ear: see 2. And of

an affair, or action, meaning t It was afflictive,

grievous, troublesome, or difficult. In these and

similar senses, it is trans. by means ofJé you

Say, alſº Jä tlt was, or became, heavy, neighty,"

onerous, &c., to him. In like manner also it is

said of food, meaning t It was, or became, heavy

to the stomach; difficult of digestion.] You say
.x o - . . .x.

also, as - Jä3 f [His hearing was, or became,

heavy; or] his hearing partially nent. (K, TA.)

– I He (a man) was, or became, heavy in sick

ness, or disease: [and in like manner, in his

sleep:) the verb is thus, with damm to the Jº;

though said in the K to be Jä, like &#, as

meaning his disease became violent; (Fet-h el

Báree, TA;) not improbably through error or

inadvertence. (M.F.)– [t He was, or became,

heavy, slow, sluggish, indolent, lazy, dull, torpid,

or drowsy; wanting in alacrity, activity, agility,

animation, Spirit, or intelligence; stupid.] You

say, ººl usiº Le J33 cºe Jāº t [IIe is averse

from receiving, or accepting, or admitting, or is
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slow to receive, &c., n-hat is said to him]. (TA.)

– Also, said of the z §e, and of the 23, f Its

shoots became luauriant, or succulent, or sappy.

(K,TA)= Aſſis, (JK, S,K) •., (K) aor. *,

(TA) inf n. Jij, (K.) He tried the weight of

it, (JK, S, K,) namely, a thing, (K,) or a sheep

or goat, (S,) by lifting it [with his hand] to see

if it were heavy or light. (S, TA.)—º Jā;

º Gº ‘Cººl, aor. and inf. n. as above, (S,)

The thing surpassed the thing in weight; out

weighed it. (PS.)- See also 2. .

2. awi, inf. n. Jºsé, He, or it, made it, or

him, Jºë [i.e. heavy, properly and tropically]:

(K:) Jº is the contr. of -ºši; (S;) and

signifies the making heavy in weight [&c.]; as

also Ji; [inf. m. of " &#1 (KL)—[Hence,

+ He made it (a word or a sound) heavy, or not

easy, of utterance; or heavy to the ear; and

particularly a word by uttering hemzeh with its

true, or proper, sound, which is commonly termed

5.9 &i=3, and opposed to tº-3; and by

making a single consonant double; and by making

a quiescent consonant movent: often occurring in

these senses in lexicons and grammars: opposed
* ~ *

to aññā-.]

4. & He, or it, (a load, S, or a thing, Msb,)

[burdened him: or] burdened him heavily: (K:)

or beyond his poner; overburdened him. (JK,

Msb, T.A.")— # In the latter sense, said also of

a debt: and of sickness, or a disease: (JK:) or,

said of sickness, or a disease, and of sleep, and of

meanness, or sordidness, fit [burdened him, over

came him, and rendered him heavy. (K,” TA,”

TK.)=c-1551, said of a woman, She became

gravid; her burden became heavy in her belly:

(S:) or she had a burden, (Akh, S, and Bd in

vii. 189,) by reason of the greatness of the child

in her belly: (Bd, Jel:) or her pregnancy became
e - > *

apparent, or manifest; as also 'sº-lii. (K.)

6. ſº Jº Uşū He pressed heavily, or

bore his neight, upon a thing: see Jºë..]—

1913tº t [They were heavy, sluggish, or spirit

ſess :] they did not rise and hasten to the fight

when commanded to do so. (IDrd, K.) And

Jº J, Jº, ($ and K in art. Jºl, &c.)

..and Cºl J) Jāū, the former being the ori

ginal form of the verb, (Bd and Jel in ix. 38,)

+ He was, or became, heavy, slow, or sluggish,

(Bd, Jel,) averse from n’arring against the un

believers, (Jel,) and inclining to the earth, or

ground (Bd, Jel;) or propending thereto. (Bd.)

And tº J. Jáč, + He propended to the

present world. (TA.) And &e Uşūj + He was

heavy, or sluggish, and held back from it. (K.)

10. Ali-1 contr. of *:::: ($ and K and

TA in art. Jä-;) He deemed it, or him, Jº

[i.e. heavy, properly and tropically]. (TA in

that art.)– [Hence, t He deemed it (a word or

a sound) heavy, or not easy, of utterance; or

heavy to the ear: often occurring in this sense in

lexicons and grammars.]—tº Jičí +[He

nvas overcome, and rendered heavy, by sleep : and

in like manner, us”, by sickness or disease; and

tº, by meanness or sordidness: see its pass.

part. n., below]. (JK.)

Jā; Weight: or a neight: syn. &js: (S,

Msb, KL:) pl. Júši. (S.) So in the phrase

&ſis alºi [Give thou him his, or its, neight].

(S, Mºb.) See also Jú. You say also, Jiří

& 4. or Y& [He thren upon him his

weight: See Jú, last sentence: and see 2-1.

($ in art. J5' &c., accord. to different copies.)—

And A load, or burden : (KL:) or a heavy load
o ºf , o . ~

or burden ; pl. as above. (K.) Lºuijſ Jºs-33,

in the Kur xvi. 7, means And they carry your

loads, or burdens; (Bd;) or your heavy loads or

burdens. (TA.)— Jiří (as pl. ofJi, K, or of

"Jä, Bd) also signifies f The treasures, or buried

treasures, of the earth: and its dead, or corpses.

(K, TA, and Bd and Jel in xcix. 2.)- Also (as

pl. of Jià, K) f Sins. (JK, K.) So in the saying

in the Kur [xxix. 12], 3. SüßJúi &“ſ,

Jü f [And they shall assuredly bear their sins,

and sins (of others whom they have seduced) with

their sins]. (TA.)

Ji; A thing, or things, that a man has nith

him, of such things as burden him: (Hamp. 295:)

[and particularly] the household-goods, or furniture

and utensils, (El-Fárábee, JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K,

Ham ubi supra, and Bd in xcix. 2,) and (accord.

to El-Fárábee, Msb) the household and kindred

and party, or domestics, or servants, (JK, S,

Mgh, Msb, K, and Ham,) of a man, (Ham,) or

of a traveller: (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K:) [or the

travelling-apparatus and baggage and train, of a

man; pl. Júši; (JK, S, Mgh, Mºb, Kº) with

which "æ is syn., (JK, S, K) as are also witä

and tâû and "ātā and *āīā; (K;) as meaning

all the household-goods Orfurniture and utensils of

persons going on ajourney. (S,K)—See alsoJi.

—tThe requisites and apparatus, instruments,

tools, or the like, of a man: (Ham ubi supra:)

as, for instance, f the books and nºriting-reeds of

the learned man : every craftsman has what is

thus termed. (TA.) By the saying

+

*** **:

the author thereof, Iyás Et-Tá-ee, means Each of

our two armies, the possessors of the cºś [or

apparatus, or weapons, &c., of war, is longing

for spoil]: or an army may be termed Jä be

cause it is heavy in assault. (Ham ubi supra.)-

Anything held in high estimation, in much request,

and preserved with care. (K, TA.) Hence the

trad, Jºes ºf 2* cººl & 9, J.

[Verily I am leaving among 3you the two objects

of high estimation and of care, the Book of God,

and my kindred, or near kindred]: (K:) or they

are thus called because of the heaviness of acting

in the manner required by them: (Th, TA:) or

as being likened to the requisites and apparatus,

instruments, tools, or the like, of a man. (Ham

ubi supra.)—Also Eggs of the ostrich; because

he who takes them rejoices in them, and they are

food. (TA)—Jºãº Mankind and the jinn

or genii; ($, Msb, K;) because, by the discrimi

nation that they possess, they excel other animate

beings. (TA.) It may also mean The Arabs and

the foreigners: or mankind and other animate

beings. (Ham ubi supra.)

Jā; Heaviness; neight, or weightiness; pon

derousness; gravity; contr. of ii- (S, K, and

Er-Răghib :) and preponderance: in its primary

acceptation, relating to corporeal objects: then, to

ideal objects. (Er-Răghib,TA. [SeeJä, through

out.]) See also Ji.—Ji, *::: es: f [In his

ear is a heariness, or dulness.j is said of him

whose hearing is not good; as though he were

averse from receiving, or accepting, or admitting,

or slow to receive, &c., what is said to him.

(TA.)

iii; ; see .iii...—Also +A fit of dron'siness, or

of slumber, that overcomes one: (JK, M, K:)

and f a heaviness experienced in the chest, (K,

TA,) or in the body, (TA,) from food: as also

viſã: (K, TA:) or the former, or V the latter,

(accord. to different copies of the S,) + a heaviness

and languor in the body: (S:) and Y the latter,

t a heaviness that is ea perienced on the heart.

(JK.)

2124 *::

3053: see -

3:22. *:: 3; 82 .

alºj: see Jāj:—and see alºj, in three places.

º, ºr

alsº: * 22.

5 , ,- see U55.

āşş:

- - 6. - -

Júj. see Jºã5, in two places.– Also, applie.

to a woman, (JK, $, K,) Heavy; ($;) large in

the hinder part, or posteriors: (JK,”$,” K,TA:)

or heavy (K, TA) in an ideal sense. (TA.)

See J.ii.

Jiří part. n. of Jé; (S, Msb, K;) Heavy,

neighty, or ponderous: ($, K, and Er-Răghib :)

and so in relation to another thing; prepon

derant : primarily applied to a corporeal thing :

(Er-Răghib, TA:) and "Jú and "Jué signify

the same: (K:) pl.Jú and Jä and šić [which

last, however, seems to be applied only to rational

beings, agreeably with analogy]. (K.)-[Like

its verb, it is also applied to an ideal thing. (Er

Rághib, T.A.) [Thus it signifies f Heavy, or

weighty, in the sense of onerous, burdensome,

oppressive, afflictive, grievous, or troublesome :

momentous, or formidable: difficult : heavy, or

not easy, of utterance; or heavy to the ear; ap

plied to a word and a sound; and particularly to

a word in nihich a single consonant is made double,

and to one in which a quiescent consonant is made

movent, like "Jä::: heavy to the stomach; diffi

cult of digestion: heavy applied to the hearing: see

the verb.] Sº Sã, in the Kur [lxxiii. 5], means

tA heavy, or weighty, saying. (TA.) iſºl&

means f [The heavy-sounding cy; as in Jºãº

&c.;] the contr. of ãººl. (TA in art. Jā-.)

– It is also applied to a man, (JK,) meaning

f [Heavy in sickness, or disease; or] suffering a

violent disease: (K:) [and theavy, slow, sluggish,

indolent, lazy, dull, torpid, or drowsy; wanting

in alacrity, activity, agility, animation, spirit,

6 - 2

Júj:
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-or intelligence; stupid's] and so is W.

(JK:) which also means, particularly, tocercome,

and rendered heavy, by sleep (º), (JK,” K,”

TK,) and by sickness or disease (º), and by

meanness or sordidness (º). (K.) J-ºl Jú

[expressly said in the TA to be with kesr, but in

the CK, erroneously, Ju;,] and J.U) $í; mean

+ Those men whose company is disliked; (K;)

whom others deem heary: each is pl. of J.i.

(TA.) One says, Juliº-Jº J.;; &#t [Thou

art heavy, or dull, or unnelcome, to thy com

panions with nihom thou sittest]. (TA) And (to

him who is Jº, TA in art. -)Jºš, eit.

---, sº Júl +[Thou art no other than one

who casts a gloom upon others, and chills them :

lit., heavy of shade, or shadon; cold of breeze].

(TA.) Jä, applied to a man, is mostly used in

dispraise: but sometimes, in praise: (Er-Réghib,

TA:) used in praise, it signifies t Grave, staid,

steady, sedate, or calm. (Kull.) Applied to a

horse, Slow; (Kull;) and so "Jú applied to a

camel; (K;) a meaning also assigned to Jú,

with -s; (TA) and "Jit, applied to a horse

or the like. (J.K.) Siº Gúa leſſ, in the

Kur [ix. 41], means +[Go yeforth to fight]

prompt and not prompt: (Katádeh, Bd, Jel,TA:)

or whether moving be easy to you or difficult :

(Bd,” TA:) or riding and nalking: or lightly

armed and heavily armed: or healthy and sick :

(Bd:) or strong and weak: (Jel:) or rich and

Poor ; (Jel, TA:) or young and old. (TA.)

Jiu A deenár of full weight; (Z) not deft.

cient: (S. K.) pl. Jºi. (S, Z,K)—$56&

+ He became, or became in the morning, heavy

by reason of sickness, or disease. (Aboo-Nasr,

K, TA.)

Jiří More [and most] heavy. (TA.)

Jit. Heavily burdened: (TA:) or burdened

beyond his poner; overburdened. (JK, TA.)-

+ Weighed don'n, or oppressed, by sickness, or

disease, (JK,) and by debt. (JK, Er-Răghib.)

–See also Jºë.

Jº, applied to a woman, Gravid; whose

burden has become heavy in her belly: (S:) or

whose pregnancy has become apparent, or mani

fest. (K.)

Ji: ; See Jº-Also +Ill received; disap

proved; not rendered an object of love to hearts.

(Ham p. 37.)

iii. A stone of marble; (JK;) a piece of

marble by nihich a carpet is made heavy : (K:)

by rule it should be with kesr to the J. (TA.)

Jú. The reight (c.5., J.K, S, K, or cjs,

Msb, TA, and Jel in iv. 44 and x.62 and xxi. 48,

or aj, TA) of a thing, (JK, S, Msb, K.) of the

like thereof (alº 3.2 (but why this is added I
do not see); (S, Msb, K;) [i. e.] its equal in

neight; (PS, and Bd in x. 62;) its quantity

Glºir). (BJ in xxi. 48) & 4, & 34 tº

§ Jú, in the Kur x. 62, means There is not

* Bk. I.

hidden from thy Lord aught of the weight of the

smallest ant: (Jel:) or a thing equal in neight

to a small ant; or to the motes that are seen in

a ray of the sun that enters through an aperture.

(Bd.)–A thing with which one weighs; as

also "Jä ; i.e., any of the weights of the balance.

(Er-Régib, TA)—A certain weight, of which

the quantity is nell known; (JK;) a dirhem and

three sevenths of a dirhem ; (Msb, and K in art.

31.6 ;) i. e., the seventh part of ten dirhems:

(Msb:) or [a dirhem and a half; so in the pre

sent day; i.e.,] seventy-two sha'eerehs: (El-Kar

mánee, TA:) or twenty keerdts. (Hidāyeh,TA.)

–[A certain coin;] i. q. Jºe, q. v.; (Msb in

art. 223) a Jite of gold; pl. Jjū. (S. K.)

- 41.3% •ºſe Jº He thren upon him his

neight, or burden; syn. &#. [perhaps meaning

the burden of supporting him]. (Aboo-Nasr, S,

K.) [See also Ji.]

Jää. Bearing one's neight upon a thing :

whence the saying, J3tº stº 4:13 [He trod

upon him, or it, with the tread of him who bears

his weight, or presses heavily]. (TA.)

* -2.

see Jºãº.

J&

1. &isi, (§, Mgh, Mºb) aor. , (Mºb) inf. n.

Jé, (S, Mºb) or Jö, (Mgh) or this is a simple

subst, (Mºb) and Jö, (Mgh) for this last is

also a simple subst.,] She (a mother) lost him, or

became bereft of him; namely, her child, (S,

Mgh, Mºb,) by death: (Mgh:) and 43, aor. * ,

(K,) inf. n. Jö, (TA,) he lost him; namely, a

friend, or person beloved, or a child. (K.)&

4: [lit. meaning May thy mother be bereft of

thee] is an imprecation against him to whom it is

addressed, not said with the desire of its having

effect, but on an occasion of vehement love, like

& (i S, [and Aſ 455, &c. (Harp. 165.)

4. & A state of bereavement clave to her;

(K;) namely, a woman: or she became in a state

of bereavement. (TA)=\sº 37 ºi God

made her to be bereft of her child [by death].
2 < * .pt ad a

(Msb, K.) And a claſſ, alº God made him to

be bereft of his mother [by death]. (S.)

Jö: see what next follows.

º , o, o in

}*-*:

so º

UK; The loss, or the state of being bereft, of a

child [by death], (S, Msb, K,) or of a friend, or

person beloved; (K;) i.e., a woman's loss of her

child; (S, Msb;) as also "J& [which is the

inf. n. by general consent], ($, K,) and "Jö.
6 * 0° o o ~ x of p > y

(TA.) It is said in a prov., J&J cº-e J& Jºãº)

[Undutiful treatment of a parent is (like) the

bereavement of him nio is not (really) bereft of

his child]. (TA.)- Also Death: and a state of

perdition or destruction. (K.)

6 o º

Jó: see JS5.

cºś; fem. J& and ăşö: See Jelš.

Jºš. See Jed-Jº §§§ f A desert in

which the traveller becomes lost. (K, TA.)

Jed, applied to a man, Bereft of a child, or

of a friend, or person beloved; as also Yºš or

& [with or without tenween, as is shown by

the two forms of the fem. mentioned in what

follows, but generally without]: (K:) and applied

to a woman; (S, Msb, K;) and sometimes ăieş;
-

... O =

(Msb;) as also J& (S, Msb, K) and #53,

(IAar, K.) which is rare, (K) and "Jºš (S,

K;) meaning bereft of her child [by death]; (S,

Mºbi) pl. (of Jej, TA, [and of i=0,1) Jelš,

[and of Jeu also Jö, as is implied in the TA

voce jº, and (of ſº, TA) Jºi. (Mºb,TA)

6 - 9 Y." 2: . *22 * 222

Jº, and "Jº" i.a. Jºe (8, K) and Jºe,

i.e., The fruit-stalk (*!)-3) wpon which are the

ripening dates; pl. Jesú, [app. a contraction of

Jºeti, like Jºette, occurring in poetry. (S.)

These two words are mentioned here by J and

$gh, and F has followed them; but they should

be mentioned among words whose first radical

letter is hemzeh, for the i is a radical, substituted

for &: (TA.)

• 2 of

Jºji: see what next precedes.

J& A woman whose state of bereavement is

constant: (K:) or n:ho is in a state of bereave

ment: (TA) pl. Jet. (K) [or this is pl. of

Jºel. Hence, Jett. 3;ál L. (The wives of

the marriors are constantly bereft,or often bereft,

of their husbands]. (TA)—is: i.e. An
ode in which bereavement is mentioned. (Ibn

'Abbād, Z, K.)

ić. -3% 4-2, [His spear is a cause of

bereavement to mothers] (S, K) is a saying similar

to iº is . 39 [explained in art. Jºl.

(S.)

Jú. A woman much, or often, bereft of her

children: (M.P..T.A.) pl. Jéliº (TA) [or

Jºëlº. : See J&]—And A she-camel that is

accustomed to lose her 3young by death or by

slaughter or by gift; pl. Jºëlº. (Ham p. 746.)

Jº

: , 32

1. J3, (T, S,K,) aor. *, inf. n. J3, (T,) He

put [or poured] back the earth into a grave, and

a well, after digging it: (T:) or he poured the

earth into a well, ($, K,) &c. (S.)- Also, (S,

M, K,) aor. as above, (M,) and so the inf. n.,

(S, M,) He poured forth pieces of money. (S,

M, K.)- Also, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above;

(TA;) and "Jä; (M, K;) He moved, or put

in motion, nºith his hand, or he broke at one of

its sides, [app. so as to make it pour down, or

fall,] a quantity of earth collected together, or

a sand-heap, (M, K,) or a house: (O, TA :) or

he dug it. (TA.)- And the former, ($, M, K,)

aor. as above, (S, M,) and so the inf. n., (M,

TA,) He threw down, or demolished, a house,

(S, M, K,) by digging beneath the n'all, and then

pushing, so that it fell in ruins: ($, TA:) and he

demolished, and broke, a thing. (M.)-[Hence,)
or e o - 31.6 &

A.

Avºye aſſ) J; f God destroyed their dominion:

44
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and evºje J; 17"heir might, or ponyer, departed:

(S:) or& 37 jś f God caused him to die;

or caused his dominion, or his might, or power,

to depart; (K, TA) and & J3, inf. n. J3,

f His means of support became destroyed, and

ceased; (M, A.;*) or he became abased, or in an

abject condition; (IDrd, M ;) or, accord. to Er
… O - 2 of

Rághib, it means are a\; <-kiºi [perhaps a

company of men (iii) nvas made to fall anay

from him]: (TA:) El-'Otbee says that Jºe

here has two meanings; namely, a throne, and

a booth, or shed, constructed for shade. (TA.
* o . ~~ * > d >

See art. Jºe.) You say also, &é J5 and aº, e,

meaning the was slain ; and a poet says, of a

sword, alsº Ji, meaning +[It severed] the base

of his neck; the part where his neck was set on

his back. (IDrd, M.)—And Ji, (A, S, M,

K) aor, as above, (A, S, M.) inf. n. 5 (As, S,

M, K) and JJJ, (A$, $, K,) He hilled, or de

stroyed, (As, S, M, K,) a man, (AS,S) or men.

(M, K.) And J.; He died, or perished. (T)

–2. Ji, (M.K.) aor. , inf n, J3, (M.) He

took, or cast, forth the earth from the mell; (M,

K;) and the mud from the bottom of the well.

(M.)—áe, Já, aor. and inf. m. as in the next

preceding case, He took what was in the recep

tacle ; as also * AL-31; the latter from Ibn

‘Abbād. (TA)=#3 - 5, (§, K) and Já

3-1, (M., O.) aor. ſirregularly], (3, TA)

inf. n. ji, (TA,) The beast, and the solid-hoofed

animal, dunged. (S, M, O, K.)-And J; He

became rich, or in a state of competence. (T.)

4. J3. He (a man, S) abounded in nhat is

termed aſi, (S, K,) which may mean either n'ool

or a flock of sheep or goats: both these meanings

are assigned to it in this case by Z. (TA.)=

Jä. He ordered, or commanded, the repairing

of it; (M ;) or the repairing of what had been

thrown down, or demolished, of it. (IAar, S, K.)

5. Jº It (a house) became thronºn don'n, or

demolished; (K;) as also "Jºi. (TA:) or it

(a house) became thronºn don'n, or demolished,

and it fell by degrees, part after part. (M.)

And ãº sº The nell became demolished.

(TA.)

7. Jº It (a thing) poured forth, or became

poured forth. (TA)—iº i. q. l;tº [app.

as meaning They poured themselves forth]. (K.)

You say,4. lsº They poured forth, or don'n,

upon him, or against him. (Z, TA in art. JJ.)

–See also 5.

8: see 1, near the end.

R. Q. 1. Jää : see 1, near the beginning.

ââ The earth that is taken forth from a nell ;

(T, S, M, K:) and the mud that is taken forth

from the bottom of a nell: (M:) and the space

upon which is cast the earth taken forth from a

well, around its mouth; which space, when the

well has been dug in a place that is not the pro

perty of any one, belongs exclusively to the owner

of the well: (A’obeyd, T :) pl. Jä. (K.)—

wi,ſ}. iš A grave (#) filled up nºith earth,

after it has been dug. (T.)=A thing that is

made of clay, or mud, (M.) like a jº, ſq. v.],

(K,) in the desert, for the sake of its shade. (M,

K. [Erroneously written by Golius and Freytag

ić, and compared to iſia..])= Wool, (T, S,

M, K,) alone: (M, K:) or a portion of nool

collected together: (Er-Rághib,TA:) and nool

and goats' hair (24%) and camels' hair (23)

together; (Aboo-Yoosuf, T, S, K;) but not the

second of these alone, nor the third alone: (Aboo

Yoosuf, T, S:) or it signifies camels' hair (2-3)

also : (T.) or wool and at and 25 together;

but none of these alone. (M.) aſſº 4- :Le

is said to mean A Le of good wool : (S,M :)

and aß Jº- a rope of wool. (S.) It is said in

a prov.,áš*243 S [A clever noman is not

nithout nool to spin or weave when she has

nothing else to do]: applied to a skilful man.

(TA.) And you say, i.eà cº; *. mean

ing Such a one has much wool and goats' hair

(Ja:) and camels' hair (295). (Aboo-Yoosuf,

S.) [Hence, aſſº.:*& [sometimes] means

f Such a one has much hair on his body. (TA.)

—A flock of sheep or goats, (T, M, K,) whether

many or fen, (M:) or many thereof: (M, K :)

or specially a flock of sheep: or sheep, absolutely:

(M:) or a numerous flock of sheep : (ISk, T, S,

K:) and numerous sheep and goats together :

many goats are not thus called; but are called

ãº-: (Aboo-Yoosuf, S, M.:) pl. Jº, (S, M, K,)

which is extr., (M,) and JY3. (M., K.) –

Many pieces of money; or much money; (M,

K.) as also "i3. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)= In rela

tion to the times of camels' coming to water,

(Jº) », J, TA, [in the copies of the K,
Jº is omitted, and 99. is put for »...]) The

interval of two days, or keeping from mater

during two days, between two drinkings. (K,

TA. [The word to which this signification is

assigned is erroneously written by Golius and

Freytag ić; and explained as meaning “Locus

ubi aquantur cameli postguam per biduum non

biberint.”])

ââ A party of men; (T;) a company of men:

($, M, K.) or a numerous company. (Bq in

lvii. 13.) You say, aſſº atºl& 3. S&

[Such a one will not distinguish] between a flock

of sheep or goats and a company of men. (Z,

TA.)- See also ãì.

à: Death; or a state of perdition or destruc

tion; (K5) and so "Jā; ($, M, K.) which
latter is also an inf. n. of J3 signifying “he

killed,” or “destroyed:” (As, S, K :) pl. of the

former Jº. (K.)

Jº ; Might, ponyer, or elevated condition,

perishing, or passing anay. (K, T.A.)

Jºji see iè.

3 - 2

Jºe A man ($, M) abounding in n-hat is

termed it. (S, M, K. [See 4. Jji, mentioned

by Golius with this word, as syn. therewith, and

as from the S and K, is not in either of those

Lexicons.])

3.2 -

Jº. [A colt that dungs much]. (M. [The

meaning is there indicated, but not expressed.]).

Jit. Collecting wealth, (Ibn-Abbād, K) and

disposing it well, or putting it into a good state

or condition. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

J,4 A house thronyn down, 9r demolished.

(TA. [See 1.])- See also ã, second sentence.

-9

1. 4:15, (§, M, A, Msb, K,) aor. -, (M, Msb,

K.) inf. n. 15 (T, S, M, A, Mºb) and Jº.,

(T,) He blamed him ; reprehended him; found

fault mith him; imputed to him, or charged him

with, a fault, vice, or the like: (M, A, Msb, K:)

or he charged him plainly, or openly, with a

fault, vice, or the like; ($;) spoke against him;

(TA;) censured him, reproached him, detracted

from his reputation, or impugned his character:

(S, Msb:) or he blamed him severely; and assailed

him with his tongue; as is done in punishings

and the like. (Lth, T.)—4.43, (M., K.) inf. n.

Ji, (M,) also signifies He drove him (a man,

M) anay; eapelled him; or put him at a dis

tance, anay, or far anay. (M, Msb, K.)–

And He turned it (a thing, M) upside don'n, or

over, or inside out ; or changed its manner of

being, or state. (M., K.)— And I. q. 4.13: (M,

K.) formed from the latter by substitution of ~

for 2. (M.)=-j, (M) inf. n. 13, (M,K)

It (one's skin, M, or a garment, TK) was, or

became, dirty, or filthy : (M, K:) and it (a

thing, TK) was, or became, contracted. (K,TK.)

—Also It was, or became, broken in the edge

or middle, [like 23, and split, or cracked.

(K.L.) -

2. ~13, (A, S, M) inf. n. Jiā, (S) He

(a camel) became such as is termed ~9. (Aş,

S, M.)
-

Jº Blamed; reprehended; found fault with;

charged with a fault, vice, or the like; as also

"-9; applied to a man. (M, K.)— Also A

camel extremely old, or old and neak, (M, A,)

and having his teeth much broken : (M :) or

a camel whose canine teeth are broken (S, K)

much (K) by reason of extreme old age, or age

and weakness, and the hair of n:hose tail has

fallen off by degrees: (S, K:) fem. with 3 ;

($, M, K;) but some disallow this, and say that

the ſºmale is termed Jú. (M:) pl. [of pauc.]

Jºji (M.K.) and [of mult] ig. (S,K)—
Hence, (A,) t A man eactremely old, or old and

neak, (A, TA,) whose teeth are much broken :

(TA:) or an aged man; a man, advanced in

Myears: (IAqr, M, K:) [said to be] of the dial. of

Hudheyl; but IAqr mentions it without assigning

it to the dial. of any particular tribe of the Arabs.

(M.)— Also A camel that does not impregnate.

(M, K.”)— See also what next follows.

J.J. see *—Also, applied to a spear,

(S, M, A, K, but in a copy of the A written

"J3,) Much notched, or broken in the edges
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[of the head] : (S, M, K :) or weak, or neak and

soft. (A.) You say J-d •º ~1. Jé Jº

[An eactremely old, or old and weak, man, whose

teeth are much broken, upon a camel in the like

condition, and having in his hand a spear that

is much notched, or weak, or neak and soft].

(A, TA.) -

&# ãº A woman haping cracked, or

chapped, feet : (S, K:) from Jº as an epithet

applied to a spear. (S.) -

Jº and 34%, (Fr, T, S, M, K,) the former

of which is the more common, (Fr, T,) Dust, or:

earth; and stones: (Fr, T, M, K:) or small

fragments, or particles, of stones, (S, K,) and

of dust or earth : (S:) or stone (A 'Obeyd, Sh,

T) in the dial. of El-Hijáz: and dust, or earth,

in the dial. of Temeem : (T:) and El-Hejeree

says, 3S is like JSI; but [ISd says,

whether it be formed by substitution or be a dial.

var., I know not. (M, TA.) One says, ***

J.38 and 44ft.) In his mouth are, or be, dust,

or earth, and stones; (Fr, T';) or, particles of

stones and of dust or earth. (S.) Lh mentions

the phrase ºf Jºš orJº [Dust, or earth,

and stones, be thy lot]; and 25:11: and he says

that the noun is thus put in the accus. case, as

though the phrase were an imprecation [of the

ordinary kind]: he means, as though the noun

were an inf. n. used in an imprecation; though it

is a simple subst. (M.) 4-º'Alsº or J.GS,

occurring in a trad., means For the adulterer, or

..fornicator, stoneG-- [but see this word, and

See also art. Jºe]): or dust, or earth: or small

stones. (TA.)

J.º. Accustomed to blame, reprehend, or find

fault. (A, TA.)

ãº, (S, M, Mºb, K) and iº. (M,K) A

fault, vice, or the like: ($, M,” K.") or-ſpro

perly] a cause of [blame or] reviling : (Msb:)

pl. -*. (S, A, Msb.) You say, J. <ſº L.

i.e. cº [I have not known in such a one a

fault, or vice, or cause of blame, &c.]. (A, TA.)

<-15

1. 2;i. $43, aor. *, (S, M, Msb, K,) inf. n.
-

Jij, (TA) He took the third of the goods, or

property, of the people, or company of men. (S,

M, Msb, K.) And ãéxill <! The property

left at death had a third of it taken. (A) And

* 15, aor. 2, [but in this case it seems that it

should be *, as above,) is also said to signify He

slew a third. (L)–2;il 15, (T, S, K) or

cº, (Fr. T, M) or cººl, (Mºb) aor. 2,

(S, M, Mºb, K.) [thus distinguished from the

verb in the first sense explained above,) inf. n.

343, (TA,) signifies He nas, or became, the

third of the people, (T, S, K,) or a third to the

two, (Fr, T, M.) or to the two men: (Mºb:) or

he made them, nith himself, three : (T, S, K:)

and similar to this are the other verbs of number,
6 x 2 -oº:

to ten [inclusive], except that you say, crazy!
or * > of

and ova-' and2:…i. with fet-h, because of the

&: (S.) A poet says, (IAar, $,) namely, Abd

Allah Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr El-Asadee, satirizing the

tribe of Teiyi, (IB, TA,)

º * → • b - 6 - d. 3, #2 * :

* --- * ~19 &, bºº cº *

+ o- 2 * * * 3 * º - o p_*

º Jººl were: Jº- J-2'-' coº *

[And if ye make up the number of three, we will

make up the number of four; and if there be

a fifth of you, there shall be a sixth of us; so

that slaughter shall destroy you]: (IAar, S, IB :)

he means, if ye become three, we will become

four : or if ye slay three. (IB,TA.)- Also ;

(S, M, TA;) in the K, “or,” but this is wrong;

(MF, TA;) ºil & G signifies He made the

people, nith himself, thirty; (A’Obeyd, S, M,

K;) they being twenty-nine: and in like manner

one uses the other verbs of number, to a hundred

[exclusive]. (A 'Obeyd, S.) And < *; also sig

nifies He made twelve to be thirteen. (T.)-

Jºš & He turned over the ground three

times for soning, or cultivating. (A, TA.).

See also 2.—e.g. (T, M, L, TA,) [as though

intrans., an objective complement being app. un

derstood,) or "J3, (K, [but the former is app.

the right reading, unless both be correct,1) said

of a horse, He came [third in the race; i.e.,

next] after that nihich is called Jºaºl; (T, M,

L. K. [in the CK, J, after Jººl, should be

omitted:]) then you say &: then, J---. (T,

M, L.) And in like manner it is said of a man

[as meaning He came third]. (T)—Jº º

<-º: $3, (so in a copy of the M in art. Jº, but

in the present art. in the same copy written

& S. Jº S) or "º S. Jº S, (so in
a. copy of the A, [in the CK in art. Jº, and in

Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 545,& S. Jº SJ)

or " tº: S. Jº S, (so in a copy of the K in

art. Jº [in the TA, in the present art. and in

art. Jºj, without any syll. signs,]) said of an old

man, meaning He cannot rise, (M,A,TA,) when

he desires to do so, a first time, nor can he (M,

TA) the second time, nor the third. (M, A, TA.)

2. & He made it three; or called it three :

(Esh-Sheybánee, and K in art. 2-3.) &lt;

signifies the making [a thing] three [by addition

or multiplication or division]; as also " ...is

ſinſ. n. of £5); and the calling [it] three. (KL.)

– [Hence, <-º, inf. n. 3.4% He asserted the

doctrine of the Trinity.] —[Hence also,&

& Sº Jº Such a one counts two Khaleefehs,

namely, the two Sheykhs [Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar],

and [does not count three, i. e...] rejects, the other

[that succeeded them]: and &r. S5<º J)3

Such a one counts three Khaleefehs, [namely,

those mentioned above and 'Othmān, and [does

not count a fourth, i. e.,] rejects [’Alee, the

fourth. (A,TA)—& Ş, Jº Sj: see 1.–

ciº <-9, Or tºe, He remained three nights

with his nife: and in like manner the verb is

used in relation to any saying or action. (TA

VOce & )—ºtº “… He tied, or bound,

three of the teats of his she-camel nºith the Jºe.

($)–: said of a she-camel, and of any

female: see 4.—eſ said of a horse in a race:

See 1–3–3 ~3, (M, K,) inf. n. as above,

(K.) The full-grown unripe dates became, to the

eactent of a third part of them, ripe, or in the

state in nihich they are termed -kº, (M, K.)

—º: also signifies The natering seed-produce

[on the third day, i.e.,] another time (ºn *

[which app, means after excepting, or omitting,

one day]. (M.)–And The making [a thing]

triangular [or trilateral]. (K.L.)-[The making

a letter three-pointed; making it to have three

dots.]—The making [a thing] to be a third part.

(KL.)–The making the electuary, or confec

tion, of aromatics, or perfumes, that is called

<-º. (KL)

4. 2;il <-13. The party of men became three:

(Th, S, M, L, K:) and similar to this are the

other verbs of number, to ten [inclusive]: ($:)

also The party of men became thirty; and so in

the cases of other numbers, to a hundred [exclu

sive]. (M., L.)--tºl She (a camel, and any

female,) brought forth her third young one, or

offspring; (Th, M ;) and so "…, or Ye-tº-31.

(TA in art.2&)—& $3 Jº S; see 1 –

<-15ſ said of a grape-vine, It had one third of its

Jruit remaining, two thirds thereof having been

eaten. (M.)

8: see 4. -

6 - 25 e a

<-15; see tºº.

& The third $young one or offspring, (M, A,

K,) of a she-camel, (M, K,) and, accord. to Th,

of any female: (M:) and in like manner others

are termed, to ten [inclusive]. (A.) But one

should not say tº #5 (after the manner ofJº y

q. v.]. (M)—& 4-3 Ji- He matered

his palm-trees once in three days: (A:) or he

nºatered themº * [which app. means after

eaccepting, or omitting, one day]. (K.) 3.1; is

not used [thus] except in this case: there is no

<!: in the watering of camels; for the shortest

period of watering is the 4, when the camels

drink every day; then is the*. which is when

they come to the water one day and not the next

day; and next after this is, the &: then, the

J-º-; and so on to the tº ; so says As: ($,

TA:) and this is correct, though J's assertion

that <-º is not used except in this case is said by

F to require cºnsideration. (TA.)—eº Jº

i. 4 º' use-, [The tertian fever;] the fever

that attacks one day and intermits one day and

attacks again on the third day; called by the

vulgar Yāººl. (Mºb.)

3.5 (T, S, M, A, Mºb, K) and "343 (Mºb,

K) and Y : iš, which last is either a dial. var. or

is so pronounced to make the utterance more easy,

(MF,) A third; a third part or portion; (S, A,

Mºb, K5) as also '…', (A, T, S, M, Mºb, K.)

like º and &: and J-e- and J- and

-**, (S,) though AZ ignored <-sº (T, S) and

see what next follows.

44 *
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J.-- (S:) [and **º., q. v., app. signifies

the same :] the pl. of <-º, (M, Msb,) and of

<!! also, (M) is ºi. (M, Mºb.) It is said

in a trad., Ú53; ~~ * ă, [The expiatory

mulct for that homicide which resembles what is

intentional shall be thirds]; i. e., thirty-three

she-camels each such as is termed ai- and thirty

three of which each is such as is termed ié

and thirty-four of which each is what is termed

a.º. (TA)

&fü, A vessel in nihich the corn &c. that is

measured therein reaches to one third of it: and

in like manner one uses this expression in relation

to beverage, or wine, &c. (M, L.)

&, (so in a copy of the M,) or &lº, and

&, (K) I. q. ºn Jºe; (Ki) the tree

thus called. (M., T.A.)

6 ... • 6 i < 6 * > *

<t'\5, also written J3: see i555, in six places:
...) • Jº

and tºº, in two places.

& and "343. (S, L, K) Three and three;

three and three together; or three at a time and

three at a time; (L;) imperfectly decl. [because]

changed from the original form of #53 #53;

(K;) or because of their having the quality of

epithets and deviating from the original form of

ăș: they are epithets; for you say,2:“…

<5% Jº [I passed by a party of men tno and

tno, and three and three, together]: (Sb, S:) or

they are imperfectly decl. because they deviate

from their original as to the letter and the mean

ing; the original word being changed as above

stated, and the meaning being changed to 35X5

#53: but the dim. is '3.3, perfectly decl., like

:- &c., because it is like2- [dim. of jº-l.

assuming the form of that which is perfectly decl.,

though it is not so in the cases of&- and the

like, as these words, in assuming the dim. form,

do not deviate from the measure of a verb, for

… ... o ºr # 2

a-ºe-I Le [How goodly is he J is sometimes said.

(S.) It is said in the Kurſiv. 3), ºu, u, ,<<it;
• ... , … • * * • O ~ * ~ w

89.3&Jº tº

ye such as please you, of nomen, two [and] tro,

and three [and] three, and four [and] four:

ſmeaning, two at a time, &c. :] here Lºc &c.

are imperfectly decl. because deviating from the

& 29, i. e. Then marry

original form of cº cº, &c., and from the

fem. form. (Zj,T, L.) And one says '3.1%<1%,

like& ºff. (T.) You say also, “...a < is

8% <5% Jº, meaning I did the thing twice

and twice, and thrice and thrice, and four times

and four times. (L.)—ſº is app. fem. of

iš, a dial. var. of āşş, of which the fem. is

&\}: and hence, <^3 23, with damm [to the

initial ºl, A camel's [girth of the kind called]

cº-º. (K.) You say, ºf ss º ei:

I [lit., The loops of her girth met together ; (A,

TA; [but in a copy of the former, W (.353 Jºš j])

meaning, she was, or became, lean, or lank in the

belly. (A. [See a similar saying voce &u-J)

And a poet says, -

* º 33 3. J- ~~~& 23 *

[And she had become lean, or lank in the belly, so

that her girth appeared] : but some say that 33

U.5)3 [here] means her belly, and the two skins,

[namely, the upper, and that nihich is pared, or

scraped off, after the flaying : (TA:) or, accord.

to some, the phrase is tº 33 JºJº, IIlean

ing, so that her foetus rose to her back; the 3×3

[here again in a copy of the A written with fet-h

to the initial Jº, and in like manner tº, being

the tº and the Sº, and the womb. (A, TA)

You say also, Yeºš 33 •º, [so I find it written,

but perhaps it 'should be e^{j 53, meaning,

f Upon him is a [garment of the hind called]

A-e made of the nool of three sheep. (A, TA.

[In the latter without any syll. sign to show that

Jºyj here differs from the form in the exs. cited

before.])

- º -

*Sº : see t-Jū.

o . . . 6 º',

-

5,3 A she-camel that filis three vessels (S,
~ of

M, A, L, K) such as are called tles, (M, L,)

nºhen she is milked, (S, K,) [i.e.,] at one milking.

(A.) This is the utmost quantity that the camel

yields at one milking. (IAar, M.)- Also A

she-camel three of n:hose teats dry up : (S, M, A,

K: [accord. to the TA, it is said in the T that

such is termed **,t. ; but I think that this is a

mistranseription:]) or that has had one of her

teats cut off (IAar, T, M, L, K) by cauterization,

which becomes a mark to her, (IAar, M,) and

[in some copies of the K “or”] is milked from

three teats: (T, M, L, K:) or that has three

teats; (IAar, TA;) [and] so * if: (T, TA:)

or a she-camel having one of her teats dried up

in consequence of something that has happened to

it. (ISk.)

º - 6 x

3.13: see 343.

ăşă, also written #3, a noun of number,

[i. e. Three,) is masc., ($, M, Msb,) and is also

written and pronounced "ijº, with damm .

(IAar, M, TA:) the fem, is "555, also written

3.j; ($, M, Mºb;) [and app. ºf also, men

tioned above, under the head of $53, but only as

occurring with 2% prefixed to it..] You say ăş3

Jue, [Three men] : and sº y &SC; [three

momen]. (Mºb.) In the saying of Mohammad,

º &= -li, & [The pen of the recording

angel is nithheld from three persons] Jºyj is for

Jºi ºi. (Mºb. [See art. &.]) [In like

manner, w3.j occurs in several trads. for <55

Jºa- as, for instance, in the saying,) &. $53

9- tº- Aſ 3,4- [There are three

qualities: in n-homsoever they be, God will reckon

neith him with an easy reckoning]: these are, thy

giving to him who denies thee, and forgiving him

who wrongs thee, and being kind to him who

cuts thee off from him. (El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer.)

The people of El-Hijáz say,2.3% Jºi [The

- * * *

a-la- a 3

a y. --e?

three of them came to me], and º, and so on

to ten [inclusive], with masb in every case; and
3 * : * : ~9.5.

in like manner in the fem., Wºº Jºji, and
3 x 2 -of

Jºy!: but others decline the word with the three

vowels, making it likeJºſé : after ten, however,

only nasb is used; so that you say,2&tº3- esGä

[and*** ã553], and&#e (sº- [and ºğ

&#1 (S.) The saying aº ; ºft| 33

means [The offspring of adultery, or fornication,

is the norst of the three] if he do the deeds of his

parents. (Mgh.) [It is said that when ä5).5

means the things numbered, not the amount of

the number, it is imperfectly decl., being regarded

as a proper name; and so are other ns. of num

ber. (see Juj.) See also it...]—ſie áº;

[indecl. in every case, meaning Thirteen, is pro

nounced by some of the Arabs* à53: and

[the fem.] §:e "3-53, thus in the dial. of El

Hijáz [and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced

ãº º in the dial. of Nejd. ($ in art. ,<e.)

āşşâl, also written än, (Lth, T, S, M.) or

§§ 2; or ºl, (A, Mºb, K) and ºl,

with damm, (A, K,) [meaning The third day of

the week, Tuesday,) has this form for the sake of

distinction; for properly it should be &Júl : (S,

M :) or it has meddeh in the place of the 3 in the

see affº.

noun of number [āśl to distinguish it from the

latter: (Lth, T:) [it is without tenween in every

case; when indeterminate as well as when deter

minate; being fem.] the pl. is <lstºj ($, M,

Msb) and Júl. (Th, M.) It has no dim. (Sb,

$ in art. J-9 Lh relates that Aboo-Ziyād used

to say, 23 º āşşı Jºãº [Tuesday passed nith

n:hat occurred in it]; making tº sing and masc.;

[but this he did because he meant thereby2.

ºn ; A32 being masc. :] This related to have

said, tº tº ; making it fem.; and Abu-l-Jarráh

used to say,& º āşīji <, treating the

word as a numeral. (M.)

āşīn; see ſºil.

Čº a rel. n. from išš, anomalously formed,

(M,) [or regularly formed from 3353, Of, or

relating to, three things. (T, TA.)—Three cubits

in length, or height; applied in this sense to a

garment, or piece of cloth; (T, A ;) and to a

boy. (T.)- A word comprising, or composed

of, three letters [radical only, or of three radical

letters nith one or more augmentative; i.e., of

three radical letters with, or nithout, an augment].

(T, TA.)

&#93; [also written &xi;) the noun of num

ber, [meaning Thirty, and also thirtieth,) is not

considered as a multiple of #53, but as a multiple

of 3,4- ; and therefore, if you name a man &:53,

you do not make the dim. to be cº, but [you

assimilate the noun from which it is formed to a

pl. with 5 and J from à-e, Or to &ºe, and

say "Cº. (Sb, M.) -
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&: : see what immediately precedes.

3 * ~ *

U33555 One who fasts alone on the third day

of the week. (IAar,Th, M.)

º *:: i 1 :

~15: see tº 5. -

&Jú (Third]: fem. with 3. (T, &c.) The final

< in tº is sometimes changed into U.S. (M.)

You say, aß &lt; sº [He, or it, is the third of

three]: thus you say when the two [terms] agree,

each with the other; but not ăş3 &G; <-Jū

being regarded in the former case as though it

were a subst.; for you do not mean to convey by

it a verbal signification, but only mean that he, or

it, is one of the three, or a portion of the three:

(Fr, ISk, T, S:) and in like manner you say,

<53 #96 Cº [She is the third of three]; but

when there is among the females a male, you say,

aß ãº (*, making the masc. to predominate

over the fem. (T.) When the two [terms] are

different, you may make the former to govern the
.x. • * >

gen, case or to govern as a verb; saying, &l, sº
• . * 2 * ~ : 5 - - - - o . .” º

aşNJ or ā3)3 &b sº, like as you say *j-yº
: • •

2 0 ,-

and lºj*: and thus you also say, &lt; 3.

cºff and cºff &lt; lis, meaning This makes

two to be three, nith himself, or itself. (ISk, T,”

S. [In most copies of the $, for cº &lt; is

put &#7&G; and, in the explanation of this

phrase, cºff 3.5 for cº & 15: IB has re

marked that these are mistakes.) Yeº occurs in

the sense of <-g in a trad. cited voce &é in art.

J.5. (Sh, T in art. J4)—Jº #36 Ineans

A projecting portion of a mountain, by nihich

are placed two pieces of rock, upon all nihich is

placed the cooking-pot. ($, K.) Hence the saying,

JúS. ãº 37* [explained in art. Jöl].

(TA)—Lé &lt; andãºàº, the former masc.

and the latterfem, meaning Thirteenth, are gene

rally held to be indecl. in every case without the art;

but with the art, most say in the nom. ** <ºl,

aCCuls.* <!ºl, and gen. Jºe <-ºl; and in

like manner in the fem. Accord. to some, you

say, Jºe &lt; * as well as , i.e. &lt; sº [He,

or it, is a thirteenth]: he who uses the former

phrase says that he means* à553 &lt; 38,

(T, S,) i. e. He, or it, is one of thirteen, (T,) and

that he suppresses abºj, and leaves t-Ju decl. as

it was; and he who uses the latter phrase says

that he likewise means this, but that, suppressing

aşSº, he gives its final vowel to the word J.Jú,

(T, S,) to show that there is a suppression: (S:)

but IB says that the former of these two phrases

is wrong; that the Koofees allow it, but that

the Basrees disallow it, and pronounce it a mis

take. (L.) [And accord, to J, one says, 3.

3:2 ºn and #4 ºn tº This is the thir.

teenth, or this thirteenth for he adds, and you

say, is (32- is and is Jºël and so on

to twenty [exclusive]; all with fet-h; for the

reason which we have mentioned: and in like

manner in the fem., in which each of the two

nouns is with 3. (S.) You say also, i.e &lt;

* āşş3 [The thirteenth of thirteen]; and so

On to Jºe ãº Jºe 8–5. and in like manner in

the fem. (I’Ak p. 316.)

[ºn The Trinity.]

&lt; and <1%: see& —-e- [i. e.

3.1:...] signifies A chord [of a lute] composed of

three twists: that which is of two twists is called

Jºe [i.e. Jºl. or, as some say, these two words

signify [respectively] the third chord and the

second: their pls. are &lt; and Jú. (Har

p. 244.) - 2.

3.1: A she-camel, and any female, bringing.

forth her third young one, or offspring: one
9 c. 5. . 6 w - 2

should not say J J 35U. (M.)—See also cº-ºo.

3. A thing having three angles or corners,

triangular, [or trilaterall; a triangle. (S, K.)

You say 3-& [An acute-angled triangle]:

and25& [A right-angled triangle]. (TA.)

And iſ: Ji A three-sided piece of land.

(TA.)- A thing composed of three layers or

strata, or of three distinct fascicles or the like;

(M, TA;) [see also *:::: ;] and in like manner

what are composed of four, and more, to ten

[inclusive], are called by similar epithets: (TA:)

or a thing of three folds. (Lth, T.)— [As a

conventional term in lexicology, A word having a

letter which has any of the three vonels: ex. gr.,

#3; is £3.& ; i. e., it is written #3. and #3;

and #3. As such also, A verb having its cº- (or

middle radical letter) movent by any of the three

vonels: ex. gr., * tº is&; i.e., it is written

tº and 3. and & And as such, ič. (not

iáš.) signifies Three-pointed; having three dia

critical points: it is an epithet added to 13, to

prevent its being mistaken for & or (; or 4.]

— Wine (-5%) cooked until the quantity of two

thirds of it has gone; ($, K;) the expressed juice

of grapes so cooked. (Mgh.)–And A certain

electuary, or confection, of aromatics, or per

fumes. (K.L.)

5 w a

. Jute A calumniator, or slanderer, of his brother

[orfellow] to his prince; because he destroys three;

namely, himself and his brother and his prince:

(Sh, T, M," K:) as also * 3.4%; (K ;) or thus

accord. to Aboo-Owineh. (Sh, T.) – See also

343, last sentence: –and see 5:3.

&. from J.J.5

See & 6 and £92.

is like £9. from& (M.)

*:::: Property of n!hich a third part has

been taken. (A.)-[Applied to a verse,] That

of n!hich a third has been taken arcay: (M, K:)

whatever is** is*: (TA:) or the former

word signifies as above, and the latter signifies

that of which two thirds have been taken away:

this is the opinion of the authors on versification
* 9 p.

with respect to the metres called jº, andcº
-

(M, TA:) the Jºe in poetry is that whereof

two feet out of six have gone. (TA.)–A rope

composed of three strands (Lth, T, S, M, A, K.)

twisted together, (Lth, T, A,) and in like manner

noven, or plaited: (Lth, T:) and ropes composed

of four, five, six, seven, and nine, strands, but

not of eight nor of ten, are similarly called. (M.)

—A garment of the kind called Lee woven of

nool and camels' hair (23) and goats' hair

- - 6 * in o. 9 * ~ *

(2-3). (Fr, T.) — isº. 555. A 335. [or

leathern water-bag) made of three skins. (T, S,

A.K.)—i.e.

times for soning or cultivating. (A.)- See also
-

2 : «

*59.

6 of

*jl Land turned over three

1. iſ… <d, aor. * and 2, The sky snowed;

let fall snow. (A, TA.) [Here, and in other
º o ºr

cases, throughout this art., the meaning of 2-3 is

assumed to be well known.]—ſº tº G, (S,

Mºb, K) aor. 3 ($, Mºbi) and "tºſſi, (Mºb,"

K;) The sky snon-ed upon us; (S, Msb, K;)

like as one says tºl. (S.) And lsº They

were snowed upon. (TA.) You say, Atºl tº-d

5:= u-15 [We were snowed upon this year much].
- 2 of ... n.

(A.) And Jºjº st-15, (A, Msb, TA,) and
2 of - -

* <--gi, (TA) The land was snowed upon.

(A,” Msb, T.A.")- [&#, said of water &c., It

was cooled, or made cold, nºith snow : see an ex.
6 y o . * ~ *

voce tºº. In the present day, Was G signifies

He cooled it, or made it cold, nºith snow or ice ;

iced it; froze it..]– See also 4. —[Hence,)
,' ' 5 , ºf

tº, (IAar, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. &”, (TA,)

+ His heart became cool, or refreshed, and re

lieved of a thing : (IAar:) and he rejoiced ; or

was, or became, joyful, glad, or happy : (IAar,

K:) and he was, or became, at ease, at rest,

tranquil, or free from disquietude. (TA.) And

|J& a-aī ºs-3 f His mind became refreshed

and happy by means of such a thing. (A.) And

Jr.” <<45, aor. *, inf. n. **: (AA, S, K;)

and <<1% aor. *, inf. n. &º (A$, $, K; [in

the CK tºl) and "-ji; (K.) Giº

(TA ;) + My mind became at ease, at rest, tran

quil, or free from disquietude, (AA, S, K, TA,)

and became healed, by means of the thing: (TA:)

or I knew it, and was rejoiced at it, or by it :

or my mind became at ease, and I confided, or

trusted, in the thing : as also •] <--0 ; and
© . -

USJ-A-o tº: or this last, accord. to Sh, means
-

my bosom became dilated [nith joy),2% at the

event. (TA.) And Jº- º <-dtruecame

healed, and my heart became at rest, or tranquil,

by means of the information n:hich thou gavest

me. (ISk, TA) And 4.15 & and &#, the

latter mentioned by Lb, on the authority of Abd.

El-Hakk, this heart became certified, or assured.

(TA) +1} is said to mean Certitude, or assur.

ance, because it is taken from the delight that

one has in water rendered cool, or cold, by

means of snow and the like. (TA)—33; &: ©

! He was, or became, stupid, dull, wanting in
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intelligence: (IAar, A, TA:) his heart, or, his

mind, or intellect, quitted him. (TA)—4-3,

(Sh, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. #9, (Sh, TA,) also sig

nifies He, or it, soaked it; moistened it. (Sh,

K, T.A.)

2 : see 1.

4. tº It (a day, S, K, or a year, A) was, or

became, snony. (S, A, K.)- He reached, came

upon, or lighted on, snow; (K;) as also

[written without any syll. signs, app. " -3).

(TA.) He entered upon [a tract, º time, Or

season, of] snow. (TA.)- U-ji Utº-A5 : and

JS ~5. see 1.– [Thus the verb is in

trans, and trans. And hence, J-º <-di.

see 1.– And as-ºil t He rejoiced him ; made

him joyful, glad, or happy. (K.) And tº

Jº* t It (news, or information) healed and

tranquilized me. (A,"TA.) And Jº Jºº-ji tº

29 + Horv joyful, or happy, am I made by

this thing, or event 1 (TA.)– [Hence also,

F-15ſ J-º- t He dug until he reached the clay,

or mud, (AA, S, K, TA,) or the cold of the moist

earth, (A,) or the moist earth and the water.

(TA)—iº & tº The water of the well

ceased, or stopped. (A, K.) And hence, (TA,)

J- * >s-ºl f The fever quitted him. º (A,

TA)=&ſhe inf. n.] is also syn. with gº!

[inf. n. of**, q. v.]. (K.)

$º [Snon, ;] a thing well known, (S, A, Mº,

K,) that falls from the sky: (TA:) pl. **.

(Msb.)

& Cold: (K:) applied to water. (TA.)

: if twen joyful, glad, or happy, by reason of

news. (IAar, T.A.) – t Men who are stupid,

dull, or manting in intelligence. (TA.) [See also
º - d -

***)
§ 2 - 6 tº e

J-15; see gº.

Jeº ! Very nihite : applied to an iron head

of an arrow or of a spear or of a sword or the like:

(A, K:) fem. with 3. (A.)

… 2 3 o

§§ A seller of snow; (K;) as also "J-5.

(TA.)

is º. A place in nihich is [hept] snow [..for

cooling mater &c. in summer]. (K.)

º -or

rºo: fem. with 3: the latter applied to land

(Jº), meaning Snoned upon. (S, A, Msb.)—

Water cooled, or made cold, mith snow. (TA.)

A poet says, speaking of a woman's mouth,

sº cº tº J&
[It would be thought to be cooled with snow,

though it was not cooled therenith]. (TA.)-

sº ** : A man ($) stupid, dull, or wanting

in intelligence. (S, A, Msb, K.) [See also&#

laº;

* 1. lī, aor., (A.S.K.) inf n. 15, (A.S.)

He (a camel, §, IAth, K, and a bull, IAth, K,

and an elephant, mostly said of these three animals,

IAth, and a man, Az, and a child, K) voided his

dung in a thin state. (Az, S, K.) It is said in a

trad., (§, TA) of Alee, (TA) º& site

ūji & £2 ° āş, (S, TA,) meaning that the

former ate little, and that the latter ate much and

of various kinds. (TA)=& Aij He thren,

bij, (K, TA) i. e. thin dung, (TA) at such a

3 one : (K, TA:) and he befouled him, or smeared

him, therenith. (K, TA.)

tº Thin dung of an elephant and the like,

(Lth,K,) and of anything, when it is thin. (TA.)

t 1:..., (K, TA, [but by rule it should be kº.)

or ikº, (CK) The place of erit of 1,13. (K.)

A3

1. 4.15, aor. -, (T, S, M, Mºb, K) inf n. 23,

(S, M, Msb,) He broke its edge; ($,” M, Msb,

K;) namely, that of a vessel, (M, Mºb, K,) and

of a sword, and the like; (M, K;) as also 4.0,

aor. *; (K, TA; [but I suspect that this latter

form of the verb has been taken from a copy of

the S in which the intrans. verb2. has been

erroneously made trans. ;]) and *4.5; (M, K;)

or this last signifies he did so much, or in many

places: (S:) and the first signifies also he made

a gap, or breach, in it; namely, a wall. (T,” $.)

-ſhence, * Jº 2% (TA,) or ºu. Jºzº

as 15, (M,) t He suffered the loss of somewhat of

his property. (M., T.A.) And&ºtº 34

&#9 2:3 t[This of the things that wound

religion and impair sure faith]. (TA)=2,3,

aor. , inf n. 13, ($5) and "..ºl, and "...itj,

(S, M, Msb, K;) said of a thing, (S,) a vessel,

(M, Msb, K,) a sword, and the like, (M, K,) It

was, or became, broken in its edge : (S,” M, Msb,

K:) [or "the last, being quasi-pass. of 2, it was,

or became, broken much, or in several places, in

its edge:] and "..ºl and "...ſº are said of a

wall [as signifying it had a gap or breach, Or

gaps or breaches, made in it]. (T.) J3, [the

inf. n. of23, when relating to a valley, signifies

The having its -º-, (T, M, K, and so in a copy

of the S, [meaning brink, or edge,J) or its -º-,

(so in other copies of the S, [meaning its abrupt,

mater-worn, bank,1) broken; (T, S, M, K,TA;)

i.e., broken donn: (TA:) and in like manner,

in relation to a trench dug round a tent to prevent

the rain-water from entering it, and in relation to

a watering-trough, or tank. (M., T.A.) [Golius

and Freytag have explained it as signifying the

part so broken; but I do not think that this can

be meant by the explanation given above.]

2: see 1.

5: see 1, in three places.

7: see 1, in two places.—You say also, lºsºl

•ºſe They poured forth, or don'n, upon him, or

against him; as also tººl. (Z, TA)

25 A break of the edge in a vessel (ISk, T, S)

and in a sword. (T, S.) [See also what next

follows.]

ãº. A gap, or breach, (S, M, Mºb, K.) in a

wall &c., (S, Msb) or of a thing that is broken,

and of a thing ruined, (K,) or of a broken edge:

(M. :) or a place that has been broken in an edge,

or that has had a gap, or breach, made in it:

(T, TA:) a broken place of a vessel: (TA:) pl.

3. (T, Mºb) [See also ſº.) — (Hence,

3.5 S i.ii.2%º J i.15 ºf $3.1 (The
death of such a one is an occasion of a gap in the

body of the Muslims; a gap that will not be

filled up]. (TA.) [See also its syn. iſ...]

2.5i A thing [such as a vessel and a sword and

the like] broken in its edge : ($:) a watering

trough, or tank, broken in its side. (TA.)=

2.5i Dust, or earth; and stones ; like J.ii;

accord. to El-Hejeree: but [ISd adds,) whether

it be a dial. var. or formed by substitution, I

know not. (M.)

A.

Lo"

2 ºf 3 :

1. a .5, ($, M," K,) aor. *, (S, M,) inf. n. 23,

(T, S, M.) He repaired it; or put it into a good,

sound, or right, state; (T, S, M, K;) [by filling

up its interstices, &c.,] with Aus; ſq.v.). (S.)

Hence the saying, (sº <! t I put my

affairs into a good, sound, right, or proper,

state; restored them to such a state ; or set them

right, or in order. (S.) And hence also the

saying, º º Jai tº- t[We were the fit

persons to put it into a good, sound, right, or

proper, state; &c.]; ($;) occurring in a trad.;

accord. to the relaters thereof, º '...}; but

A’Obeyd holds the former reading to be the

right. (T.)— He spread 23 for it, namely, a

skin of milk, and put it [AU-5] above it, in order

that the sun might not strike it, and its milk

become consequently decomposed, or curdled. (T.)

—[He stuffed it, either with23 or absolutely:

for . signifies it was stuffed. (T.)-He col

lected it together; ($, M, K;) namely, a thing;

(S, M5) mostly used in relation to dry herbage.

(M, K.) You say, tº 5, i.e. Collect thou [for

them; namely, the cattle &c.; like ū2, from

2%). (TA.) And &#3 4: 3. He sweeps it,

and collects the good and the bad. ($)—ººk 3.

(M, K,) [aor. and inf. n. as above, (M.) He ate

the good of the food and the bad thereof; (M,

K3) as also 43. (TA)—iº, (T, S, M. K.)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) She (a ewe or a

goat, M, K, or, as some say, only the latter, M)

pulled it, or plucked it, up, or out, with her

mouth; (T, S, M, K;) namely, a thing, (T, M.)

or a plant, (§, K,) and anything by which she

parºd. (TA)—Jº- $43, (M.K.) or

Jºº, (S.M.) ſaor, and inf n, as above, (TA)
He wiped his hand ($, M, K) with the dry herb

age, (M, K,) or upon the ground. (S, M.)

3 There; syn. Jús; (Zj, S, M, K;) a noun

of indication, (Zj, T, M, Msb, Mughnee, K,) de

noting a place that is remote (Zj, T, S, M, Mugh

nee, K) from the speaker, (Zj, T, M.) like as us

denotes that which is near; (Zj,T,8;) or denoting

a place other than that of the speaker: (Msb:)

it is an adverbial noun, not to be used otherwise
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than as such; (Mughnee, K;) indecl. because of

its vagueness, and with fet-h for its termination

to avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letters.

(Zj, T, M.) Thus in the saying [in the Kur

xxvi. 64], &, Sl 3 tºft, [And we brought

near, there, the others]. (Mughnee.) He who

makes it decl. as an objective complement (Mugh

nee, K) in this ex., (Mughnee,) and in the saying

in the Kur [lxxvi. 20), tº: <-53 <!, $13,

is in error: (Mughnee, K:") Zj says that the

meaning is, And nºhen thou castest thine eyes, or

thy sight, there, thou shalt behold [scenes of]

enjoyment : that Fr asserted the meaning to be,

2. u. <º 3. [nºhen thou seest nihat is there];

but that this is an error; for Ue, accord. to this

interpretation, is a conjunct noun, and it is not

allowable to suppress a conjunct noun and leave
• * 0. -

its complement. (T.)—[2.5 d, e is used by post

classical writers as meaning Therefore; for that

reason; on that account.]

3. (T, S, M., &c.,) for which one also says3.

(M, Mughnee) substituting -3 for the e, (M.)

and £3 (T,5, M) and 3-3, (M, TA) but ºf

is the more common, (Mughnee and K on the

letter º,) and <; and <}, (M, TA,) [mean

ing Then, i. e., afternard, or afternards, a

particle, (M, K,) or conjunction, (Zj, T, S, Msb,

Mughnee,) denoting order (Zj, T, S, M, Msb,

Mughnee) and a delay, (S, Msb,) or having three

properties, namely, that of virtually associating

in the same case [the latter of the two members

which it conjoins with the former of them], and

denoting order, and denoting a delay; but respect

ing all of these there is a difference of opinions.

(Mughnee, K.") As to the associating in the

same case, Akh and the Koofees assert that it

sometimes fails to have this property, by its

occurring redundantly, so as not to be a con

junction at all; and they hold to accord with

this assertion the saying in the Kur [ix. 119)

< *, *, *, *ś2.É.-jº º ºr

3 #5, #1 & ºt. S & lºss...tº
o be -

Ayºe

to them, notnithstanding its amplitude, and their

minds became straitened to them, and they knew

that there nºas no repairing for refuge from God

save unto Him, then He returned to forgiveness

towards them]: (Mughnee, K:*) but this has

been resolved by the subaudition of the comple

Jú [Until, when the earth became strait

ment [of what precedes3. as though the meaning

were, then (they betook themselves unto Him,

begging forgiveness, and) He returned &c.].

(Mughnee.) And as to its denoting order, some

hold that there are exs. of its not necessarily

implying this; (Mughnee, K ;*) one of which is

the saying in the Kur [xxxix. 8], J-º & Kiº.

*53*Jº-3 34-3: (Mughnee: [in which

are added other similar exs., one of which is given

in the K:]) but to this there are five replies: 1st,

that this passage is elliptical; the meaning being,

He created you from one person (n:hich He

originated); then He made therefrom its mate:

2nd, that the meaning is, He created you from a

person that was alone; then &c. : 3rd, that the

progeny of Adam were made to come forth from

his back like little ants; then Eve was created

from his [rib called the] es:45, 4th, that the

creation of Eve from Adam being unusual,2 is

used to notify its order and posteriority in respect

of wonderfulness and of the manifestation of

power; not to denote order and posteriority of

time: 5th, that 3 is here used to denote the

order of enunciation; not the virtual order: the

replies preceding this last are better than it, inas

much as they verify the order and the delay;

whereas the last verifies the order only, as there

is no delay between the two enunciations; but the

last reply is of more common application, applying

to the ex. given above and to others: (Mughnee:)

Fr says that the meaning of the ex. given above

is, He created you from a person (nhich He

created) single; then &c.; and in like manner

says Zj. (T.) And as to its denoting a delay,

Fr asserts that sometimes this is not the case, as

is shown by the saying,2,3 << *Jº

J.--i-j<< 1, … [What thou didst to-day

eaccited my nonder, or admiration, or pleasure;

then (I tell thee) n-hat thou didst yesterday nas

more nonderful, or admirable, or pleasing]; for

2 is here used to denote the order of the enun

ciation; not a delay between the two enunciations.

(Mughnee, K.”)—[It is said that] it denotes

order and a delay when it conjoins single words:

but Akh says that it has the meaning of 3 [And],

because it is used in cases in which there is no

order; as in $1.35&3 *i; [By God, and

(I say again,) By God, I will assuredly do such

a thing]: and when it conjoins propositions, it

does not necessarily denote order, but has the

meaning of 3: (Msb:) it has the meaning of 3.

(S, Msb,) the conjunction, (S,) in the saying in

the Kur [x. 47], Ösº L. Jé * Aſ ºf

[And God is nitness of what they do]. (S,

Msb.)— The Koofees allow its being used in the

manner of -3 and 3 so as that the aor, immediately

following it after a conditional verb may be man

soob : and Ibn-Málik allows its being thus used

so as that the aor. immediately following it after

the expression of a desire that the thing shall not

be done may be marfoog and mejzoom and man

soob. (Mughnee.)

3. see 23 – In the saying 2,%3 4 (.

[He has not2: 77.07”2], the former of these two

nouns signifies water-skins, or milk-skins, and

vessels; (M;) or what is bad, or the worst, of

those things, (S, K,) accord. to ISk; ($;) or

men's household-goods, or furniture and utensils,

and their neater-skins, or milk-skins, and vessels;

(T, TA;) which last is the right meaning: (TA:)

and the latter noun signifies sº ãº. [app.

meaning, accord. to analogy, (for I find no suit

able explanation of it in any of the lexicons,) the

means by which a house, or tent, is put into a

good state; and therefore, good furniture and

utensils]. (ISk, S, M. K.) You say also, 4:3 tº
à -- 3

U2, S5 tº, meaning the same: (S, TA:) or he

possesses not little nor much : it is not used save

with a negation. (M., T.A.) An Arab of the

desert said, •º a: &é 23, & 8-1- [thus

in some copies of the $, and in the TA, in which

latter the last two nouns are expressly said to be

with damm, but in two copies of the S, in this

instance, erroneously written, •º 43, i. e.

[Fortune has debarred me] from its little and its

much. ($; TA) And hence the saying of the

vulgar, Jºſs 2:19 à-, except that they pro

nounce both these nouns with kesr, meaning He

brought little and much. (TA.)- See also 1.

6 ºz º . ~

* : see Alsº,

i: A handful of dry herbage. (S.M., K.)—
Also n. un. of3, which is syn. withA.;; See

the next paragraph in six places.

23 [Panicum, or panic grass ; applied to

several species thereof; but restricted by Forskål

(Flor. Aeg. Ar., descr. plant., p. 20, where its

Arabic name is written “tummām,”) to panicum

dichotomum; called by Delile (Flor. Aeg., no. 58,

where its Arabic name is written “temām,”)

pennisetum dichotomum; and described by him

in the “explication des planches” accompanying

his Flora, plate 8: the Arabs use it for making

thatch for their huts :] a hind of plant, (T, S,

Msb, K, [in the M termed 2-3.) nell known in

the desert, not desired, or not much eaten, by the

camels, or cattle, eaccept in a case of scarcity, or

drought; (T;) neak, or frail; having what are

termed J-,+ ſq. v.], or what resemble Jess-,

sometimes used for stuffing, (S, TA,) and for

stopping up the interstices of houses; (S, Msb,

TA;) and sometimes used for removing whiteness

from the eye: (K:) accord. to Az, it is of several

species, one of which is the **, and another is

the aísº, and another is the 5,3, nihich resembles

rushes (J-5, and brooms are made of it, and

mater-bags are covered with it to protect them

from the sun, causing the water to become cool:

(TA:) [see also it...i. it is also calledº,

(K,) and Y #3, [but see what follows, (T, M.,)

which is sometimes contracted into i. ; (T;) or

it is also called "3, of which *i; is the n, un.

(AHn,TA) then, un of Žužis [likewise) with 5.

(S, M, Msb, K.) You say of a thing that may be

reached, or taken with the hand, without difficulty,

(T, Z, K) tº ºi J. ... (IA, T, M.Z.

K,”) i.e. +It is easy to thee, or within thy reach,

no obstacle intervening between thee and it: (IAar,

M :) because the Alej is not tall, (T, K,) so that

the reaching it should be difficult. (T.) And

"aj. cº Jé & * [meaning the same].

(M.) And "ājicº Jé 38, (TA) or tº uſ

Wsº cº Jé, +[That is easy of attainment to

thee], (M) is a prov. used in relation to the

attainment of a thing that one wants. (M., T.A.)

The Arabs also say, Yaji -ºl. Jé si 38,

meaning the is like his father: and some of

them say "aj, with ſet-h. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad. of 'Omar, ** ;I- #!, left

tºu-3 tº 3* - & J.; t [Engage

ye in predatory warfare rehile it is sneet and

fresh], meaning, while ye see, and make abundant,

your spoils, before it become feeble like the sus: ;
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[then, decayed; then, broken up.] (TA.)- It

also signifies What has become dry, or dried up,

of the branches that are placed beneath the was

ſq. v.J. (M.)

2,3A sheep (T, S, M, K) or goat (S, M,K)

that pulls, or plucks, up, or out, neith her mouth,

(T, S, M, K,) a thing, (T, M.) or a plant : (S,

K:) and that eats au.5. (M, TA.)

6 x or .-->

29-3 ; see23.

3. 3 .

...tº (like cº-2, K [in the CK, erroneously,

lº, like cº-e,) One who pastures for him who

has no pastor, (T, K,) or no pasturage, (TA,)

and lends a beast or camel for riding or carrying,

to him who has no beast or camel for riding or

carrying (4. * 9 &: jià, [in the CK, erro

jºl) and sets right (2: [in the

CK, erroneously, ºil) what the tribe are unable

neously,

to manage, of their affair : (T, K:) so explained

by ISh. (T.) And A man n-ho is strong; who

comes after, and aids, those nºbo have recourse

to him in need; and bears, or carries, nihat is

redundant, or in eaccess; and repels the riders.
3- 3- 3 - 9 × 2

(T.) And … … • Je-j A man who sets

right an affair, and manages it, or acts vigorously

in it. (Aer,T)—ies … Jº and 'i:-

i.i.5, (S,K) in which latter phrase the s is

added to give intensiveness to the signification,

(S,) A man who sneeps and collects the good and

the bad of a thing : (S:) or nºho eats the good

of the food and the bad thereof. (K.) [See also
* .3 -

**-*, in art. Loš-.]

4-o-o:
-

see what next precedes.

2,…, applied to a house or chamber, (M, K,)

and to a skin containing milk [&c.], (M,) Covered

with 23. (M., K.)

~5

*2 , 2 a.2 a?

•º and <3: see .3.

**

- * ~ * - 6 o –

1. o.º.3, aor. *, inf. n. Jºj, He took forth,

or dug out, from it (i.e. a* q. v. infra) the

earth, in order that the nater might come forth;

(M, L3) as also '...}, (so in the TA, and in

the TT from the M.) or Y $33, (accord. to the

L) and " -, (M. L.)—Also, (K) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He took it (3-5)

as a 23; and so ****, and "…l. (K,TA.

[But see 8 below.])-[Hence, t He begged of

him until he eachausted him of what he possessed.

(A meaning indicated, but not expressed, in the

A)]–And -i- it tº 11 exhausted

the she-camel by milling. (A.)– And 3.3

ãº f Women eachausted him of his seminal fluid.

(T, S, M.A.K. In the CK 323)=:He gave

him a gift. (A)=<3, (K) inf. n. 23, (TA)

He (a man, TA) was, or became, fat; as also

"suº (K) and "stº. (Ish, TA)

4: see 1, in twoplaces.-4: Jºji He applied

*::: as a collyrium to his eye. (A, TA)

8, 2-3 and 33. He (a man, S) came to a

~3 ſq. v.] to drink. (S,K)—º 2-3. He

made, or prepared, (3-5) a ~3. (ISk, L.)

See also 1.

10. <-l; see 1, in two places.– [Hence,

t He sought of him a gift, (A,) or a benefit, a

favour, or an act of kindness. (K.)

11. Sujº see 1.

Q. Q. 4. it.} : see 1.

6 9:

*A-o-º:

33 (T, S, M, A, K) and "33 (S. M., K) and

W sº, (M, K,) or the last is a pl. of one of the

two preceding words, (M.F.) Water that is little

in quantity, (Lth, T, S, M, K,) that has no con

tinual increase : (S, M, A, K:) or a little mater

remaining in a tract of hard, or hard and level,

ground : or what appears in winter and goes

anay in summer (-kº): (M, K:) or a small

round hollon, or cavity (~13) in nihich the rain

water collects and from nihich men drink during

see what next follows.

tno months of the spring-season (-º), but

which fails when the summer (ºil) comes :

(IAqr, T:) and rain-nater that remains retained

beneath the sand, and, when this is removed, is

yielded by the ground: (A) pl. suº (T, A) and

suji [a pl. of pauc.]: (so in the L:) some say

that stº signifies holes dug or eaccavated, in

which is a little water; and hence A’Obeyd says,

stºl ~~, meaning that the holes &c. were

filled by the rain; but he does not explain it:

(M:) or sº signifies wells dug around a place

which has been prepared to receive the water of

the rain, where there is continually rain-nater,

this place having mater-courses, and the said mells

being filled therefrom : men drink the water that

lies open to view until it becomes dried up by

the effect of the hot winds of summer; the wells

remaining. (Aboo-Málik, T.)

3tº: See

3.ü A lamb or kid or calf that has begun to

eat. (S.)

4: [An ore of antimony: or antimony itself;

stibium ; or stimmi :] collyrium-stone (2-a-a-

J-8), (K, TA,) which is black inclining to red,

the mines nºhereof are in Ispahán, nhence the

best is obtained, and in the West, n'hence the

hardest is obtained: (TA :) a certain stone used

as a collyrium : (S:) a certain stone from nhich

collyrium (J-4-) is prepared : or collyrium

(J-4) itself: (M:) or a substance resembling

it : (Seer, M. :) or a species thereof: (Lth, T:) or

black J-4, the mine whereof is in the East :

said by some of the lawyers to be that of Ispahán:

and said to be an arabicized word. (Msb.) The

women of the Arabs used also to sprinkle [or

rub] it upon the lips and gums, in order that

the teeth might glisten the more. (EM p. 62.)

[And for the same purpose, many of them tattoo

their lips, so as to make them of a uniform

º . *

•3.

-

dull bluish hue.]– One says of a man who

remains awake at night, journeying or working,

º Jº- &Sé [Such a one makes the

night a collyrium]; the blackness of the night

being as though it were a collyrium to his eyes

because he labours all the night in seeking the

means of attaining to eminence. (AA, T, L.)

º, a 5 -

33-stº A water eachausted by the crowding of

men to it, (S, M, K,) eaccept the smaller portion

of it. (S, K.)—And [hence,) (A man eachausted

of n:hat he possessed, (T,S, M, A, K,) by his giving

when asked, (M, K,) or in consequence of much

begging. (T, S, M., A.)—And IA man eachausted

of his seminal fluid by nomen. (S, A, K.)

*

J-o-

1.33: see 4, in three places. – Also It

(fruit) was, or became, ripe. (T.) –...sº 3.3

He collected trees (which are called 23, TA [or

rather shrubs]) for the sheep or goats. (K.)=

2-3, aor. 4, 1 It (a man's wealth) became abun

dant. (A, TA)—33 tº $24-, Ö3 iſsuch

a one is fortunate in the abundance of his nealth:

or] such a one possesses wealth. (A, TA.)

2. 23, inf. n. 3-5, It (a plant) shook off its

blossoms, [or shed them, and organized and com

pacted (in the M &ie, and in the K 3ie) its fruit.

(AHn, M, K.)—ſſiº 23, inf. n. as above; and

">31; ; The skin [ºf milk] showed upon it the

forming of the butter in little clots: ($, M, K.)

and &J 23, and *, 3, (T, A,) the milk,

being churned, shoned upon it what resembled

dry scabs on the skin, (T, A,) previously to their

becoming large and collecting together and form

ing butter; and you say of the skin [containing

it], 23 and "2.5 (T3) and 3; ",31 the

butter collected together. (T.)=Also the (God)

made a man's wealth abundant. (S.) And f He

(a man) increased, and made abundant, his

wealth. (M, K.)

4. …!, ſinſ. n. Sº, I (a tree) put forth it.
fruit: (T, S:) or put forth its fruit yet unripe :

(IAar:) or began to put forth its fruit: (T,

Mºb ) or bore fruit; as also "23, (M., K.)

aor. * : (TA:) or [2-31 signifies it bore fruit;

and "33, it attained the time of bearing fruit:

or the former, it bore unripe fruit; and the latter,

it bore ripe fruit: or the former, it attained the

time for the plucking of its fruit; and the latter,

it put forth its fruit: for it is said that] *}:

signifies bearingfruit; and '29, that has attained

the time of bearing fruit: or the former, unripe

fruit; (M;) and the latter ripe fruit: (T, M.:)

or the former, that has attained the time for

plucking; (AHn, M, K;) and the latter, that has

put forth its fruit: (Ki) or the latter of these

epithets is applied to a tree, signifying bearing ripe

fruit; and to fruit, signifying ripe. (IAar, TA.)

– He (a man) had fruit that had come forth

but that was not yet ripe. (T.)- 1 He (a man)

became abundant in wealth ; (T, S, M, A, K5) as

also "33, (A,BC,) aor. *, (TA,) inf. n. 323.

(A,TA)—": &#23i u. I [As long as the
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moonlight-night renen's itself, or recurs; i. e.

ever]. (TA.)- See also 2, in four places.=

This verb is mentioned by most of the lexico

logists only as intrans. ; but it is also trans., sig

nifying It (a tree, or t other thing,) produced

fruit, t &c. (Shifā el-Ghaleel, M.F.). - Also He

fed a person neith fruits. (TA.)

6 • 2

J-o- ?

33 (T, S, M, A, Msh, K) and "33 (Sb, M., A)

and "ju.5, (M.) [coll, gen, ns...] The fruit of

trees; (M, K ;) the several kinds of fruits; (T;)

the fruit which a tree produces, whether it is

eaten or not eaten : (Msb:) pl. of the first, jº ;

and pl. pl. (i. e. pl. of jº, Fr.S.M., Mºb).33;

and pl. pl. pl. (i. e. pl. of 33, Ş. Mºb)Aºi.

(S, Msb, K5) and the pl. of jus;1 is yºu!';

(IHsh, TA:) or 3 is Il ºf 23; (AHeyth,

TA;) or it may be pl. of 3,-83, because it is of a

form more common as that of a pl. of a word of

this form than of the form of jº: (M3) # 3 is
the n. un, of 2-3, ($, M, K,) and 3×3 is that

of 3: (Sb, M, K*) the pl. of 5,3 is $53

(S, Msb) and "āj: (k:) [or rather this last

is a quasi-pl. n. :] $3, which none but Sb men

tions, has, accord. to him, no broken Pl: ; (M:)

IHsh says that there is no word like 3-3 in its

series of pla. except2-1. (MF; see i.e)—

Also 23, (M, A, K,) or "33, (T, S,) and º,

($) and "jū, (K) or "jºg, (M) or "jūj;

(TA;) of which last three, the first (2\si) is dis

approved by several writers; and some say that

5 * *

see 2-3, in two places.

it is for 23, the second vowel being lengthened

for the sake of metre; (MF;) Property, or

wealth, (T, S,) increased and multiplied: (S:) or

various kinds of property or nealth, (I'Ab, M,

K,) increased and multiplied, and gained, or ac

quired, for oneself: (I’Ab, B:) or, accord. to

Mujāhid,33, in the Kur, means fruit; and $3,

property, or nealth; but Yoo did not admit this,

app. holding both to mean the same : (T:) in

the Kur xviii. 32, AA read "33, and explained

it as signifying kinds of property or nealth. (S.)

–33 also signifies f Gold and silver: (AAF,

M,K:) so accord. to Mujáhid in the Kur xviii. 32;

but this is not known in the proper language.

(AAF. M.)— And Trees [or shrubs]. (TA:)

and $3 a tree [or shrub]. (Th, M., K. [In the

CK, erroneously, 53.D– And [the n. un.]

$3, [in the CK, erroneously, sºil f A child,

or son ; (K, B, TA;) as also -ſiſ §3. [of

which other meanings will be found below,) and

3%) $3 [lit., like the next preceding expression,

fruit of the heart]: accord. to some, in the Kur

ii. 150, -93, means sº for children] and

sº-Š [or grandchildren, &c.]. (B, TA.)—

1 Progeny; or offspring. (K.) [Whence, app.,]

& 4 < *ś + His [poner of] procreating was

cut off; or his appetite for sexual intercourse.

(TA from a trad.) [Another meaning of this

phrase will be found below.]—t The fruit, as

meaning the profit, of a thing: (Mºb,TA:) as

that of knowledge, namely, good works; and

that of good works, namely, Paradise. (TA.)

Bk. I.

Hence, #3 a Jr. t There is no profit pertain

ing to it. (Msb.) [Hence also, Jº §3 f The

increase of property. (A.)—t'The knot of the ex

tremity, (A,) or of the eactremities, (K,) of a whip;

(A, K5) because like a fruit in its form and in its

manner of hanging: (B, TA:) and 23, the knots

of the extremities of whips: ($, Mj, Mgh:) or the

former signifies the end, or eactremity, of a whip:

(T:) or, more correctly, the tail, nhich is [the appen

dage that forms] the end, or eactremity, of a whip;|

its affle. (Mgh.)– fThe eactremity, (T, K,) or

tip, (A,) of the tongue: (T, A, K.) or its loner

eactremity. (IAth, T.A.). - I A man's prepuce :

pl. jº: so in the phrases cºš $3 <<laš, and

2&tº <<!-5, meaning 1such a one was circum

cised, and they nvere circumcised. (A.) [Another

meaning of the former of these phrases has been

mentioned above..] – t The skin of the head.

(ISh, T, K.)- ~ſil ãº [of which one mean

ing has been given above] also signifies t The

heart's core; or the black, or inner, part of the

heart; syn. Śląsº, and&- ($ in art. ---.)

[Hence,) º 5* J.-- ! [He distinguished

me peculiarly, or specially, byhis love, ºr ºffeº;

tion. (A, TA.) And alº 3,35 °.A., áñā-2 ouacſ

! [He gave him his ratification ºf the bargain,

and] his sincerest agreement. (A, TA)—us;

§3 ſº and 3. ! In the sky is a small portion,

or quantity, of cloud.(A,TA)—£e- 33. See

art, u-...-See also sº.

23: See 23, in three places.

> f Wealth blessed nith increase: (A, TA:)
6 x d -

or much, or abundant, wealth; as also "3+.

(K)—i. Ji. see £3–5-3 iſ J-49 tº

! My mind has no sweetnessfor thee : (K,TA :)

but accord. to Z, in the A, art. 3-sº, the last word

in this phrase is with J, and so it is written in
6.- w -

the K in that art., and explained as meaning irºle

[or agreeably affected]. (TA.)

£3. See 23, first sentence.= ſº 5-3 A.

tree having fruit; (S;) of which the fruit has

come forth : (K:) or abounding with fruit; as

also *śj. or this latter signifies the same as

*ś; and its pl. is 33. (AHn, M.) And

ãº J Land abounding nºith fruit; as also

"irº, (AHn, M, K,) or *ś. (So in some

copies of the K, and in the TA.)

jºi: See 23, second sentence.

6 oz.

Jºy'

5-3. see :)--.—- also signifies flºſilk of

which the butter has not come forth; (M, K;)

and so "isi (Ki) or both signify milk of

which the butter has appeared: (M,K:) or&

3-3, milk of n!hich the butter has not been taken

forth : (TA in art. x-) or milk of which the

butter has formed into little clots: (IAth, TA:)

and º: & [in like manner], milk fit for

churning, and showing upon it the formation of

little clots of butter: (As, M.) and "5-3, (as

some say, M,) what appears, of butter, before it

6 * * , t → 2- : * ~ * :

resº; fem. with 3: hence 3×3 3-3, and

*...* o –

collects together (S, M,” K) and attains the time

of its becoming in a good, or proper, state : (S,

M :) and "33, nhat is seen upon milk, n'hen it

has been churned, resembling dry scabs on the

skin, (T, A,) is also termed the "sº of milk.

(T) [See 2.]—º& The moonlight-night,

(S, M, K,) nhen the moon is full; (TA;) [contr.

of º- &] See 4.

ge - 6 : 6 *

ãº; fem. of >3.– Also a subst. : see resº,

in three places.

25. See 4—21- 25 f Perfect, or com

plete, in respect of forbearance, or clemency; like

ripe fruit (IAar, M.)–2tº The floner of

theJae- [or rose-coloured sorrel); (AHn, M,K;)

which is red. (TA)—The tº Idolichos lubia

of Forskål). (AHn, M., K.)

jº, orjº : See 23, in three places.

3.4%; see 4; and see also £3.—5.3% Jie

+[Fruitful intellect;] the intellect of the Muslim:

opposed to ...is Ji. [barren intellect;] the intel

lect of the unbeliever. (M., T.A.)

• *z - * 2

j-": see jºs”.

5 wo. g • * > d > 50 -

J3-o-o: see 3.5–&sjº. 2; 1 A people, or
-

company of men, abounding in nealth. (K,”TA.)

Jº

1. Jº, [aor., app., - and *, inf. n. Jä, It

(water) remained in a watering-trough or tank.

(Msb.)- Also, (T, TA,) aor. - and *, (TK,)

inf n. Jº (T, M,K) and J.3, (M. K.) He (a

man, T) remained, stayed, resided, dwelt, or tar

ried. (T, M., K.) You say, 3. tº & J.'

Such a one remained, &c., and does not quit his

place. (T,) And J&Jº JºséJ-5

23, i.e., [The sons of such a one removed, or

départed, and such a one] remained [in their

abode]. (T, TA.)=43 He steeped it, or mace

rated it, and left it, or kept it, long ; namely,

poison. (Skr p. 194.) [SeeJºl—& <-13,

aor. : , [inf n., app., Jº, She (a woman) was

a support to the children, remaining, or abiding,

with them. (M.) And .13, (T, M. K.) aor.

(T, K) and -, (K) inf n, J3, (M.) He aided

them, or succoured them, (T, K,) namely, his

party, kinsfolk, or tribe, (K,) and undertook, or

managed, their affairs ; (Ibn-Buzurj, T, K:) he

fed them, and gave them drink, (M, K,) namely,

orphans, (M,) and undertook, or managed, their

affairs. (M,K)—º&Jº u (Yoo, T,

$, M,K) elab & (Yoo, Ş) He ate no food

before drinking. (Yoo, T, S, M, K.)-You say

also, alsº es? L.Jº L. §§ &: ãºul -ieſ

{..} & The cattle ate of the herbage what was

equal to the water that they had drunk. (T.)-

And Jº, aor. 2, He ate (K) food. (TK.)=

J3, (§, M.K.) aor. -, (K) infin. J., ($, M,

K.') He (a man, S) became intoxicated. (S,

M, K.)

45
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2. Jº as an intrans. v.; see 4. =43, inf. n.

J-5, He made it, or caused it, to remain; he

left it; or reserved it; ($, K; [in the former of

which, for the explanation sti, Golius found

sū;]) as also "4.5". (S, TA.) You say, Ji

ãº "Jºji, **, i.e., [Collect thou the

clear milk in a skin, and leave the alsº [or

froth] in the milking-vessel. (T)—- <!:

I took forth the aſtº; [or remaining water or the

• ?? - ?:

like] from the bottom of the jar; as also Yaºji.

(TA.) -

4. Jºji It (a thing, S, or milk, TA) had much

aſº, i.e., froth; (S,'TA;) as also "Jºi. (TA)

–“tººl She (a camel) gave much froth in her

milk. (TA in art. Ja-.)= See also 2, in three

places.

5. Jº He supped, or sipped, what was in a

vessel. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

6 oz. 6 , ºr -

: see J-5, in four places.

% of 3; 92

J-º: see alsº.

* ~ : - -

U-35 Remanence, stay, residence, or tarriance;

like "J3: (T, M, K:) [the latter is an inf. n. :

see 1:] and both signify also ease; repose; easi

ness of life, and ampleness of the circumstances

thereof. (T.) You sayJº 3's (T, M) and "J3

(M) An abode of [fired residence, (T, M.,) and

of ease, or repose, &c. (T.) And "Jºš& A.

place peopled, inhabited, well stocked with people

and the like. (Th, AAF, M.) And cºe, 3,

Jº and "Jºš The abode of the sºns of such a

one is an abode of [ficed] residence. (IDrd, TA.)

— Shade, or shadow. (M., K.)= Intoacication :

(K) inf. m. of J.J. (S, M.)=See also iſº, in

two places.

Jº Intoxicated. (S.M. K.)—J. J. &

13é- gº. ! I have a love for such a place. (K,”

TA.)

6 - o – º, o z

ãº.3, (T, M,) or Wäß, (K,) Mud taken forth

from the bottom of a well. (AZ, T, M., K.)—

See also #1.3, in two places.

it: Grain, and meal of parched barley or

wheat (J. S.), and dates, of which half and less,

(AZ, T, M, K.) or half and more, (M, K,) is

[remaining] in the receptacle, or bag; (AZ, T,

M, K.) as also vić (K) and 'iisi (M,K)

pl. (of the first, TA) J3 and (of the last, TA)

Jºj, (K)—And in like manner, A (heap

such as is termed] sº of wheat. (TA.)—Also,

and "ā3, (AA, S, M., K.) and "ātī, (K) and

*āū, (S, M, Msb,) and *iº, (K,) A re

mainder, (AA, S,) or water remaining, (Msb,) or

a little water remaining, (M., K.) in a matering

trough, (Msb,) or in the bottom of a matering

trough, (S, M, K,) or of a shin, (M, K,) or of a

vessel (AA, S, M) of any kind, (M,) &c.; (AA,

S;) and the same, (TA,) or "àº, of which

"J-3 is the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.], (S,)

water, (S,) or a little water, (TA,) remaining in

a rock, or in a valley: ($, TA:) or these two

words signify water remaining in pools left by

torrents, and in hollon's that have been dug. (T.)

[See an ex. of W ău.} in a verse cited voce *ś.]
6. o.º.

3 * and "Jºš tln him is somervhat [re

maining] ofintelligence, and prudence, (K, TA,)

and judgment, to which regard, or recourse, may

be had. (TA)—See also it...—And seeitº.

ií3: See it:-Also, (IF, TA,) or "J3,

(M,) Some tar remaining in a vessel. (IF, M,

TA.)-And (hence, IF, TA) the former, A

piece of rag, (IF, M,) dipped in tar, (M.) or a

tuft of nool, (S, K,) with nihich a camel is tarred,

(IF, S, M, K,) [to cure him of, or preserve him

from, the mange, or scab, and nith nihich a skin

for water or milk is anointed; (M, K;) as also

* if: (M, K) and " it... (S. K.)—And

(hence, as being likened thereto, TA) The rag of

the menses; pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "J3.

(M, K.)

40 - 2

Jus; Steeped, or macerated, poison; as also

"J:... (T, S, K. [in the CK,& is put for

& :]) or Wthe latter signifies poison that has been

long steeped, and has remained: ($,” M :) or that

has been steeped in a vessel, and remained steepedfor

some days, until it has fermented: (Ibn-'Abbād,

Z:) or poison with rehich has been miced some

thing that strengthens it and eaccites its energy,

that it may be more penetrating, or more effec

tive: (Ham p. 215:) and simply poison. (T.)

[The poison of a serpent or other thing. (Golius,
> * ~ *

from Meyd)]–[Hence, sº "Jº, sº

! [The infection of drowsiness made him to incline

from side to side]. (TA.)–See also it.j.

Jº An aider, or a succourer, nºko undertakes,

Or manages, the affairs, of his party, kinsfolk, or

tribe: (T, S, K:) their stay, or support : (M:)

the aider, or succourer, of orphans: (Lh, M. :) a

refuge, or protector. (Mgh. [See also Jº..])

Hence, (Mgh,)

4. Jºši-e J. Jº *

[The aider, &c., or the stay, or support, or the

refuge, of the orphans; a defence to the widows];

(Mgh, TA;) said by Aboo-Tálib, in praising

Mohammad. (TA.) [See also another ex. in a

verse cited voce Öi]

3; 92

See al-cº.

... ."

âû: See ãº, in two places:—and see iº.

—Also, (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "Jºj, (M,

Mgh,) accord. to Th, (M,) or the latter is pl. of

the former, (S, M, Msb, K,) [or rather coll. gen, n.,.]

Froth, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) of any hind: (M:)

or froth of milk (Th, M) when it is drann. (M.)

iſ…}. See ić, in three places. – Also Re

mains of food, (M, K,) or of herbage, or fodder,

(S,) or of fresh pasture and of fodder, (T,) and

of drink, (S, K,) in the belly, (S, M, K,) or in

the intestines and other parts, (T,) of a camel, or

other animal; ($;) as also Y âû: (K:) and

food that has been eaten before drinking: (T, S:)

and any remains, or anything remaining : ($:)

pl. Jºi. (TA.)- Also The part (Lh, M, K)

of the belly (K) of a man (Lh, M) in which are

-

the food and drink : (Lh, M, K:) and the part

in which is the drink in the belly of the ass.

(Lh, M.)
6 o'.

Jº, (S,Sgh, K) like J., (K, TA, but in
one copy of the S Jº, and in another Jº,

and in the CK like2-) A refuge ; an asylum.

(S,Sgh, K. [See also Jº.])

Jº Milk having froth; [or, app., having

much froth; see 4;] as also "Jº. (M, K.)

it.”
6 J - a

Jºe:

5 w - 2

&
-

-

-

see i3.

See Jº, in three places.

See J-4.

cº

1. …}, aor.”, ($, M, Mgh, &c.) inf n. 3.3,

(M,) He took the eighth of their goods, or pro

perty. (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.)- And, aor. 2,

He nas, or became, the eighth of them : (S, Mgh,

Msb, K:) or he made them, with himself, eight.

($ in art. 3-15.) And He made them, they being

seventy-nine, to be eighty. (A’Obeyd, S in art.

e.g.)=&3, ſaor, "..] infn. ãº, It (a com

modity) was, or became, precious, costly, of high

price; and "cºil [signifies the same; or] it had

a price, or value. (TA. [See & J)

2.43 He made it eight: or called it eight.

(Esh-Sheybánee, and K in .art. *-2-A—[He

made it octangular.]—aº) cº, or us…e.,

He remained eight nights with his nife: and in

like manner the verb is used in relation to any

saying or action. (TA in art. 8-)= Also, (T,

TA,) infin. &-5, (TA,) He collected it together.

(T, TA)=Also, inf n, as above, (Mºb, TA)

He made known, or notified, [or he set, or

assigned it, its price; i.e., the price of a com

modity; like 4.55. (TA:) or he assigned it a

price by conjecture: (Msb:) and "4:31 he named

a price for it. (TA.)

4. 2; cººl The party of men became eight :

(S, K:) and also the party of men became eighty.

(M and L in art. <-4)—e…i She brought

forth her eighth offspring. (TA in art. K.)-

J-ºl said of a man, He nas, or became, one nhose

camels came to rvater Yu.3, (S, K,) i. e., on the

eighth night [after the next preceding watering].

(K.)= c-sil said of a commodity: see 1.=

4.3. He sold it for a price. (Msb.)—See also

2–4 tº Jº J-ºil, (T, S,) or <!-, (K,)

and 4 cººl, (T, S, K) [i. e. aetz, a cººl, or

asL.,] signify the same, (T, S,”) He gave the

man the price of his commodity: (K:) or cº-ºil

actº Jº, and actº & cº-sil, he named to

the man a price for his commodity, and assigned

it to it, or to him. (Mgh.)

&: see &#.

& The eighth young one or offspring. (A in

art. <-4)= One of the periods between two

drinkings, or materings, of camels: ($ :) [or the

end of one of those periods; namely, the night

of coming to water which is] the eighth night of
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a period between two drinkings, or waterings, of

camels, (K,) [counting the night of the newt pre

ceding drinking, or matering, as the first : see

& andJ- &c.] See also 4.

&: The price of a thing; i.e. the thing that

the seller receives in return for the thing sold,

whether money or a commodity; (Er-Răghib,

TA;) the c-j of a thing sold : ($) and also

(Er-Răghib, TA) a compensation, or substitute,

(Mgh, Msb, Er-Răghib, TA,) whatever it be, for

a thing, (Er-Răghib, TA,) i. e., for a thing that

is sold; but in the sense commonly known, such

as it is incumbent upon one to pay, of pieces of

silver, and of gold [or other money]; not com

modities and the like : (Mgh :) or the value, or

worth, of a thing; (K;) its *::: (T:) or the

estimated value, or worth, of a thing, by mutual

consent, even though it be really eaccessive or

deficient; whereas the aj is its real value or

worth, its equivalent: (MF) pl. Óuji (T, Mgh,

Mºb, K) and &ºi, (5, Mºb, K) the latter used

only as a pl. of pauc., (M5b,) and [so] i.i.

(CK: not in the TA). The saying in the Kur

[ii. 88 and v. 48), SJ; (3 Jú ºf S, is

metaphorical, meaning 1 And take ye not in eac

change for my signs a small substitute: [i. e.

purchase not in exchange for belief in my word

the happiness, or enjoyments, of the present life.]

(Mgh.) With respect to this saying, Fr remarks,

when tº occurs in the Kur, with ºr prefixed to

the name of the thing sold or bought, in most cases

it relates to two things whereof neither is a J-3

in the sense commonly known, i. e., such as

pieces of gold and of silver ‘. and such is the case

when you say, ſº tº<º [I purchased a

garment with a .\.e., q.v.]: either of these

may be termed a U-s3 for the other: but in

speaking of pieces of silver and of gold, you

prefix the - to the cº-si [only]; as is done in

[the chapter of ) Yoosuf, [i.e. ch. xii., v. 20,

where it is said,J 5334.25s J.--* ‘sº

[And they sold him for a deficient, or an insuffi.

cient, price: for pieces of silver not many, so as

to require their being weighed, but few, and there

fore counted]: for pieces of silver are always a

cº-º; and when you purchase pieces of silver

and of gold with the like, you prefix the - to

whichever of the two you will, because each of

them in this case is a purchase and a price. (T.)

33 (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "33 (M,

Mşb, K) An eighth; an eighth part or portion;

as also "5-35 ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K3) agree

ably with a general rule applying to fractions,

accord. to some; (M, K;) but <<1. was ignored

by AZ (T and S in art. <-13) and by others,

(TA) and so was J-si-. ($ in art, tº :) pl.

&ºi. (M.K.)

º and &ūji See #33.

&- : See &# = Also High-priced ; or of

high calue; (§, TA) and "& [signifies the

same; or] having a price, or value : (TA:) but

accord. to the Durrat el-Ghowwés, the assertion

that the former has the meaning here assigned

to it is a mistake; for it means [only] the same

6 -

as &: ; and a thing that has a price, or value,

is termed cº-sto ſapp.&, as above; but perhaps

&, q. v.]. (Harp. 42.)

#33 a noun of number, well known; [mean

ing Eight;] as also "Jºj, (M,TA) which is

like cº, (M,K) in form: (M.) the former is

the masc. form: the latter, the fem.: (Msb:)

this is not a rel. n. [though likened above to

*] : (M, K.) or it is originally a rel. n. from

&#, because it is the part, or portion, that

makes seven to be eight, so that it is its eighth:

they make the first letter to be pronounced with

fet-h, because they make changes [in some other

cases) in the rel, n., (S,K,) as when they say
tº o jº

Jº

383, ($) and they suppress one of the two Lºs

which are characteristic of the rel. n., and com

pensate it bythe insertion of , as they do in the

rel. n. of cº-cº! [when they say º, originally

&º, for &: (S, K: [and the like is said

in the Mgh:]) El-Fārisee says that the of JU,3

is the characteristic of the rel. n., because this

word is not a broken pl. like jº-2; and IF

assents to this, and says that were it not so, the 3

would be inseparable, as it is in 3.5ue &c. (M.)

You say Jºãº [Eight men], (T, S, Mgh,)

and Aºi iguº ſeight days). (Mºb) And when

cºis prefixed to another noun, its Us is retained,

like the es in Jºli, ($, Mºb, K.) and it is

decl. in the same manner as words of the class to

which this last belongs: (Msb:) you say:*Jº

[Eight women), (T, S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and Jº

35ue ſeight hundred], (S, Msb, K.) [in the nom.

and gen, cases;] and* &º <5 [I san,

eight women], pronouncing the fet-hah [at the

end, in this case]. (Msb.) When it is with

tenween, the Us is dropped in the nom. and gen.

cases, but it is retained in the accus. case: (S,

K:) [i. e.,] when the fem. form is not prefixed
• * * ~ w - ©

to another noun, you say, ejº ºu Ji cº-e Jºe

3 & .2 e -

and U.S. Ax, [which are rel, ns, ofJº- and

[I have with me, of women, eight], and $2.

º &- [I passed by, of them, eight], and

º <ſ [I san, eight]. (Msb.) It sometimes

occurs, in poetry, indecl.: ($, M:) this is because

it is fancied to be a pl. ; (S;) or because it is

likened, as to the letter, but not as to the mean

ing, to 35's (M.) The people of El-Hijáz

pronounce the masc. and the fem. with masb in

every case, in phrases like 2:53 Jº and

$353 Jºãº and so on to ten [inclusive]. (S

voce #3, q.v.) Th mentions "&#; (TA ;)

and some instances of its occurrence are cited ;

but As disallows it. (T, Mgh, TA) 25 Lé

º means A [garment of the kind called] .\.<>

made of eight fleeces. (T.) jº * Jä

* [She advances with four and goes back

with eight] is a saying of one of the cº- of

El-Medeeneh; meaning, with four creases (cº)

of the belly, and with eight extremities thereof;

each crease having two extremities, towards the

two sides of the woman spoken of (Mgh in art.

*) The saying ºf J & ºn should

properly be 333 Jº, (S) which means, The

garment, or piece of cloth, is seven cubits in

length by eight spans in breadth; (Msb;) because

the length is measured by the 853, which is fem.,

and the breadth by the 23, which is masc.; but

they use the fem. when they do not mention

things; as when they say, tº:- 2: &-*

[We fasted, of the month, five], though meaning

days: ($ :) or because £1,3 is fem. in most in

stances, and Jº is masc. (Msb.) [But it is said

that when àºus; means the things numbered, not

the amount of the number, it is imperfectly decl.,

being regarded as a proper name: thus] you say,

ãºtº &ºi= ãº [Nine things are more than

eight things]. (TA voce iº, q. v.) [See also

i-J–When you make it a compound [with

the number ten], you say, Sº,* ãºtº es.”

[I have with me eighteen men]: and in the case

of the fem., you may either make the Ug to be

with fet-h or make it quiescent, saying, (see

5,275, i.e &º £3. &: Or Šie&º [I have

with me, of women, eighteen nomen]; but the

former is the more chaste; and in one dial., the

L3 is elided, on the condition of [saying &º

ãº, making the c to be with fet-h; (Msb;)

or in this case you say §: cº, with kesr.

(T.) A poet says, (T, S,) namely, El-Aasha, (K.)

2 ~ :- * ... • * * ~ 2:12

* tº-sº tºº &º *

* • 2 oz. *::::- z- 22 ~ :- &

*j's Jºly 3-& Jºº

[And I will assuredly drink eight cups of wine,

(a pl. ofJ-ſe, which is fem., being understood,)

and eight more, and eighteen, and two, and four]:

(T, S, K, but in the S and K, 3-, 3:33 and

in the K, and in one copy of the §,& :) he

should properly have said* Jº Or &tº
•,• O -

3, c, (accord. to different copies of the T and S

and K,) but he elides the L3 after the dial. of him

who says ºf Jºb (for sº), (S,K) and

he makes the J to be with kest in order to in

dicate the U.g. (T.)- The dim. of iºtº may

be formed either by suppressing the 1, which is the

preferable way, so that you say "icº, or by

suppressing the L4, saying V iº, changing the

into Us and incorporating into it the US that is the

characteristic of the dim.; and you may com

pensate for both [of these suppressed letters by
** * ~ *

saying *i;3 and 'i:3]. ($)—Jººl is
-

also the name of A certain plant. (AS, T, K.)

&sº a well-known noun of number; [mean

ing Eighty;] sometimes used as an epithet: El

Aqshā says,

** 1: . . . * * * * ; : *2 * * *

* alo[5 cºlº -- Jº “e wº *

- * * * • 2 of

* - 2

* --

$

-º-º-º:- <--53

[Assuredly if thou n'ert in a nell eighty fathoms

deep, and wert made to ascend the tracts of

heaven by a ladder]: he uses it thus as meaning

deep. (TA. [But in this verse, as cited in the

present art. in the TA,•º is put in the place

45 º
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of -2\,…), which is the reading commonly known,

and given in the S and TA in art. --~, and in

the TAinartº) &ºtºs-tº-3-

[More stupid than an onner of eighty sheep), ($,

K) or &tº cité Jº &: [than a pastor of

eighty sheep), as in some of the copies ºf the S, or,

as in the Proverbs of Aboo-Obeyd, Juž ~u. &-

&sº [than a demander of eighty sheep, (TA,)

is a saying that originated from the fact that an

Arab of the desert announced to Kisrà an event

that rejoiced him, whereupon he said, “Ask of

me what thou wilt;” and he asked of him eighty

sheep. (S, K.)-[It also signifies Eightieth.]

i:;andiº andi: and is...}. See iguº,

last sentence but one. -

&-5 (Eighth: fem, with s]. ($K, &c.)—

[2< &-0 and*4.5, the former masc. and

the latter fem., meaning Eighteenth, are subject

to the same rules as ,< “40 and its fem., ex

plained in art. “-15, q. v.]—é-ſº J4, [the

latter word pl. of i.5, Camels that come to

water on the eighth night [after the newt preceding
º o

watering] : from J-5. (TA.)

&ºi of more ſand of most price or value. ($)

& Sold for a price: (Msb:) or having a

price named for it, and assigned to it. (Mgh.)

[See also & 3.

s ** º *

cº-º-º: see exº~.

i: A 55- [or nose-bag): (IAar, T:) or

the like thereof. (S.)

& Octangular. (S, K.)—A verse composed

of eight feet. (TA.)= Collected together. (T,
6.

TA.)=Poisoned; syn.2,…. (K.)— Fevered;
º a o .

syn. As-º. (K.)

cº

2. c.3 He (a horse) lifted his ağ [or fetloch]

so that it did not touch the ground in his running,

by reason of his briskness, or lightness: (M:) [or]

his a 3 touched the ground in consequence of his

being ridden by a heavy person. (T.)

4. & IIe (a weak old man) became nasted

and norn out. (K.)

5. cº- IIe pastured, or fed, upon& [q. v.].

(T.) -

& Dry herbage : (S:) or dry herbage nºnen

it lies heaped together, one part upon another:

(T:) or dry herbage, (K,) or nºbat has become

dried up of Jº- and Jº and Ja- (M,)

when it is much in quantity, and lies heaped

together, one part upon another: or nhat has

become black of any branches, or twigs; not con

sisting of Ji, nor of -*. (M, K:) or dry

herbage broken in pieces: (IDrd, M.) or [simply]

herbage, or pasture: (Th, M:) or herbage that is

rvedh, and soft, or easily broken. (IJ.)

#3, of a human being, (Lth, T.) The part

belon, the navel, (Lth, T, M,) above, (Lth, T,) or

eartending to, (M,) the hair of the pubes, (Lth, T,

M,) in the loner part of the belly; (Lth, T;) the

part between the navel and the hair of the pubes:
*... o. 2

(S:) or the thin skin (AUlaero) between the navel

and the hair of the pubes: (M, K:) or the hair

of the pubes, (T, M, K,) itself. (M.)—And, of

a horse (T, S, M, K) and the like, (T, S, K,) The

fetlock; i.e. the hairs on the hinder part of the

pastern-joint, (T, S, M, K,) hanging down ($, M)
• O & 3

over the part called cylyºl Al so as nearly to

reach the ground: ($:) pl. &#. (S, M.)—

aºAS& &- ağ Jº tº t[app. meaning We

mere engaged in light and confused talk] is a

metaphorical saying, borrowed from the a3 of the

horse and the singing [or humming or buzzing of

the flies and other insects] of the meadow or gar

den. (A, TA.) -

& Numerous, or abundant, and tangled, or

lucuºiant, plants or herbage. (T, K.)

cº

º; fem, of cººl, which see in art. ...
9° 9°), U.5°

ſº

J.; and lº

6.- … o.º. 22 - 22 6, 2 o’ 3; - ?:

$33.3 and 333.3 and $2.5 and 359-3 ; see
g

art. 25.

Quasi 2-3

• ?: - ?: , 3.2% 3: ... . *...?

, sº and Jº egº and *** : Gº! :
ºf ~ 6 * ~ 0.

Cºst, ãº: see art. Jº.

.*

L5” -

1. Stå, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) said in the

K to be like Jº, implying that the aor. is 4,

but this is a mistake, (MF, TA,) [for it is well

known that] the aor. is -, (Mºb,) inf. n. Jº, (S,

M, Msb, &c.,) He doubled it, or folded it; (T;)

he turned one part of it upon another; (M, K;)

he bent it : (T, S, Mgh, Msb, TA;) he drew, or

contracted, one of its two eactremities to [or to

nards] the other; or joined, or adjoined, one of

them to the other; thus bending it; (Mgh ;)

namely, a stick, or branch, or twig, (Mgh,) or a

thing, (T, S, M, Msb, K.) of any kind. (T.)

One says of a man with the mention of whom one

begins, in relation to an honourable or a praise

worthy quality, or in relation to science or know

ledge, 3-et- Jº º, (T,) meaning With [the

mention of] him, (T, and Mşb in art. 5-aē-,)

among others of his class, (Mºb ib.,) the little

fingers are bent. (T, and Mşb ubi supra. [For

the Arabs, in counting with the fingers, first bend

the tip of the little finger down to the palm of the

hand; then, the tip of the next; and so on;

bending the thumb down upon the other fingers

for five; and then continue by extending the fin

gers, one after another, again commencing with

the little finger.]) And a poet says,

sº z 2-, * 2 of a 9 × 4 × 2 tº: &

3* ~25 s) ~ * cº

º *

…) • f * * * 28: 9 ozz

8-|->*Lºº ºr us’sº

[And if glory, or any old ground of pretension to

honour, be reckoned as belonging to a body of

men, it is my people, with the mention of them,

in that case, the fingers are bent]; meaning that

they are reckoned as the best; (IAgr, M ;) for

the best are not many. (M.) One says also,

JºãºJº [lit. He bent his hip, and alighted),

meaning he alighted from his beast. (T.) And
-

-
-

• o - … • O 14

º ce alsº usº, meaning He drew up his leg

to his thigh, and alighted. (M.) But & J3
J - : 9& occurring in a trad., means Before he

turned his leg from the position in which it was

in the pronouncing of the testimony of the faith.

(IAth.) 93.2 Jº, aor. and inf. n. as above,

[lit. He folded his breast, or bosom,) means f he

concealed enmity in his breast, or bosom : or he

folded up what nas in it, in concealment. (TA.)

Itissaid in the Kurtzi. 5,29944&# 35i,

meaning [Non surely] they infold and conceal [in

their bosoms] enmity and hatred: (Fr, T:) or

they bend their breasts, or bosoms, and fold up,

and conceal, nhat is therein : (Zj, T:) I’Ab
& 2 × 2 × .* 3: 2.x o . zoº

read, L.A,5-2 "Jººº; you say, 22-e Jºss]

:Lakº Jº, meaning his breast, or bosom, in

folded, or concealed, vehement hatred: (T:) or

the phrase in the Kur, accord. to the former

reading, means they bend, or turn, their breasts,

or bosoms, from the truth; they turn themselves

anjay therefrom : or they incline their breasts, or

bosoms, to unbelief, and enmity to the Prophet:

or they turn their backs: (Bd:) [for]—º, (T,

S, Msb, TA,) aor, as above, (Msb,) and so the

inf. n., (T, Msb, TA,) also signifies He turned

him, or it, anay or back. (T, S, Msb, T.A.) Also

He turned him, or turned him anay or back,

(Lth, T, S,) from the course that he desired to

pursue, (Lth, T,) or from the object of his nant :

(S:) or you say, *: &= st3, (Mgh,) and &é

<-, (TA) and 25% &e, (Mºb) he turned

him, or turned him anay or bach, (Mgh, Msb,

TA,) from his course, (Mgh,) and from the object

of his nant, (TA,) and from the object of his

desire. (Msb.) One says also,º &éJº $&

*&é $º [Such a one nill not be turned, or

turned anay or back, from his antagonist, nor

from his course]. (T.)—Also He tied it; or

tied it in a knot or knots; or tied it firmly, fast,

or strongly. (TA.) You say,cº2-4 <3,

meaning, accord. to A5, as related by Á 'Obeyd,

I bound both the fore legs of the camel nith two

bonds: but correctly, I bound the two fore legs of

the camel with the two ends of a rope; the last

word meaning a single rope: (T:) cº *tie

means I bound one of his fore shanks to the arm

with two ties, or tyings. (T, M.) –& [as

inf. n. ofJº also signifies The act of drawing,

or joining, or adjoining, one [thing] to another;

(Lih, T, Mgh;) and so 'iº ſinſ, n. of Jº).

(Mgh.)—[As ºf signifies “he took the third

of their property,” and “he made them, with

himself, three,” and other verbs of number are

used in similar senses, so] Šuš signifies He took

the half of their property: or he drew, or ad

joined, to him what became with him two: (TA:)

Or 4:3, (S, Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(Msb,) signifies I became ($, Msb) to him, (S,)
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es”

or with him, (Msb,) a second; (S, Msb;) or I

was a second to him, or it: (Er-Răghib:) or one

should not say thus, but that AZ says, (M,)*

aft; 3-5 (M, K [but in the latter, 13s in the

place of*. and in the CK, "...#,D he is one,

and be thou a second to him. (M,K)—Jº,

aor. as above, also signifies He made eleven to be

twelve. (T in art. …)—Jº Jº, inf n.

as above, He turned over the land, or ground,

twice for soning, or cultivating ; (Mgh, and A*

and TA* in art. “...d.) and "āº; [inf. n. of

Jºl and& [app. another inf. n. of Jº, and

6 ... o. -

app. correctly written& are often used by

[the Imām] Mohammad in the sense of Jº: he

who explains ãº as signifying the turning over

[the land, or ground, for soning, or cultivating,

after the harvest, or as signifying the restoring

land to its on-ner turned over for soning, or cul

tivating, commits an inadvertence. (Mgh.)—

Jºjº, occurring in a poem of Kutheiyir 'Azzeh,

is explained as meaning Then give thou to me a

second time: (M,TA:) but this is strange: (TA:)

[ISd says, I have not seen it in any other in

stance. (M.)—& Ş% Jº Ş, (a phrase

mentioned by IAgr, M.) or & S. "Jº S,

Or <-º: S; "Jºš S: see 1 in art. “43. T

2, #3, (§, M, Mºb, K) inf. m. iśā, (§, K.)

He made it two; or called it two. (S, M, Msb,

K.) [Hence,) Jº means also JHe counted tno;

whence the saying,<º S3 es.” JX3; see art.

<-15; (A and TA in art. “-15:) [and so, app.,

WJº; for] a poet says,

*# e JºJºJºº #

[which seems plainly to mean He began with my

father; then counted two nith the father of my

father]. (M.)- [He dualized it, namely, a

word; made it to have a dual.— He marked it

with two points, namely, a tº or a U.S.]–. He

repeated it : literated it. (Mgh) See 1, in three

places. – 239-S Jº, or us...ie, He remained

tno nights mith his mife: and in like manner the

verb is used in relation to any saying or action.

(TA voce& –º J. He did the thing

immediately after another thing. (T)—i.:

also signifies A man's requesting others [n'ho are

playing nith him at the game called 2–49) to

return, for [a chance of] the stakes, his arron,

when it has been successful, and he has been secure,

and has non. (Lh, M.)= See also 4.

o ~9:

4. t.3%, or "33, She brought forth her

second offspring. (TA in art. K.)– See also 1,

in two places. – Jºl, (inf. n. fú, TA,) He

shed his tooth called the aj; (§, Mgh, Mºb;)

he became nhat is termed& ; said of a camel

[&c.J. (M. K3) he shed his 83% ſpl. of iº,

which is the same, in this case, as i: ; said of

a horse [&c.). (IAA.T.)=xie Jºi. (T.s, M,
Mºb, K, &c.,) inf. n. iči; (T;) and "Jº, inf. n.

#5, accord. to the K, but this is a mistake for
y

-

"Jº, inf n, i.ii, (TA) He praised, eulo

gized, commended, or spoke well of, him ; and he

dispraised, censured, discommended, or spoke ill

of him : (T,” M, Msb, K:) the object is either

God or a man : (T:) or it has the former mean

ing only : (M, K;) or the former meaning is

the more common : (Msb:) accord. to IAar,

Usº signifies he spoke, or said, well, or good;

and ill, or evil; and t <3), “he defamed,” or

“did so in the absence of the object;” and “he

disdained, scorned, shunned, disliked, or hated,” a

thing : (T:) and you say, 9- •ºſe Usºſ [He

spoke, or said, well, or good, of him]; ($, and

TA from a trad. ;) and º [ill, or evil], also.

(TA from the same trad.) One says also, <!:

º [I praised his deed]; meaning* Jº;

or because Jº IIleans tº. (Ham p. 696.)

5. Jº: see 7.– Also He affected an in

clining of his body, or a bending, or he inclined

his body, or bent, from side to side; syn.Jº

(Harpp. 269 and 271 :) and he walked with an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait, nith

an affected inclining of the body from side to

side; or with a truisting of the back, and nith

eactended steps; syn. ,<3. (Idem p. 271.) You

say, ** e Jº (S, and Har p. 269) He

affected an inclining of his body, or a bending, or

he inclined his body, or bent, from side to side, in

his gait. (Harib.) [And in like manner, and

more commonly, one says of a woman.]

7. Jº, (T, S, M.K.) and "Jº, and "Jº,

of the. measure Jº, (M, K,) originally Jº,

(M,) and "Cº, (T, S, K,) of the measure

Jeº, (T, S,) It was, or became, doubled, or

folded; (T;) it had one part turned upon ano

ther; (M, K;) it nas, or became, bent. (T, S.)

—[Hence, Lº! signifies also He turned, or

turned. anay or back, (Har pp. 44 and 120,)

j-ol J's from an affair, after having determined

to do it. (Lth in TA art. &ºj.)

8: see 7, and 4:–and see also 2.

10 ºut-- He set it aside as eaccluded; or he

excluded it, or eaccepted it;*&:from a thing;

syn. outle-: (M.) or he set it aside, or apart, for

himself; and in the conventional language of the

grammarians, [he eaccepted it; i.e.] he eaccluded

it from the predicament in nihich another thing

was included, or in which other things were in

cluded: (Mgh;) tº [in grammar] is the

turning anay the agent from reaching the object

of the &: (Msb:) in the case of an oath

[and the likej, it means the saying 3'ſ tº & [If

God will). (Mgh.) [See (3.]

12. Jººl: see 7; and see also 1.

& A duplication, or doubling, of a thing:
- ~. 9á

(T," S, Msb:) pl. Fuji; (S, Msb;) or the sing.

may be "Cº. (Mºb)—A ſolding: so in the

saying, Jº & 13é- <iºi, (S, TA,) or

Jºë Jº Lº, (so in a copy of the $,) i.e.,

º us [lit. I sent, or transmitted, such a thing

within the folding of my nºriting, or letter;

meaning infolded, or enclosed, in it; and included

in it]. (S, TA.)- A duplicature, or fold, of a

garment, or piece of cloth: (TA:) or n:hat is

turned back of the extremities thereof: (T:) pl.

as above: whence, in a trad. of Aboo-Hureyreh,

<< & Giaº assº &= [He used to fold it

upon him infolds by reason of its nidth); mean

ing the garment. (TA.) [Hence the saying,)

*& J 4, &es, i.e., *, *, * [lit. And

that was in the folds, meaning, in the midst, of

such a thing, or such an affair, or event]. (TA.)

And29 £3; Jº biº- They came in the midst

of the affair, or event. (Msb.) [And hence,

app.,] Jºl &:& Jºãº An hour, or a period,

Ol' a short portion, of the night.passed ; (M, K;*)

syn. Acu., (Th, M, K,) or c.33. (Lh, M, K.)

[See also what is said below respecting its pl. in

relation to a night.]—Also sing. of {}i meaning

The parts of a thing that are laid together like

the strands of a rope, or that are laid one upon

another as layers or strata, or side by side as the

things that compose a bundle; (ś, and &#iu ;

[rendered by Freytag “virtutes, facultates rei;”])

and "Jº, of which the sing, is *ść, and *ść,

signifies the same. (M, K.)— Also A bending

of the neck of a sheep, or goat, nºt in consequence

of disease: (K: but in the M, Jº [infin. of 1].)

and a serpent's bending, or folding, of itself: (M,

K:) and also (thus in the M, but in the K “or”)

a curved part of a serpent that has folded itself;

(M, K;) pl. :[3í, (M,) i.e. the folds of a coiled

serpent. (T.) The pl. is used metaphorically [as

though meaning t The turns] of a night. (M.

[But see explanations of the sing, as used in rela

tion to a night in what precedes.]– A part that

is bent, or folded, or doubled, of atº ſq. v.];

(TA;) pl. as above: (T, TA:) and so ofa rope:

(S:) or a portion of the eactremity of a rope

folded, or doubled, [so as to form a loop,) for

binding therenith the pastern of the fore leg of a

beast, to serve as a tether. (T.) Tarafeh says,

• 2 #2 8 . . o. .* • * o . ~

+ Júlta-i tº sºlº gº *

• 23 º Jº Jºſé "

[By thy life, death, while missing the strong

Ayoung man, is like the tether that is slackened

while the two folded eactremities thereof are upon

the fore leg, or in the hand; see Jºel. (T, S:)

he means that the young man must inevitably die,

though his term of life be protracted; like as the

beast, though his tether be lengthened and slack

ened, cannot escape, being withheld by its two

extremities: (so in a copy of the T :) or by otº;

he means its extremity; using the dual form

because it is folded, or doubled, upon the pastern,

and tied with a double tie: (so in another copy of

the T :) or he means, while its two eactremities

are in the hand of its owner: (EM p. 91 :) by

tº us, he means ºut! L3, ($ in art. Jºlº,)

Or ºu...] 33%; and the U [prefixed to the 3) of

comparison] is for corrobºration. (EM ubisupra.)

You say also, Jº- ăși 30, meaning He made

loops in the middle of the rope to put upon the

necks of the young lambs or kids. (T,)— Also

A bend, or place of bending, of a valley, (S, M,”

K,) and of a mountain: ($:) pl. as above: (M,
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K.) and "cº (likewise] signifies the bends of a

valley. (T. K.)=A she-camel that has brought

forth twice, (S,) or two, (M,) or a second time:

(K:) or, as some say, that has brought forth

once: but the former is more analogical: (M:)

one does not say 3.13 [as meaning “ that has

brought forth thrice”], nor use any similar epithet

above this: ($, TA) pl. 3, like #1, pl. of

jib, accord. to Sb, (M, TA,) and {:}; accord. to

others: (TA) in like manner it is applied to a

woman, ($, M,) metaphorically: (M:) and to

the she-camel's second young one: (S, M.) accord.

to As, as related by A'Obeyd, a she-camel that

has brought forth once: also that has brought

forth twice: [so says Az, but he adds,) but what

I have heard from the Arabs is this; that they

term a she-camel that has brought forth her first

young one 28; and her first young one, her*:

and when she brought forth a second, she is

termed &: and her young one, herJº and

this is what is correct. (T.) [Hence the saying,

tº: $3 9& 3. 29. 3. U. f This thing, or

(tfair, is not thy.first northy second. (A and TA

in art. 38.)– See also Öğ.

Jº:

Jº

ºù).

a 2.

see Ls”, first sentence.

º 5 -o-

see Lº:—and see also & –and

Jº The repetition of a thing; doing it one

time after another: (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA:) or a

thing, or an affair, done twice: (S, Msb, TA:)

this is the primary signification: (TA) and "Jº

signifies the same. (IB, TA.) It is said in a

trad., 33.3, Jº Jº S There shall be no repeti

tion in the taking of the poor-rate; (IAth, TA;)

[i. e.] the poor-rate shall not be taken twice in one

gear : (As, Ks, T, S, M, Mgh, K:) or two she

camels shall not be taken in the place of one for

the poor-rate : (M, IAth, K:*) or there shall be

no retracting of an alms; or no revoking it:

(Mgh, K,” TA:) this last is the meaning accord.

to Aboo-Sa’eed, (Mgh, TA,) i. e. Ed-Dareeree,

(Mgh,) who, in explaining this trad., as relating

to the giving an alms to a man and then desiring

to take it back, says he does not deny that Jº

has the meaning first assigned to it above in this

paragraph. (TA.)– See also &#:—and

cºl. º

º3 and es; ; see (3, in four places.

6.- c.2 ... o.º.

à:3: see tºº, in three places.

ãº The lonest, most ignoble, or meanest, of the

people of his house; applied to a man. (S,TA.)

—Also pl. of Gº, q v, (S. K.)

Ç a subst. from tº: ($, Mgh, Msb;) as

also "s; the former with damm, and the later

with ſet-h: (S, Msbº) both are syn, with ::.

[used as a subst, meaning An exception]; (T5)

as also W ãº, (T, K,) or W ãº, (accord. to one

copy of the T,) and 'i, º, . (T:) so in the

saying, tº tº: Jº tº: -ā- and "Jº and

wij or vić and Y iſsº, ſhe swore an oath in

which there was not an exception] ; for when the

swearer says, “By God I will not do such and

such things unless God will otherwise,” he re

verses what he [first] says by God's willing other

wise: (T: [see 10:]) [and so in the saying,

* 3:24, els ºf ii- a swearing not made

lanful [by an eacception]: (M:) [so too in the

saying, *::::::.º L.& [and (3 &c. (Kin

art. 2-9) a sale in which there is not an eaccep

tion : (TA in that art. :) or Ç; signifies a thing

eaccepted, (M, Mgh, K,) whatever it be; (K;) as

also "sº, (M, K,) with 3 substituted for Us,

(M,) or "Ssº, (so in the TA, [but probably

through inadvertence,J) and wij, (M, K,) or

W ãº. (TA.) In a sale, it is unlawful when it is

the exception of a thing unknown; and when one

sells a slaughtered camel for a certain price and

excepts the head and extremities: (T, TA:) or

when an exception is made from things sold

without measuring or weighing or numbering:

and in a contract with another for labour upon

land on the condition of sharing the produce, it is

when one excepts a certain measure after the half

or the third. (IAth, T.A.) The saying of Mo
2 -o 3 p * ~ * @ , oad

- - -

hammad, otº; als Ust- cº means Whoso

maketh an eacception, his shall be nihat he eac

cepteth : (M, TA:") as, for instance, when one

says, “I divorce her thrice, save once:” or “I

emancipate them, except such a one.” (TA.)-

It also means particularly The head and legs of a

slaughtered camel; (T, M,” K;) because the

seller of the camel used, in the Time of Igno

rance, to except them; (T;) and IF adds, but

incorrectly, the back-bone: ($gh, TA:) whence,

applied to a she-camel, º #34, (T, M.,)

meaning Resembling the make of the male in [the

largeness of] her head and legs; (Th, M ;) or
od

º iº, having thick legs, like those of the

male camel in thickness. (T.) [Also, app., The

eacception, or omission, of a day, in irrigation:

see 3 in art, c.15, and 3.5 in the same art.] And

W £3 signifies also A palm-tree that is eaccepted

from a bargain. (M, K.) And The martyrs

nºhom God has eaccepted from those nºbo shall fall

donn dead or snooning : (M, Kº) these, accord.

to Kaab, are cº es: 3. wij [those nihom

God has eaccepted on the earth]; (T, M.;) alluded

to in the Kur [xxxix. 68], where it is said, “And

the horn shall be blown, and those who are in the

heavens and those on the earth shall fall down

dead, or swooning, except those whom God shall

please [to except].” (T.)

& The second chief; the person niho comes

second as a chief; (A’Obeyd, T;) the person

who is [neart] belon, the •º, (S, M, K, [in some

copies of the K, erroneously, Jº-,]) in rank;

($5) as also "Jº (A'obeyd, T, S, M, K) and

"Cº (A’obeyd, T, S, K) and "...º. (K.) pl.

(of the first, S) agº; [which is also a sing., men

tioned above]. (S, #.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited voce 3.1—A man having no judgment

nor intelligence, or understanding. (M, K.)–

Applied to judgment, or an opinion, (M, K,)

t Wrong, or having a nºrong tendency; (M;)

bad, corrupt, unsound, or wrong. (K, T.A.)=

Also a pl. of .5 ſq. v.). (S, M., &c.)

& rel. n. of cº, and of , i.e. 3, when

either or these is used as the proper name of a

man; as alsoº will 7 whenºted with

a preceding word]; like &: and Jº as rel, ns.

of Č. ($)—And #2: The Dualists; the

sect who assert the doctrine of Dualism [+ºğl.

(TA.)

*** 6-3 -

Żuł, [and accord. to the CK, 3:3, but this is a

mistranscription for 4.4% inf. n. ofJº, andaº

- º

àº, inf. m. of J, (see 4)]

Praise, eulogy, or commendation, (T, S, M, Mºb,

K,) of a man, (T, M.) and of God: (T:) and

dispraise, censure, or discommendation, (T, M,

Mşb, K,) of a man: (T, M. :) or the former only:

(M, K:) or more frequently the former: (Msb:)

so termed because it is repeated: (Hamp. 696:)

that it relates to good speech and evil is asserted

by many. (TA.)

3.

is a mistake for

*::: 27.3 22

*Lº and Lºj : see | sº-

#3 The cord, or rope, with mhich a camel's

jore shank and his arm are bound together; (S,

K;) and the like; consisting of a folded, or

doubled, cord, or rope: each of the folds, or

duplicatures, thereof would be thus termed if the

word were used in the sing. form : (S:) Ibn-Es

Seed [in the CK, erroneously, Ibn-Es-Seedeh]

allows it; and therefore it is given as on his

authority in the K: (TA:) and Lth allows it;

but in this instance he allows what the Arabs do

not allow: (T:) you say, cº 2-4 <lie,

meaning I bound together the fore shanks and

the arms of the camel with a rope, (S,) or neith

two ropes, (M, [but this is probably a mistake of

a copyist,) or nith the two ends of a rope; (AZ,

T, S, M ;) without e because the word has no

sing, : (Kh, Sb, T, $:) Lth allows one's saying

cº also; but the Basrees and Koofees [in

general] agree that it is without . . (T:) IB says

that it has no sing, because it is a single rope,

with one end of n!hich one fore leg is bound, and

nvith the other end the other leg; and IAth says

the like: (TA:) this rope is also called Yáč;

but a single rope for binding one fore shank and

arm is not thus called. (T.) See also ić.-

And see Jú. =The & [or court, or open or

wide space, in front, or extending from the sides,)

(M, K,) of a house: (M:) [in the CK, Lºl is

erroneously put for us".) accord. to IJ, from

Jº, aor. Jº, because there one is turned back,

by its limits, from expatiating; but A’Obeyd

holds the tº to be a substitute for C3. (M.)

Čásledding his wou called the 3 ſq.v.).

(S, M, Msb:) or that has shed the tooth so called:

(T, Mgh :) applied to a camel &c., as follows:

(T, S, M., &c. :) or, as some say, to any animal

that has shed that tooth, except man: (M3) fem.

with 3: (T, S, M, Msb, K :) a camel in the sixth

Ayear; (T, S, M, IAth, Mgh, Msb, K;) the least
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age at which he may be sacrificed: (T:) and a

horse in the fourth year; (IAar, T, Mgh, K ;) or

in the third year : (S, Msb:) and a cloven-hoofed

animal, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or a sheep or goat and

an animal of the bovine kind, [respecting which

last see*] (T, IAth, K,) in the third year:

(T, S, IAth, Mgh, Msb, K:) or a sheep and a

goat, (M,) the latter accord. to the persuasion of

Ahmad [Ibn-Hambal], (TA,) in the second year:

(M. :) and a gazelle after the age at nihich he is

termed £3+: (M : [see .33:) in all cases,
* >

after n:hat is termed 33- and before what is

termed gº (Mgh.) pl. (mascº, TA) &:

and (3 (s, M, Mgh, Mºb) and #3, and, accord.

to Sb, &#5 (M3) and pl. ſem. ... (5)

323 3 : ºf

JºJ), or Jººl : see cººl.

#5 I. q. i.ie : (AA, M, Mgh, K.) or the

latter means a long mountain that lies across the

road, and n:hich the road traverses; and the

former, any such mountain that is traversed:

(T:) so called because it lies before the road, and

crosses it; or because it turns away him who

traverses it: (Mgh :) or the road of n-hat is

termed a fie : (S; and so in copies of the K:) or

a high road of what is thus termed: (K accord.

to the TA:) or a road in, or upon, a mountain,

(M, K,) like that which is termed J.i. [q. v.]:

(M:) or a road to a mountain : (M, K:) or a

mountain (M, K) itself: (M:) or a part of a

mountain that requires one, in traversing it, to

ascend and descend; as though it turned the

course ofjourneying: (Er-Răghib,TA:) pl. ūtā;

(T, $:) which signifies also [such roads as are

termed] tºº. (T.) Hence the phrase, &

ūtº

lofty things or circumstances, or to the means of

* * >
- -

£ºu. Such a one rises to eminences, or to

&L

ſq. v.] : (S:) or, like the latter phrase, is accus

tomed to embark in, or undertake, or to surmount,

or master, lofty and difficult things: (Mgh:) or

is hardy, strong, or sturdy; one who embarks in,

or undertakes, great affairs. (TA. [See an ex.

under the heading of Sº-& in art. 31- and

see also art. &J.])— Also, (T, S, M., &c.) pl.

Çü (T, S, Mgh, Msb) and <º, (Msb,) One of

certain teeth, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K,) the fore

most in the mouth, (M,) [namely, the central

incisors, four in number, (T, M, Mgh, Msb,) to

man, and to the camel, (T, M., &c.,) and to the

wild beast, (M,) in the fore part of the mouth,

(T, Mgh, K,) two above and two belony. (T, M,

Mgh, K :) so called as being likened to the agº;

of a mountain, in form and hardness; (TA;) or

because each of them is placed next to its fellow.

(Mgh.)= Also fem. of & ſq.v.). (T, S, M,

&c.)=See also º, in five places.

attaining such things; like the phrase**

âû A cord, or rope, of goats' hair (24%), or

of wool, ($, K,) or of other material; (K;) as

also V (3 (K) and Y ité, and wité. ; (M, K;)

which last is explained by IAgr as signifying

[simply] a cord, or rope: (M :) [or] the first
º

has the meaning assigned to it above, voce :[3;

syn. with ºùù and signifies also a long rope;

whence the saying of Zuheyr, describing the [she

camel termed] aºu,

- - 1A o 2- .7: - 6 º'

# tº Jº sº tº sº +

* tiº tº uſ; aſ 9 & . *

(T,) meaning [She dran's the well-rope, and

causes to run, with her agù upon her, (ISk, T,)

[a nabbling, unsteady, sheave (?) of the large

pulley;] the agº; here being a rope of n!hich the

tno ends are tied to the saddle (~3) of the

3.5L ; the [upper] end of the nell-rope being tied

to its "sº. [which here means the folded middle

part]: (T 3) but Aboo-Sa’eed says that it [here]

means a piece of nood by nihich are connected the

two eactremities of the cheeks, or side-pieces, (ºle

Jºe's!!, [the latter of which words I here render

conjecturally, supposing it to be similar in mean

ing to ºil or cºil,J) above the all-, and

a similar piece below; the all- and [qu. or]

the sheave turning between the two pieces thus

called. (T, in a later portion of the art.)

3 - 22 ... o

Jºus [a rel. n. from Juji, anomalously formed,

but analogº with other rel. n.s. from ns. of

number, as Jºš, Jeº, &c., Of, or relating to,

tno things]. – ãºuš i.e. A word comprising,
- - 6 * © … 6 .

or composed of, two letters; as Jº, and 23 [or ex?].

(TA.)

cº a fem ofcº, q. V.

cº [act, part. n. of 1; Doubling, or folding;

&c.]. Hence,& cºsº While he nas bending

his leg before rising,or standing up. (TA from a

trad) [And ske (26 - see art. Jºle.]

One says of a horseman who has bent the neck of

his beast on the occasion of his vehement running,

cºal &ū * [He came bending the bridle by

pulling it with both hands a little apart]: (T:)

or aste &- ūt; * [he came bending a part of

his iridle]. (Ś.) And of the horse himself, one

says, Çü it. ā-, i. e. He came outstripping,

with bent neck, by reason of briskness; because

when he is fatigued, he stretches out his neck; and

when he is not fatigued nor jaded by running,

but comes in his first run, he bends his neck:

and hence the saying of the poet,
- * * g ? • : * ~ * ~ *

+ Lººs-3 us?" Jº re-º cº-3 *

2 * * * . • 3 •,•2 o -

# Jºº. 243 ºx-) J3 ess- •

i. e. [And he who glories in the like of my father

and my grandfather, let him come before the

mares that outstrip,] he being like the horse that

outstrips [all others], with bent neck; or it may

mean, he bending the neck of his horse which has

outstripped the others. (T,) [Hence also, šč

ãº A sheep, or goat, bending the neck, not in

consequence of disease. (M,K.)—[Also Second;

the ordinal of two : fem. with 3..] You say, 3.

& Jº [This is the second of this]; i. e. this is

what has made this a pair, or couple: (M:) and

Öğ (T) or 33 (S) ºf Jū, (T.S.) i. e.

Such a one, or this, is [the second of two, or] one

of the two; (T.S.) like as you say 353 <!6;

and so on to 5:... . but not with tenween: (S:)

[i. e..] you may not say cºf cº; (T: [see

eu:) but if the two [terms] disagree, you may

use either mode; (§3) you may say, 3. (S) or

** (Mgh) 3-5 Jü and 4-3 ºi, (§, Mgh)
i. e. This has become a second to one, (S,) [or

rather, becomes &c. (i. e. Jº rather than Jº)]

or he, or it, makes one, with himself, or itself, to

be two. (Mgh.) W.[3 also signifies the same in

a trad, respecting the office of commander, or

governor, or prince; where it is said, i.S. ºft

Jºe & Sãº. 2; 4.32%iº tºº,
i. e. [The first result thereof is blame, and the

second [is regret, and the third [is the punish

ment of the day of resurrection, eaccept in the

case of him who acts equitably]; so says Sh.

(T)—And Jººl (pl. of ājūl) signifies [The

second horns;] the horns that are [next] after

the Jºi. (M)—[2< 30 and sº iº,

the former masc. and the latter fem., meaning

Twelfth, are subject to the same rules as 3.5

2:3 and its fem, explained in art e.g.] -

{:}; pl. of& and of º: and also syn.

with this latter, q.v.

&#: See &#.

cº a noun of number; (S, Msb;) applied to

the dual number; (Msb;) meaning [Two;] the

double of 3-5; (M, K;) with a conjunctive

[when not immediately preceded by a quiescence,

written cºſ; (T, S, Msb;) but this is some

times made disjunctive when connected with a

preceding word by poetic license: (T, S:) of the

masc. gender: (S:) fem. cº, (T, S, Msb,) in

which, also, the is conjunctive; (T, Mºb;) and

"cº (TS, M, Msb, K;) the latter sometimes

used, (T,) [much less frequently than the former,

though the only fem. form mentioned in the M

and K, and of the dial. of Temeem ; (Msb;)

like as one says, cº iºſ.” and& (e. (T:)

the c in the dual is a substitute for the final

radical, s, (M.TA) as it is in biºi, the only

other instance of this substitution except in words

of the measure J.3 (Sb, M, TA:) in cº,

the final radical, es. is suppressed: (Msb%) it

has no sing.: (Lth, T:) if it were allowable to

assign to it a sing., it would be & [for the

masc.] and āş, [for the fem.], like& and ãº:

(S:) accord. to some, (Msb,) it is originally

&: (T, Msb, CK;) and hence the dual cº:

(Msb:) or it is originally Jºj, (M, Msb, and so

in a copy of the K,) the conjunctive being then

substituted for the U8, whence the dual cº,

like Jºſ (Mºb .) his is shown by the form of

its pl., which is :[3i, (M.K.) like tº ſpl. of

Jº', which is originally Lº o,*] and ºld-\

[pl. of &!, which is originally *]: (M.) In

the saying in the Kur [xvi. 53], cº, bási ºj

cºff [Take not to yourselves two gods], the last

word is added as a corroborative. (M.) The

phrase Jº- tº: occurs, by poetic license, for

:

• 3 º'
..o - • * ~ o ,-

JJAle- &- cºl, meaning cºlà- [Two colo
2. - - - - -
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cynths]. (S.) You say also, tail wää <º,

and cºil is . .3ſ <2*, meaning [I drank]

twice as much as the bonel, and as this bonyl: and

in like manner, 3.43 3. &#<!º and : ºf

5-a-ſi > [I drank twice the quantity of the 2.

of El-Basrah]. (M.) And a poet says,

º * 31, #&#1-# 3.1: tº:
JºJº aſſoº) SI sº-º-º: *

º • *, * * º 2. d * wº • *

U-Lie tº S, sº So *

meaning [And she nas not milked save] three

vessels and two, [nor was she given her midday

drink save nihen her midday-resting n'as near.]

(IAgr, M.)— Hence, (Mºb) cººl 2, (S,

Msb,) or cºš alone, (M, K,) one of the days

of the week; [the second; namely, Monday;]

because the first, with the Arabs, is 3-9. ; (M;)

as also "Cººl, like Jºli (K;) so in the copies

of the K; [or,] accord. to some,º, [origi

nally &: of the measure Jºsé, like&

ſpl. of (sº), is used in this sense; (TA;) or

"Cººl, [so in the M, accord. to the TT,)

mentioned by Sb, on the authority of certain of

the Arabs: (M3) the pl. is 3; and &gui, (M,

K,) the latter mentioned on the authority of Th:

but it has no dual: and those who say füí form

this pl. from &l, although this has not been in

use : (M:) or it has neither dual nor pl., ($,

Mşb,) being itself a dual; (S;) but if you would

form a pl. from it, you would regard it as itself a

sing, and make its pl. Óºuis (S, Mºb) IB says

that&é has not been heard [from the Arabs],

and is only mentioned by Fr, on the ground of

analogy; that it is far-fetched in respect of analogy;

and that the pl. heard is :üí. Seer and others

mention, as heard from the Arabs, āş, 2-4&

[Verily he fasts on the Mondays]. (TA.) Jºãº)

in Jºb) A32 has no dim. (Sb, $ in art. J-el.)

IJ says that the article J in Jºy! is not re

dundant, though the word is not an epithet:

Abu-l-‘Abbās says that the prefixing of the article

in this case is allowable because the virtual mean

ing is Jū ºl [the second day]. (M.) The

saying Júš. 2,3 means The name of to-day [is

Jºyj; and is like the saying cº,2,3 [to-day
* ~ * * *

is fifteen of the month]. (Sb, M.) Sometimes,
©

•22° 2

'º'2. , without the article J, occurs in poetry.

(M, K.) When a pronoun refers to cus) [as

meaning Monday], this word may be treated in

two ways, [as a sing. and as a dual, but the more

chaste way is to treat it as a sing., as meaning

the day: (Msb:) [thus, Aboo-Ziyād used to say,

º tºcº Jºãº [Monday passed nith mhat

occurred in it]; making it sing. and masc.; and

thus he did in the case of every day of the week,

except that he made as:- fem.: Abu-l-Jarráh

used to say, tºº tº cºš Jºãº, treating the

word as a numeral; and thus he treated the third

and fourth and fifth days, saying in each of these

cases& tº. (M)—[* tº, fem. §:e tº:

respectively, in a case of nab and khaſ, i.e.Jº
... O - © 2- -

and 3×e&# and with 7 when not immediately

preceded by a quiescence; mean Twelve : see

#44.

& [with ſ when not immediately preceded

by a quiescence, in the CK erroneously written

&ºil One niho fasts alone on the second day of

the neek. (IAar, Th, M., K.)

2 - 6-2-0 3 ->

ãº! [The doctrine of dualism : see Usº).

(TA.)

Jº. (S, Mgh) and "ā (T, S) (Two and
tno; two and tryo together; or two at a time and

two at a time]: they are imperfectly decl., in like

manner as[… and] &\}, as explained in art.

J3; (S, TA;) [because] changed from the ori

ginal form of cºf cº; (T, Mgh, TA;) or

because of their having the quality of epithets and

deviating from the original form of cºis (sh,s

in art. J5, q.v.;) or because they deviate from

their original as to the letter and the meaning;

the original word being changed as above stated,

and the meaning being changed to Júſ cº,

($ ibid.) You say, Jº. biº- and Y (3 (M, K)

Or Jº. Jº, (S,) but this is a repetition of the

word only, not of the meaning, (Mgh,) and in

like manner one says of women, (M, K,”) i. e.

They came two [and] two. (S, M., K.) And it is

said in a trad, Jº. Jº Jº. Sº, i.e. The

prayer of night is troo rek'ahs [and] two rek'ahs

(Jºsé, cº). (TA.) [See also other exs.

WOce $3%)—essº Jº The repeating a

benefit, or benefaction; or reiterating it; con

ferring it twice, or thrice; (AS, T, K;) or twice,

or more than twice: (K:) or the shares remaining

of the slaughtered camel (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K)

in the game called 2-49, (A’Obeyd, T, S, K,)

rvhich shares a bountiful man used to purchase,

and give for food to the2% (A’Obeyd, T, S,

M, K,) i. e., those nho took no part in the game,

not contributing : (M:) or the taking a portion

time after time. (AA, T, S, M.)—ºº- [is pl.

of Jº, as signifying A place of doubling, or

folding &c.; and hence means– The knees

and elbon's of a horse or similar beast. (T, K.)

–And The bends of a valley. (T, K. See (*)

—And, as pl. ofJº, The chords of the lute that

are after the first: (M, K.) or Jºe signifies

a chord [of a lute] composed of two twists : or,

as some say, the second chord. (Harp. 244. See

3-4.)—Jº. also signifies The Atº [or nose

rein] of a she-camel: and Er-Răghib says that

the suit. [i. e. Y stº, or "stºl is the doubled, or

folded, part of the extremity of the*j. (TA.)

—Jºº as relating to the Kur-án is pl. ofJº,

(Mgh,) or of Y #3, (AHeyth, T, Mgh:) it has

three applications, accord. to A'Obeyd: (T, Mgh:)

it signifies The Kur-án altogether; (A’Obeyd,

T, S, M, Mgh, K5) so in the Kur xxxix 24;

(A’Obeyd, T, Mgh;) meaning that the mention

of reward and punishment is repeated, or reite

rated, in it; (Fr, T;) or so called because the

verse of mercy is conjoined with that of punish

ment; (S;) or because narratives and promises

and threats are repeated in it; or because one

peruses it repeatedly without being wearied :

(Mgh :) or it signifies, (M, K,) or signifies also,

(A’Obeyd, T, S, Mgh,) [the first chapter, called]

the 4-53, (A’obeyd, T, S, M,Mgh) or º-,

(K,) which means the same; (TA;) so in the

Kur xv. 87; (A’Obeyd, T, Mgh;) because it is

repeated, or recited twice, in every [act of prayer

termed al āzé), (Fr, Zj, AHeyth, T. S.) or with

every chapter, (Th, M,) or in every prayer;

(Mgh;) or because containing praise of God:

(Zj, T, Mgh:) [but seeJº & WOce is: :]

or it signifies, (M,K,) or signifies also, (A’Obeyd,

T, S, Mgh,) the chapters that are less than those

containing a hundred verses, (S, M, Mgh) or

that are less than the long ones (Jººl, q.v.),

and less than those containing a hundred verses,

(A’Obeyd,T, K, but in [most of] the copies of

the Kcº &; is put in the place of&. J. &23,

which is the right reading, TA) and more than

[those of the portion called] the Jºãº, (A*Obeyd,

T, Mgh, K,) as is related on the authority of the

Prophet by Ibn-Mes'ood and 'Othmān and Ibn

'Abbās; (AHeyth, T;) because, (Mgh,) or as

though, (T,) occupying the second place after

those containing a hundred verses: (T, Mgh:) or

the chapters, (T, K,) sia, and twenty in number,

(T,) entitled 3- and Jaai, and Jº and

2: and Júš and ... and -2& and

2× and cº- ( and cºil and *- and

wº and (... and aśl and -º and su%

and ~~. and cºi and—º and cºjº and

2 o 3 2 o a ~ o £ - -

-ºš-ji and 3-1 and -35-5) and azºle-JI and
2 3 • O *

cººl (T, K) and -j-S, (K) which last has

been omitted by the copyists of the T : (TA:) or

the chapters of which the first is the 5i, and the

bast is sº or nihat is repeated, of the Kur-din,

time after time. (M., K.)

#4.; pl. cº: See &: and âû: and Jºs;

the last in two places.– It is said in a trad. that

one of the signs of the resurrection will be the

public reading, or reciting, of the stº, (T, S,)

which means That which has been desired to be

transcribed from a source other than the Book of

God: (T:) or a certain book, (T, K,) [the

Mishna,] nºbich the learned men, and the recluses,

of the Children of Israel, after Moses, composed

after their onen desire, from a source other than

the Book of God, as A 'Obeyd says on the

authority of a man learned in the books of the

earlier times, (T,) containing the histories of the

Children of Israel after Moses, in nihich they

alloned and disallowed what they pleased: (K:)

or what is sung : (K:) or n-hat is called in Per

sian Jº 23, (S, K,) which means two verses,

each composed of a pair of hemistichs; (TA ;)

i. e. nihat is sung; but A ’Obeyd explains it

otherwise than thus: (S:) it is, m!hat is known

among the 'Ajam by the term "Jº, as though

this were a rel. n. from it: ; the vulgar say

[erroneously] ~. 23, with the pointed 3. (TA.)
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ău:, ; pl. Jºe: see Us: : and āzū; the latter

in two places; and see also Jºº.

Jº [pass. part. n. of2.- Dualized: a dual.
53 o ~ 3 & 2 ×

–3.333 3Lºo Marked with two points above:

an epithet added to 3 to prevent its being mis

taken for& or 3 or 4. And i:- šč Marked

with two points belon, an epithet added to to

prevent its being mistaken for A, or G or G.]

-Jº Jºsh + That nºbich passes anay [out

of sight, or disappears, by length; mostly used

of a thing that is long without breadth. (TA.)

& ſpººs. part. n. of 1; Doubled or folded

&c.]— ãº. Ji Land, or ground, turned over

twice for sowing, or cultivating. (Mgh, and A

and TA in art. J.J.)

5. -

o e • 3.ºw ºf &

Jºe: see štº.

6 J - d -
35 ºf • ?: .

à29:2; see tºº, in four places.

*

3

# [mentioned in the M under the head of

33, as the radical letters, but in the T and K

in art. Jºº, sing, of &; (IAar, T, K,) which

latter, (IAar,T,) or the former, (K,) signifies The

goods, or utensils and furniture, of a house or tent :

(IAar, T, K :) or the former, pieces of rag made in

the form of a ball of thread or string, upon a peg,

or stake, upon nihich the shin of milk is agitated to

make butter, lest it should become lacerated; as

also Y&# (M, K;) which latter we hold to be

from 5 33 because syn. with š, like #: (ISd in

the M:) or a piece of rag, nºbich is moistened,

and put upon the skin of milk when it is agitated

to make butter, lest it should become lacerated :

(T:) or it signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (M,)

a piece of rag, (M, K,) or some wool mound upon

the head of a peg, or stake, (IB,TA,) put beneath

the skin of milk when it is agitated to make

butter, in order to preserve it from being injured

by the ground; (M, IB, K;) pl.& (IB,TA:)

or it signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (M,) an

elevated and a rugged spot, upon rehich, some

times, stones are set up in order that one may be

directed thereby to the right way; (M, K;) like

#4. (M. See also it, in art. J...)
3 2

U833 : see above.

is:

42- ài. ($ in art. ti, [incorrectly there

mentioned, as is said by IB and others and in

the K, and K in the present art. and in art.

Ül,) inf. n. 3.31, (S,) I shot him, or shot at him,

with an arrow; ($, K;) so says AA, and Ks

says the like; (S;) as also &#, and, accord.

to A$, 4:31, (TA in art. G.) which is a strange

word. (TA in the present art.) It is mentioned

in the present art. by $gh ; (K in art. ū;) and

this is its proper place; (TA in the present art. ;)

the verb, accord. to him, being like Aji: (TA

in art tº :) A'Obeyd has mentioned it in art. tl,

Bk. I.

(K in that art.,) as also Az; holding the verb

to be like*} and so IKtt and IKoot assert

it to be. (TA.)

fú The name of the letter *, q.v.; as also ū:

pl. [of the former, J.U.; and [of the latter,

ăși and ſº. (TA in a ul -º), -º)=It

also stands for £5, and Jº, and the like.

(Idem ubi suprā.)= Also The best of anything;

as, for instance, of wheat, and of flesh-meat, and

of sugar. (Kh, TA ubi supra.)

Jú and&é rel. ns of G and ū, the names

of the letter Jº; as also &:3. (TA ubi supra.)

-sº

1. Jú, (T, S, M., &c.) aor. 3, , (§, Mgh,

&c.) inf n. 2; ($, M, Mºb, K) and & (S)

and *ś, (M, K,) He, or it, (a thing, M,) re

turned; (M, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also "-53,

inf. n. -*. (M, K:) he returned to a place

to which he had come before ; or it returned

&c. : (T.) he (a man) returned, after he had

gone anay. (S.) You say, lsº 3 lsº i. e.

[They became separated, or dispersed: then] they

returned. (A)—iff J -U, like Jú, t He

returned [..from disobedience] to obedience to

God; he repented; as also Jú. (T,)—-9

also signifies t He returned to a state of adver

tency, or vigilance; or he had his attention

roused. (Th, T.)– Also t He returned to a

state of health, or soundness : (TA, from a trad.:)

he became convalescent, and fat, after leanness.

(Mgh.) And 4-- ~9, (M, A, K.) inf n.

Öği,(M. K3) and 4… " -uì; (IK, M ;)
and <-- e.g. -uj (T, M., A 3) and *-ūl,

alone; (S, M., A.;) ! He became fat, after lean

ness; (A;) his good state of body returned to

him ; ($, M, K;*) his condition of body became

good, after eactenuation ; and health, or sound

ness, thereof returned to him. (T)—ººl -U

Aſie f [His reason, or intellect, returned to Thim].

and <!- [his forbearance, or clemency]. (A.)-

àJ. -0 + The mater of a well returned, or

collected again : (T:) the water attained again

its former state after some had been dranºn :

(M. :) the water collected [again] in a watering

trough, or tank. ($)—Jº -Ü t The people

collected themselves together, and came. (S.)

And Agil ~5 f The company of men came

following one another : the verb is not used in

this sense in speaking of one person. (M.)--0

said of a man's property, ; It became abundant,

and collected. (A.)– Said of dust, It rose, or

spread, or diffused itself, and became abundant.

(A.)– Said of a watering-trough, or tank, (T,

M, A, K) inf n. 23 (AZT, M, K) and&

(AZ, T) and Jºš, (M, K) It became full:

(AZ, T, M., A, K.) or nearly full. (AZ,T, M., K.)

* a . g -

2. ~53, inf. n. -ºš. see 1, first sentence.
* ... • * * 0. w -

—4-o'-aē- Jae -23 f [He returned to a state of

richness, or competence, after poverty, or strait

ness, or being in an evil condition]. (A, TA.).

** meaning The calling, or summoning,

(M, Mgh, K.) to prayer, (M, K,) and to other

things, (M,) is said to be from Jº; “a garment,”

(Mgh,) because a man, when he comes crying

out for aid, makes a sign with his garment, (M,

Mgh,) moving it about, raising his hand with it,

in order that he to whom he calls may see it,

(Mgh,) and this action is like a calling, or sum

moning, (M, Mgh,) and an announcing, to him;

so the calling, or summoning, by reason of fre

quent usage of this word [as meaning the making

a sign with a garment], came to be thus called;

and one said of the caller, or summoner, ~9:

(Mgh :) or it means the calling, or summoning,

twica ; (M, K;) or the repeating a call or sum

mons; from ºt; “he returned :” (Mgh :) you

say, ~3, inf. n. as above, (T, Msb,) meaning

he called, or summoned, one time after another;

(T;) he repeated his call, or cry: (Msb:) and

hence ~,” in the cºsis (T, Mºbi) i. e., the

saying of the cº, after having, by the cºls,

called the people to prayer, AſA-, sº

§§ 2, [Prayer: may God have mercy on you !

Prayer l]; thus calling to it a second time: (T:)

or his saying, (S, TA) in the morning call to

prayer, (S,) Jºl &- J.- §§ 2, [Prayer is

better than sleep]; (S, TA ;) for he resumes his

call by saying this after he has said, Jº &-

º [and& Jº J-l; desiring the people

to hasten to prayer: (TA:) or his saying, in the

morning call to prayer, A52) Jº Jºã- 3)-all

twice, (T, K,) after having said, '')...all UseJ

cº Jºe J- q 9 or the old -- 3:5 was

the saying of the J33°, in the morning call to

prayer, A3J'ſ J-e Jºš- 3)-all : and the modern,

§2 ºz., or 3.5 & 26. (Mgh.) It also

signifies The astīl; (Mgh, K, TA;) [mean

ing, the chanting, by the cº, in a mosquº;

not by the J35°, the common words of the cºls,

nith the addition of $5.4 c.25 33 (The time of

prayer has come), pronounced tnice after J

tºw Us!e;] i. e. the acts of prayer: (IAth,

TA:) and this is what is meant by the phrase, in

a trad., sºu *: lăl [When the words of the

3Lots! are chanted]. (IAth, Mgh, T.A.) And The

praying after the prayer divinely ordained. (Yoo,

T, K.) You say, -33, meaning He performed a

supererogatory prayerafter the prescribed; Jºj

being only after the prescribed; being the pray

ing after praying : (T:) and "-s: signifies

the same. (K.) And cº, ~} He per

formed two rek'ahs as a supererogatory act.

(A.) But this and the similar significations are

said to be post-classical. (MF)— See also 4, in

four places.=<3, (T, S, Mgh,) inf. n.<º

(T, Mgh ;) formed from -3, upon supposition

[that the medial radical letter of this word is us,

whereas many hold that letter to be 5]; (Mgh;)
* **, *

or Y ~…~5; (K in art. --5; [the author of

which seems to have supposed that, for <3. One

should read< ; and therefore he gives *:::

as syn. with* ;]) She (a woman) became what
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is termed ~3. (T, Mgh, K.) — [Accord. to

my copy of the Mgh, it also signifies She (a

camel) became what is termed ~6 : but I think

that, in this instance, it is a mistranscription, for
o . ~~

J.-3.] = [See also the last sentence of the

second paragraph of art. -95; and compare, with

what is there said by SM, meanings assigned

below to* and it...]

3.* *u- The suitors return to her

(namely, a woman such as is termed -3.) time

after time. (A, Mgh.) *

4. –Ül: see 1, in two places.– It may also

mean #It (a valley, or a well,) had a return of

water after a stoppage thereof. (Ham p. 598.)

=& - Aſ Júl God restored him to fatness,

after leanness; (A:) restored his body to a good

state, or condition. (TA)—S cº 3,4- &

Jº & £ºu* + Verily the column of the

religion cannot be set upright again by women, if

it incline: said by Umm-Selemeh to ’Aisheh,

when the latter desired to go forth to El-Basrah.

(T,L)—& 49, (Tº M.A., Ms.K.) infº.

âûl; (Mgh;) and as: [dev. from rule]; (M,

K.) and '43, (T.A.) infin. J.; (T, Mgh;)

God recompensed, compensated, requited, or re

warded, him: (T, S," M, A, Mgh,” Msb, K:) said

in relation to good and to evil. (T,), And 49,

(Ll, M) and ºi, (T,) i. i*, (LA, T,

M,) and ãº, (Lh, M,) He (God) gave him

a good recompense, compensation, &c. (M.) And

<2% *43 He gave him his recompense, &c.

(M, K.) It is said in a trad., Lelé-l 13:3), i. e.

Recompense ye your brother for his good deed.

(TA.) And in the Kur [lxxxiii. last verse], Js

&sº l; * u, júð. "…si Have the unbelievers

been recompensed for what they did? (T, S, M.)

And one says also, alº J-2 aºl, meaning He

gave him a substitute, something instead or in

eacchange, or a compensation, for his gift. (Mgh,"

and TA in art. --) And 3% & 4.9, (M)

inf. n. -*, (K,) He gave him a substitute,

&c., for such a thing. (M.K.')—ººl-ul,

inf. n. âûl, IHe sensed the garment, or piece of

cloth, the second time: when one sews it the first

time, [in a slight manner, you say of him 4.

[and& i.e. “he sewed it in the manner termed

“running’”]. (T.)–Jº- Júl He filled

the watering-trough, or tank : (K, TA:) or nearly

filled it. (K.)

5. ~sº : — and< see 2, in the latter

part of the paragraph.-The former also signifies

He gained, or earned, a ~}} [or recompense,

&c.). (K.) But this is said to be post-classical.

(M.F.)

- … ſº

6. --Suº: see --5, in art. -9.

10. St. Juºz.) He restored to himself, or

repossessed himself of, property; syn. <º:

(T, A, K5) his property having gone away. (T,

A.) And ºut.& I restored to myself, or

repossessed myself of, property, by means of that

n:hich thou gavest me; my property having gone

away. (A.) El-Kumeyt says,

#

*< *, *) &
*

. ... •- . ... .9 ..

tº-2-1 2-39-- *2 rº *

[Verily the tribe restore to themselves wealth by

means of his property; and he makes incursions

into hostile territories at his own expense, making

their property abundant by the spoil that they

gain with him]. (T,TA)—4:- IIe asked

him to recompense, compensate, requite, or renard,

him. (S, K.)

Jº A garment, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,) [or piece

of cloth or stuff, that is n'orn by men, composed

of linen, cotton, nool, fur, j- [q. v.], (Mgh,

Msb,) silk, or the like : (Msb;) but [properly]

not nºkat is cut out of several pieces, such as the

shirt, and trousers, or drancers, &c.; (Mgh;)

*

[though often applied to a shirt or shift (Jess; Or

o

822) and to a à- &c. :] it seems to be so called

because the wearer returns to it, or it to the

wearer, time after time: (Mgh:) [also a garment

norn by women and girls over the shift; (see
a > 0 }

3.x-ol;) app., as in the present day, a long gonºn,

reaching to the feet, with very nide sleeves :] pl.

Jºg (the pl. of mult.] (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Mºb,

K) and ºi ſa pl. of pauc.] (S, M, Mºb, K)
and Jº and Jºi. (S, M, K,) the last two being

pls, of pauc., and the latter of them being thus

pronounced with - by some of the Arabs because

the dammeh immediately after 3 is deemed diffi

cult of utterance; for which reason they substitute

• for 3 in all instances like this. (S.)— Curtains,

and the like, are not [properly] called ~\º ; but

<! ãzi: (Mgh, Msb:) though Es-Sarakhsee

uses the phrase sº 49. (Mgh.) sº Jº

Aft ! [He clung to the curtains of the House of

God], i.e., to the curtains of the Kaabeh, is a

tropical expression. (A.)–Sometimes, &: is

used metonymically to signify f A thing [of any

kind] that veils, covers, or protects: as in the

saying of a poet,

© 2 e. oad & . .

+ * ...sº Jºe, cº -5° #

# Sºº &tº Jé 3–3 *

[Like the means of protection adopted by Ibn

Beed: he protected them by it, and closed the

way against the passengers]. (TA.) Ibn-Beed

was a wealthy merchant of the tribe of 'Ad, who

hamstrung his she-camel upon a mountain-road,

and stopped the way [to his abode] with it. (K

in art. Jacº.)- In the same manner, also,*

is used to signify Weapons. (Ham p. 63.)—

AndJº is sometimes employed to signify tThe

wearers of garments; the wearers' bodies. (R,

TA.) Esh-Shemmákh says, (T,) or Leyla, de

scribing camels, (TA,)

- - - - - • ?: ... o 2.

+ Jī Şs -º-spºt tº *

# 1. º <! Al <! Š º Ú #

i. e. They mounted them, namely, the travelling

camels, (T,) with their ſlight, or agile,) bodies:

[and thou seest not anything like them, eaccept

ostriches scared anay.] (T, TA.) And in like

manner, also, the dual is employed to signify

+The wearer's body, or self; or what the gar

ments infold: and ~9 is employed in the same

manner. (TA.) You say, *; &, i. e. f To God

be he [meaning his excellence] attributed [for

nothing but what is excellent is to be attributed

to God:] (A:) or it means §s & [To God be

attributed the good that hath proceeded from

him! or his good deed!, &c.; see arts. aſ and 33).

(K.) And & Öie Jº Jº meaning f [On

me and on my father it rests, or lies, or be it, that

I pay it : or] e ãº Jº Jº ſon my respon

sibility and the responsibility of my father]. (K,

TA.) And Jº &:& Jºi f Withdran, or

separate, thyselffrom me. (A.)—[The following

exS. are mostly, or all, tropical.]—ººl &

º ** Jºji º Jº <<!, (K,” TA,) a.

saying of Mohammad, repeated by Aboo-Sa’eed

El-Khudree, when, being about to die, he had

called for new garments, and put them on :

(TA:) it means Verily the dead mill be raised in

his garments in n-hich he dies; accord. to some ;

and was used in this sense by Aboo-Sa’eed: (El

Khattábee, MF, TA:) or + [agreeably with] his

norks (K, TA) with which his life is closed:

(TA:) or + in the state in which he dies, accord

ing as it is good or evil. (TA.)—º 433,

in the Kur [lxxiv. 4], means And purify thy

garments: (Abu-l-‘Abbās, T:) or shorten thy

garments; for the shortening them is a means of

purity: (T:) or + put not on thy garments in a

state of disobedience or unrighteousness : (I’Ab,

T:) or + be not perfidious ; for [figuratively

speaking, he who is so pollutes his garments:

(Fr, T:) or, as some say, + purify thy heart:

(Abu-l-‘Abbās, T, K:) or + purify thyself (IKt,

T, TA) from sins, or offences: (IKt, TA:) or

trectify thine actions, or thy conduct. (TA.)-

You say,~~ & &Sé, meaning f Such a one

is free from vice, or fault: (A:) and ~5- jau,

! [the same; or pure in heart, or conduct, or

reputation]. (TA in art. 3.) And -ºil J-3

f Vicious, or faulty: (A:) or perfidious : (Fr,

T:) or foul, or evil, in reputation, (T, TA,) in

conduct, or actions, and in the way that he follon's

[nith respect to religion and morality]. (TA.)
… o , o – - - 6 w ~ * x … o ºr • 2 of

—233 Jº Jº see &º. —-35 Jºjº

J-49 and cº &c. : see Jº — tº *

+[The membrane called] Jº and Jºl. (K.

See these two words.)

g &

\-re’ -
*

See Jºë, in two places.

ić The place nºkere the nater collects in a

valley or lon, ground; so called because the water

returns to it: (Aboo-Kheyreh,T:) and the middle

of a watering-trough or tank, (T, S, M,) to n-hich

the mater returns when it has been emptied, (S,)

or to nºbich what remains of the neater returns;

(T;) as also "Jus: ($) the s is a substitute

for the 3, the medial radical, which is suppressed;

(S, L;) the word being from <20, aor. *:

(L:) Aboo-Is-hák infers that this is the case from

its having for its dim. " £3; but it may be

from &3 “I collected together:” (M :) it is\-e-
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mentioned in the K in art. Us: or 33, and not

here. (TA.) See also art. 23 or Usº.— Also

A company of men; (T, M, L;) and so i.ji:

(M:) or a company of men in a state of separa

tion or dispersion; (T;) a distinct body, or com

pany, of people : (Yoo, T :) and a troop of

horsemen : (M :) pl. ºuj and &23 (T, M) and

J23: ($ and M in art. Jº, and M in art. 23

also:) accord. to some, from -\}, being ori
5. º, o - 2

ginally #3; and its dim. is W i-325: accord. to

others, it is originally iſ...} : (T, L;) and its pl.

is J. (L.) Hence, in the Kurſiv. 73), loºt;

~3, i. e. [And go ye forth to war against the

unbelievers] in troops, (Fr, T,) or in distinct

bodies. (Yoo, T.) See, again, art. 33 or Usº.

ãº: See āş, in art. ~9.

Jºº (T, §, M, Mg, Mºb, K) and ::::: (T,

Mºb) and "ā,í. (T, S, M, K) and "āº., (Et

Temeemee, T, M, K,) the last anomalous, (M,)

and unknown to the Kilábees, who knew the

second of these words, (T,) A recompense, com

pensation, requital, or renard, (T, S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K,) of obedience [to God]: ($:) or abso

lutely; for good and for evil; as appears from

the words of the Kur,§§ 45° Js [cited above,

see 4]; but more especially and frequently, for

good. (IAth, L, MF, TA.)–Jº is also used

as a quasi-inf. n., in the sense of âûl; and in

this case, accord to the Koofees and Baghdādees,

it may govern as a verb, [like the inf. n.,] as in

the saying,

# w ~ * ~ * .* * * * * : #

2-> J-- aſ w!» cy')

* ºf . , * . • 2 o'. - º : *

2 ºJº Jº Jº

[For God's renarding every believer in his unity

will be the giving gardens of Paradise, nellerein

he neill be made to abide for ever]. (Expos. of

the Shudhoor edh-Dhahab.).- It signifies also

! Honey; (K, TA;) i. e. (TA) the good that

proceeds from bees. (A, TA.)– And in like

manner, f [Rain; i. e.] the good that results

from the minds. (A, TA. (see J-5.)—And

+ Bees ; (M, K;) because they return [to their

hives]. (M.)

a wº ºw * * 6 - 6 o'

*
- - - & &

~3, [like -º-; originally ~53, or ~2:3:

i. e.] of the measure Jº, (Mgh,) or J-3;

(Msb;) A noman n-ho has become separated

from her husband (Lth, T, M, Mgh, K) in any

manner: (Lth, T, M, Mgh:) or a noman whose

husband has died, or n:ho has been divorced, and

has then returned to the marriage-state: (A Heyth,

TA:) or one that is not a virgin: (IAth, TA :)

or a noman to nihom a man has gone in ; and a

man who has gone in to a noman : (Ks, ISk, S,

Mgh, K:) or a person who has married: (Msb:)

applied to a man and to a noman ; (Aš, S, M,

Msb;) like; and is (Mgh, Mºbi) from 25;

(IAth,Mgh, Msb;) because they generally return

time after time to the marriage-state: (Mgh :)

but mostly applied to a noman ; because she

returns to her family in a manner different from

the first [state]; (Msb;) or because the suitors

return to her time after time: (Mgh:) or it is

not applied to a man (Lth, El-'Eyn, T, M, Mgh,

K) except in the dual form, as when one says
oz-d

cººl J, (Lth, El-Eyn, T, M., K.) and a

woman is also termed "-: ; (M;) or Y -:4,

like Xixº (K: [but see 2, last sentence but

two :]) the pl. of -: applied to a woman is

<!-3, (T, Mgh, Mºb,) and the post-classical

writers say -j. which has not been heard as

genuine Arabic: (Mgh,” Msb:) its pl. if applied

to a man is &º. (Msb.) It is said in a trad.,

Jºãº Jº Jº Jº Jº (The

two persons of n-hom each has previously had

carnal intercourse in marriage nith one of the

other sea shall be stoned if they commit adultery

together; and the two who have previously had

no connubial intercourse rvith others shall be

flogged and banished if they commit fornication

together]. (T.)— It is also applied to +A noman

who has attained the age of puberty, though a

a virgin; tropically, and by extension of its

proper signification. (IAth, T.A.)–This word

is mentioned in the K [and M] in art. Jº; ; and

its mention in art. 253 is said by the author of

the K to be wrong; but IAth and many others

decisively assert that it is from 425, aor. **.

“he returned.” (MF, TA.)

2- or 2 .*- : .

arººj : see alºj, in two places.

ºf ~ * 6 * ~ * - -

àu.3 and āº:3, as meaning The state of being

a -3, are not of the genuine language of the

Arabs. (Mgh.)

Jº One who takes care of the clothes in the

bath. (K.) [A post-classical word.]

Jº i. Q. J; [One n-ho repents, or returns

from disobedience to obedience to God, much or

often]. (T.)= A seller of garments, or pieces of

cloth : (AZ, T, L, K:) and a possessor thereof.

(Sb, S, L, K.)

J.3% Ú% ! A nell into mhich nater returns

after one has drawn from it; (A, TA;) see

*; and in like manner, [but in an intensive

sense in the second of the following phrases,

"J-3 (4 tº and res "--ºf $5 [in which

--ees is an epithetſ. (T, L, TA :) or the first

of these three phrases means a well of n!hich the

water stops sometimes, and then returns. (Ham

p. 598.) You say of a well (Jº),º &- L.

+ Hon, quick is its returning supply of mater /

(T)—3-4) sº # The neater of the sea when

it flows after ebbing. (K.) Hence, Jº- Śē

2-4 sº f Fresh. sappy, [green, herbage.

(T, L.) –-3U º A35 t A people, or number

of men, nho come company after company. (A,

TA.)—ºu also signifies f A violent n-ind that

blows at the beginning of rain. (S, K, TA.)

*: See i.e., in four places:—and see

iá–Also + The place from n-hich the nater

returns [to supply the place of that n°hich has

been dran'n, in a nell]: whence "Jºsé Ú }.

(see J.J. (TA)—And The station of the

water-drawer, (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K,) above the

Jºe [which means the pieces of wood upon

which he stands], (A 'Obeyd, T,) or at the brink,

nºhere is the Jºſé [sing. ofJºſé , (S,) or n:hich

forms part of the Jºjº, (M,) of a well:

(A 'Obeyd, T, S, M, K:) or the middle of a well:

(K:) or it has this meaning also: (M :) pl.

<º. (T. M.) [See also it...]—And t The

construction, or casing, of stones (jū-- Jº)

that succeed one another from top to bottom

[round the interior of a nell]. (IAgr.) [See

again it...]

6 * ~ 9.

ãº. (accord. to Aboo-Is-hák originally Väst,

T) A place to which people return, (ISh, Aboo

Is-hák, T,S, Msb,) or to which one returns, (ISh,

S, Msb,) time after time; (S;) and "...A. sig

nifies the same: (Aboo-Is-hák, T:) and the former,

a place of assembly or congregation: (ISh:) or a

place where people assemble, or congregate, after

they have separated, or dispersed; as also V the

latter word: (M, K:) and a place of alighting or

abode; an abode; or a house; because the in

habitants thereof return to it (ISh, S) after having

gone to their affairs: (S:) the pl. is**: [also

mentioned above as pl. of* ;] (ISh;) or it is

**: ($ ;) [or this is a coll. gen. n. ;] or,

accord. to Fr and others, ãº. and "...tº, are the

same: Th says that a house, or tent, (-4) is

called it.; and some say *iº.; but no one

reads thus [in the Kur]. (TA.) It has the first

of all these meanings in the Kurii. 119: (T, S,

Bd, Jel, TA:) or it there means a place of recom

pense or renard for the pilgrimage to the Kaabeh

and the visitation thereof. (Bd.)—And, sometimes,

The place where the hunter, or forwler, puts his

snare. (S.)—2. ãº. 1 The place where the

mater of the well collects: (A, TA:) or the place

reached by the mater of the well n:hen it returns

and collects after one has drawn from it. (M., K.)
© - J - - , o w -

[Hence, alº- a tº cº-º- His ignorance became

-- 3 - 2 - 2

confirmed. (A,TA) And avi ätt. -->4 &l=

! [He used to nait for his lightwittedness, or silli

ness, to attain its full degree]: a metaphorical

phrase, occurring in a trad. (Harp. 68.)- Also

+ The stones that project, or overhang, around the

nell, (M, K,) upon nihich the man sometimes

stands in order that the bucket (9. Or -jº) may

not strike against the side of the nell: (M:) or

the place n'here it is nalled round nithin (&º.

tº): (K:) or, accord. to IAar, it means &
o

2:1; but [ISd says, I know not whether he

mean therebyº &eº, or the building it [or

walling it round nithin] nºith stones; though it is

rarely that a word of the measure isi. [like

àº) is an inf. n. (M.) [See *: and see

what is said of** in the last sentence of the

second paragraph of art. -4.)—sº [the pl.]

also signifies #The foundations of a house. (IAqr,

T.)= See also Jº.

6 * * * 6 * *

ãº : see -133.

iº. : See i.e., in two places: =and see also

º --

~23.
6 J. J. 5 *, * º, wº

~, and -ºº: see -3.
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cº <<1% ! Winds that are attended by

prosperity and blessing; from which one hopes

for a good result [i.e. rain]. (A, TA.)

. . *

**

1. & and étº both signify IIe, or it, sank

into the ground; and Yaakoob asserts that the Jº

in the former is a substitute for the J., in the
. . ~ * o ºr

latter. (L., T.A.) You say, J-99 4.33 -é-G,

($,) or J-9 Jº, (L,) aor. &: and £4% IIis

foot sank, or entered, into the mire. ($, L.) And

&º ~3-0, aor, as above, (L, K,) inf. n. 3,

(L.) The finger entered, or sank, into a swollen,

or tumid, or a soft, or yielding, substance; (L,

K3) as also clºu, (L.) and e-º-ti, (Lth:) but

this last is disapproved by IDrd, and J and others

do not mention it. (TA in art. &2)

223

6 1. jū, aOr. jº, (M,) inf. n. 3: and 39; and

cy!,33, (M, K,) It (a thing, M) became raised,

roused, excited, stirred up, or provoked ; syn.

&“; Q ;) syn. of the inf. n. 3-… (K) aS

also V35-5. (M, K.)– Said of dust, ($, M, A,

Mgh, Msb,) and of smoke, (M, A,) and of other

things, (M., TA) inf. h. 3; and 32% ($, M,

Msb, K) and 359, (K,) t It became raised, or

stirred up; (Mgh, Msb;) and spread: (Mgh:)

or rose, (S, M, A, K,) and appeared; (M;) as

also "23-5. (K.) also said of the redness in the

sky after sunset, inf. n. jº and &59, f it spread

upon the horizon, and rose : (TA: [see 33:1)

and 35, said of anything, means t it appeared

and spread. (Mgh.)– Said of a camel lying

upon his breast, He became roused, or put in

motion or action; as also "25-5. (TA)—Said

of the bird called usiº, (M., A) inf ns, as first

mentioned above, (K,) or 3; and 35% (M,) It

rose (M, A, K) from the place where it lay; (M,

A;) as also "23-5. (K.) and of a swarm of

locusts, it rose; (M, K.) as also "25-5. (K.)

or appeared; as also "jºl. (TA)— Also, ($,

M,) inf. ns, as first mentioned above, (M, K,)

He leaped, or sprang; (M, K5) as also "25-3.

(K.) You say, º, 25 He leaped, or sprang, to,

or towards, him, or it. (M.) And J.tº a ju

The people leaped, or sprang, upon him. (S.)

And }: & jū He rose, or hastened, to do evil,

or mischief. (Mºb.)—it., 53 The waterflowed

forth with force; gushed forth. (TA)—as jū

A3), (TA,) inf. ns. as first mentioned above,

(K,) : The blood appeared in him; as also Y23:3.

(K, TA) And sº Jº 23, 29 The blood

appeared in [or mantled in or mounted into] his

face; as also "jus. (M.)—i.e., * ~9,

(S, M, A,) inf. n. 3; and 32; and 33 [or

}: ?] and 39;, (M,) tºſhe measles spread [or

broke out] in him : (M:) and in like manner one

says of anything that appears: (M:) one says,

jú, inf. n. 3: and Ö59, meaning t it appeared.

(T.) And accord. to Lh, one says, Jº jū,

inf. n. 353, meaning The man had the measles

appearing in him. (M.)—jº 2-99 jº

! Pimples, or small pustules, breaking out in the

mouth, appeared in the fevered man. (A.)—

J. <2\} +[The fever rose, or became excited].

(TA from a trad)—& stºº f His soul [or

stomach] heaved; or became agitated by a ten

dency to vomit; syn. et- (T, S,) i. e. < *śl,

(T,) or --- (TA) i. e. 56. (T,)—39

Jºãº, (Mºb) inf. h. 335, (M)+[Anger became

roused, or eaccited, or inflamed : or became roused,

or excited in the utmost degree : or boiled; or

spread: (see 25, below :) or] became sharp.

(M, Mºb)—jº, iés 2: -ºu (A, Mºb')

f Discord, or dissension, or the like, and evil, or

mischief, became earcited among them, or between

| them. (Msb.)

2 : see 4, in three places. – You say also,

2S 23, inf. n. Jºã, + He searched, or sought,

for, or after, the thing, or affair; inquired, or

sought information, respecting it; searched, or

inquired, into it; investigated, scrutinized, or

eacamined, it. (M.) And&ä > + He searched

after a knowledge of the Kur-án, ($, K,) or its

meanings: (M :) or he read it, and inquired of,

or eacamined, diligently, those skilled in it, respect

ing its interpretation and meanings: (Sh:) or he

scrutinized it, and meditated upon its meanings,

and its interpretation, and the reading of it.

(TA.)

3. 939, (T, M., A.K.) inf n. #3% ($, M,K)

and jº, (Lh, M,K,) He leaped, or sprang, upon

him, or at him ; he assaulted, or assailed, him ;

syn. 433, (T, S, M, A, K.) and ºu. (T.A.)

4, 991, (T, S, M, A, Mgh, K) and &i, and

§s, (K) [but in the M, I find ºf and &s,

(in the latter of which the , is substituted for the

I of the former, as in JJ, a for Jºly',) and it is

evident that the author of the K erroneously sup

posed them to be from ji and 3:s, whereas they

~ *: • * * - - - 2 J • ?:

are from 391 and jºs, and are originally &sji

and &s, but, for &i, SM appears to have

read 3.31, for he says that it is formed by trans

position,] inf. n. §§ and Júl, (Lh, M ;) and

* ,; ; (M, K5) and "sº-ſ: (T, M, A, K.)

He raised, roused, eaccited, stirred up, or pro

voked, him or it; ($, M, A, Mgh, K;) [as, for

instance, an object of the chase or the like,

(T, M, A,) a beast of prey, (T,) a lion, (M,

A,) + dust, (M, Mgh,) t smoke, and any other

thing: (M3) or he drew it forth : (M3) "ºu-l

is [often used in this last sense, or as mean

ing he disinterred it, eachumed it, or dug it

up or out, said of a thing buried. (K in art.

3-.) You say, Gºś Júl He roused such a one

jor an affair. (T,) And Jºaqi jü. He roused

the camel lying upon his breast, or put him in

motion or action. (T.) And 9. *253, and

Y \s,U-1, He roused the camels lying upon their

2 ($.) — 5-3

º 45. He [a beast] scraped up the earth,

or dust, with his legs. (T, M.)—Jºš jū!,

(M, Mgh, Mºb) and tºi, (M.) He tilled the

ground, or land; cultivated it by ploughing and

soning : (Mgh, Msb:) he turned the ground over

upon the grain after it had been once opened:

(M, TA:) he ploughed and son-ed the land, and

educed its increase, and the increase of its seed.

(TA) And JS ºut [she (a cow) tilled the

ground]. (TA)—iºuſ Júl f He (an enemy)

excited discord, or dissension, or the like. (Msb.)

And ºl...ſe "» (inſ. n. 2:5, Mºb) He

eaccited evil, or mischief, against them, (T, S, A,”

Msb,") and manifested it. (S.)

5: see 1, in seven places.

breasts, and made them to rise.

7: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in three places.

9,3 *#:
jū: See 39.

5: A bull: ($, M, Mºb, K.) and *; a cor:

(S, M.Msbº) pl. [of pauci jºi (M, Mºb, K.)

and ãº (S, M, K) and [of mult.] &93 and 3,3

(T, S, M, Mºb, K) and #3 (S.M., K) and 3

(M, K) and #3; (M, TA:) Sb says of the

pl. §: that 3 in it is changed into US because

of the kesteh before it, though this is not ac

cordant to general rule : (S:) accord. to Mbr,

they said 53 to distinguish it from the 53% of

las, and that it was originally of the measure

iſºs: (S, M ; ) accord. to Aboo-Alee, it is a

contraction of §3. (M.) [Hence,) 3: f [The

constellation Taurus ;] one of the signs of the

Zodiac. (S, M., K.)- t A lord, master, or chief,

(M, A, K,) of a people. (A.) Othmān is called,

in a trad, Jäºl; the epithet Jasº being

added because he was hoary; or it may denote cele

brity. (M.)- + Stupid; foolish ; of little sense:

(T, K:) a stupid, dull man, of little understand

ing. (T.)– f Possessed by a devil, or insane,

or mad; syn. Ösº so in copies of the K ;

but in some copies, [and in the CK, cº [dia

bolical possession, or insanity, or madness]. (TA;

and thus in Har p. 415.) = A piece, (T, S,

Mgh, Msb,) or large piece, (M, K,) of lºsi, (T,

S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) i. e. milk which [has been

churned and cooked and then left until it] has

become congealed and hard like stone : (TA :)

pl. [of mult] ig (T, S, M,K) and jºi. (M,

K.) =The green substance that overspreads stale

water (T.M.K.) this is called [...] § {S, Msb;)

syn. J.-, (AZ, T.S. M, Mºb, K) and Jºe,

and ºté; (M3) and the like thereof: (T, M. :)

and small rubbish, or broken particles of things,

(Msb, TA,) or anything, (K,) upon the surface

of nater, (Msb, K, TA,) which the pastor beats

to make the mater clear for the bulls or cons.

(Msb.) Accord. to some, it has the first of these

meanings in the following verse of Anas Ibn

Mudrik El-Khath’amee:

* 7.9 ºf 12.9, 2 * : * *

+: alse! 3 (S.J., usºs es: *

… • * • , ºr 2 o * 3 -

* jig; c3% tº ºté *
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[Verily I, with respect to my slaying Suleyk and

then paying the price of his blood, am like the

green substance upon the surface of stale water,

that is beaten when the con’s loathe the water]:

but accord. to others, by 33:Jſ the poet means

the bull; for the cows follow him : (M, TA:)

the cows are not beaten, because they have milk;

but the bull is beaten that they may be frightened

and therefore drink. (S.) [See a slightly-different

reading, and remarks thereon, in Ham p. 416:

and see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 330. The latter

hemistich is used as a prov., applied to him who

is punished for the offence of another.] —

+ Pimples, or small pustules, breaking out in the

mouth, in a person who is fevered. (A.)—fThe

redness shining, ($43, K,) or spreading and

rising, (§35, M.) in the faint light that is seen

above the horizon between sunset and nightfall:

(M, K:) or Jii, jº the spreading appearance

of the redness above the horizon after sunset.

(S, A, Mgh.) You say, Jää 3; Li- [The

spreading appearance of the redness abore the

horizon after sunset sank don'n, or set]. (S, A.)

With its psi. commences the time of the prayer

of nightfall. (TA.) – t The nihiteness in the

loner part of the nail (M, K) of a man. (M,

TA.)

3. A covering of [or film over] the eye. (K.)

One says, 23 <= Jº Upon his eye is a covering

[or film]. (TK.)

6.- o –

3,23: … O º * - O - w - - * o

saying, 3,5- *** cº-3 Jº-Jº-1 [Wait thou

until this excitement become stilled]. (S.) =

t Many; a great number; much ; or a large

quantity; of men; (T, M., K;) and of wealth,

or of camels or the like; (T, K5) like 32.3 : (T,

M :) or not of wealth; for of this one says 32.3

only. (M.)

4 o –

see 253.<= + An earcitement: so in the

§: The [part of the body called the cº

[q. v.]. (K.)

35 es [Locusts before they have nings] just

coming forth from the dust, or earth. (T, S.)

—º 35 ! Having the hair of his head

spreading out in disorder, and standing up ;

(AS, T,” $,” TA:) or shaggy, or dishevelled.

(T, A,)—aº, Jaj; 25 tº III saw him

with his externaljugular reins, or with the sinen's

and veins of his neck, swelling by reason of

anger]. (A.)-23U also signifies t Angry. (T.)

–And I Anger: (S, A, K. :) [or an ebullition of

anger, rage, or passion : whence the phrase,]

$3535, (T, S, M., A) like º jū, (T, A,) : He

rvas angry : (T:) or his anger became roused, or

excited, ($, M,) or inflamed : (A:) or became

roused, or eaccited, in the utmost degree : (TA :)

or boiled: ($ in art. 253 :) or spread. (TA in

that art.)

4.- ... -- g

3,\to Jº Land ploughed up. (T.)

6.-,-O -

3,9-2 Jº A land abounding with bulls [and

cons]. (Th, M, K.)

5…. A cow that tills the ground; (Mgh, K.)

and in like manner applied to bulls (3×3). (T.)

Jº

1. Jé, (T, $gh, K,) aor. Jºë, inf. n. Jº,

(T,) He (a man, T) was, or became, stupid, fool

ish, or disordered in his intellect: (K:) or he

was, or became, affected neith incipient madness

or demoniacal possession, not such as had become

confirmed. (T, $gh, K.) You say to a man,

when you order him to be stupid and ignorant,

Jā Jī (IAar, Th,T)—And Jº, (T, M, Mºb,

K) aor. Jº, (T,) inf. n. Jº, (T. M.) He (a

man, and any animal,) nas, or became, affected

neith confirmed madness or demoniacal possession:

(T:) he (a sheep or goat) was, or became, affected

with nylat is termed Jº, explained below; (M,

Msb, K;) as also, accord, to Sb, WJ331; (so in

the TT, as from the M ;) or "jśl, inf. n. Jºji.

(K)=áč, JU, (Sgh, K) aor. Jº, inf. h.

Jº, (TA) He poured forth nº hat was in the

receptacle. ($gh, K.)

4: see 1.

5. Jº <-sº The bees collected themselves

together, and became dense. (M., K.) See also 7.

—º J: He, (a man, TA,) or they, (a com

pany of men, S, M,) assailed him, or overcame him,

neith reciling (S, M,K) and beating ($, M) and

oppressive conduct; (M,K;) as also "Jºl. (M.)

7. Júl It poured forth : (K:) or it poured

forth at once. (Mºb) ºn alſº Jº. The

dust, or earth, poured forth upon him. (S.)—

[Hence,) aº Jé &- Jº alſº Utºl The

people poured fºrth upon him, or against him,

from every quarter: ($, TA:) or collected them

selves together against him : (Msb :) [for] lºſuº

also signifies they collected themselves together;

and so "lºº. (TA. [See also 7 in art. J3.])

–See also 5. — Jºi. <ſe Jū! t Speech sug

gested itself to him uninterruptedly and abun

dantly, so that he knew not with what to begin.

(M, K.)

9 : see 1.

J; A number, or collection, or snºarm, of

bees: (AS, T, S, M, K:) or simply bees: (IAar,

Th, T:) a word having no proper sing.; (AS, T,

$, M, K;) and of the fem. gender: (M. :) or the

male bee; (M, K;) thus Lth explains it; but the

right explanation is the first, that of Aş. (T.)—

And A company of men. (Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)-

Also The hind of trees called Ja-. (M, K.)

J; a dial. var. ofJº, meaning The sheath of

the penis of the camel. (Nh, T.A.)

Jº Madness, or demoniacal possession: (IAar,

Th, T:) or madness, (S,) or an affection like

madness, (Lth, T, M, K,) [i. e.] a certain disease

resembling madness, (Msb,) that befalls a sheep

or goat, (Lth, T, S, M, Msb,” K,) in consequence

of which the animal mill not follon, the other

sheep or goats, but turns, or goes, round in his

place of pasturage : ($, M, K:) or a lawness in

the limbs of a sheep or goat ; (M, K;) a certain

disease that attacks a sheep or goat, occasioning

a lawness in the limbs. (IF, Msb.)

Jº SeeJ% in art. Jº.

is: A company, or an assemblage, of men

come from detached, or scattered, houses or tents;

(S, K;* [in Har p. 261, written agº; but in

the TA, said to be like iº, as written in the

$ and K;]) and of boys, or children; and of

camels or the like (Uue): mentioned by Yaakoob,

on the authority of Aboo-Sá'id. (S.)- Also A

place in which fresh herbage is, or becomes, col

lected together. (Th, M., K.)

ălă A swarm, or large number, of locusts;

(AS, T, M. K3) a subst, like štº (M, K) and

it….: (M. :) or an assemblage of locusts, and of

men. (IAar, Th, T.)

Jº Mad, or possessed: and stupid, foolish, or

disordered in intellect: (M, K:) and, applied to

a ram (M, MSb) or he-goat, (S, Msb,) affected

by what is termed Jº, explained above; fem.

§5, applied to a ewe (S, M, Msb) or she-goat;

(S, Msb;) or this, applied to a ewe or she-goat

&c., signifies mad: (Mgh:) pl. J.i. (M5b.)—

Also Slow in aiding, or in aiding against an

enemy: and slow in doing good, and in acting :

and slow in running ; pl. as above. (K.) And

*isti, applied to old men, Slon (K, TA) in

doing good, or in acting, or in running. (TA.)

6. 23

a/5(3) : see what next precedes.

223

2, [Garlic; the allium sativum of Linn.;] a

kind of Ji, (AHn, M,) nell known, (S,) abun

dant in the country of the Arabs; (AHn, M ;)

of two sorts; wild, (AHn, M, K,) and growing

in the cultivated tracts, (AHn, M.) or in gardens:

(K:) the former sort is called **, 3,3, and is

the stronger, (K,) and is brought from Syria :

(TA:) each ofthem is heating, expels flatulence

and worms, and is strongly diuretic; and this is

the most eaccellent [property] that is therein : it

is good for obliviousness, and asthma, and chronic

cough, and [pain in) the spleen and the flank,

and colic, and sciatica, &c. : (K: [in which are

added many other supposed uses:]) n. un, with 3.

(AHn, M,K.)—Hence, as being likened thereto,

(M,) is: signifies also f The pommel of a snºord.

(S, M., K.) Whence, ãº; 2, said to be the name

of a certain woman, may mean f A snºord. (M.)

—[Hence, also, Jé. 34-3 i.; t[The glans of

a man's penis). (Az, in TA voce **)—

ãº also signifies The channel [or oblong de

pression] between the two mustaches, against the

partition between the tryo nostrils; (IAar, TA;)

i. 4. ãº, &c. (TA in art. --~~)=2; is

also a dial. var. of 2,3, meaning Wheat. (Lh,

T, M.) And the latter is used in the [ordinary]

sense of the former. (T.)

Jº

1. Ji (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) cº, (S,

M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and 23, (Mºb,) and J.;;

&l, (S,” M, Mºb, K,) aor. : , (T, S, Msb,
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K.) inf n. 1,i (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and

&; ($, M, Mgh, K) and sº, (T. M.) and

"Jºji (T, S, M, Msb, K) cºjº, ($, M, K,)

or aº ; (so in the CK;) He remained, stayed,

divelt, or abode, (T, S, Mgh, Msb,) in the place :

(S, Mgh, Msb:) or he remained, stayed, dwelt,

or abode, long (Lth, T, M, K) therein: (M, K :)

or he alighted, or alighted and abode, in the

place: (K:) or es; signifies also he alighted, or

alighted and abode, (M.) or he settled, (TA)

Jºjº in the place. (M.) Hence,&Jº ū,

-- j's us [Verily we prolong the stay in the

sº of war]. (Mgh.) [You say also, J. es;

59. He betook himself to the woman to remain,

stay, dwell, or abide, with her : see #23.1–

[Hence, Jº, (T, M, IB, TA) aor. . ; in the

K, incorrectly, "e2, inf. n. is, i. (TA;) sig

nifies also He was slain, (T, M.) and remained

nºhere he was: (M:) or he remained in his grave:

(IB, TA:) or, as the latter verb is explained in

the K, he died. (TA.) [See a verse cited in art.

---, conj. 2.]=&; He neas buried: (M,

K:) because there is no longer dwelling than

that of him who is buried. (M.)

2 : see 4: =and see also 1.

4. L333i: see 1.=31; He made him to re

main, stay, drell, or abide ; (S, Msb, K;) or to

remain, &c., long; (M, K;) in a place; (M, K;)

and Yº, (Kr, S, M, K,) inf. n. **i. (S,) sig

nifies the same. (Kr, S, M, K) [In the CK,

& is erroneously put for &]–And He

lodged him; made him his guest ; or entertained

him as a guest. (M., K.) You say,Jº Jº

tº- iſ; [He lodged me, and entertained me well

as a guest]. (T.)

5. 35- IIe became his guest, (TA.) T ... •. -----

it; [mentioned in this art. in the K, as “A cer

tain letter of the alphabet,” namely, tº] : see art.

º : ISd holds its 1 to be originally 3. (TA.)

&t;
: | see what next follows.

isÚ

àt;
2U, (S, M, K,) without , (S,) formed by

permutation from a 33, though the author of the

Kitāb [i. e. Sb] holds the to be originally Us,

(M,) The lodging-place, or nightly resting-place,

of camels, (ISk, $, M, K,) and of sheep or goats,

(ISk, S,) n-hen they have gone anay to a distance

in the pasture, or around the tents or houses;

(ISk, S, M, K5) as also "ij and "āsū; (K:)

or the first and second, (AZ, T, S, M,) and the

third also, (M,) signify the lodging-place, or

nightly resting-place, of sheep or goats, (AZ, T,

S, M,) and of ozen, or bulls and cons; (M ;) and

the last is app. formed by permutation from the

first. (M.)— Also A combination of two or

three trees, upon which is thronºn a piece of cloth,

used for shade, or shelter from the sun. (IAar,

M. [And in like manner âû is explained in the

T, in art. J.D.—Also, (AZ, T, S, M) and

* 3:33, (M,) Stones elevated for a sign of the

nay to direct the pastor mhen he returns by

night: (AZ, T, S, M.) and the former, or latter,

(M.) or both, and W 33, (K,) with damm, (TA,

[in the CK sºil) the lonest sign of the nay, of

the height of a man in a sitting posture. (M, K.)

— Also The part which is the place of stabbing

of a slaughtered camel. (TA.)- The pl. of agú

is "CŞū : (Lh, M:) [or rather the latter is a coll.

gen, n., of which the former is the n. un.]

§: see art. 33: and see âû in the present

art., above.

&: A guest : (IAar, T, S, M, K:) the vulgar

- 3

erroneously pronounce it U$33. (TA. [See also

est.) – Remaining, staying, droelling, or

abiding; as also &sj; but the former is better

known in this sense. (M in art. U835.)– One

nºho abides (33-, [generally meaning for the

purpose of study]) in either of the two sacred

cities or territories [of Mekheh and El-Me

deemeh]. (IAar, T, K.) — One niho is very

patient in military and predatory expeditions,

n:ho is detained in the territory of the enemy, or

on the frontier of the enemies' country. (IAar,

T.)–A captive. (Th, M., K.)= A chamber,

or house, or tent, prepared for a guest: (T, M,

K:) and, (M,) accord. to Lth, (T,) a chamber

within a chamber. (T, M.)

&; see art. 33. = Also an inf. n. of 1. ($

&c.)

4 J z

ãº: see âû, above, in two places. = Also A

noman (K, TA) to whom one betakes himself to

remain, stay, dwell, or abide, with her (&,Jº)

(TA.) -

sº part. n. of 1; (Msb;) [Remaining, &c.; or

remaining, &c., long: ] a stranger remaining, stay

ing, dwelling, or abiding, in a country, or tonn:

(T:) or sº est a stranger who keeps to a

country, or town. (M.)- A man remaining in

his grave. (IB, TA.)

3. - 3 : º * , & 2"...

Jesú: see Jº, in art. '53. You sayãº ăşū

[in the CK, erroneously, #29] A rhyme of

which the characteristic is tº. (K,” TA.)

es: A place where one remains, stays, dwells,

or abides; (T;) a place of alighting or abode, an

abode, or a dwelling, (T, M, Mgh, Msb,) of a

man: (T:) pl. *. (T, M, Mgh, Msb, K.)

Hence, essº : The master (M, K) of the

house or tent, (M,) or of the place where one

alights or abides, or of the abode or dwelling.

(K.) And es.” 2. The mistre: of the house or

tent. (M.) And Jºji cº, sº The master of

the place of alighting, or of the abode, of the

man: (S:) the host niho entertains the man; to

nehom he betakes himself for lodging, and at

n:hose abode he stays : (Har p. 595 :) and the

guest, whom the man entertains, (M, K.” [See

also &J) AndJº ess” 2. The mistress of

the place of alighting, or of the abode, of the

man: (S:) the mistress of the man's place of

alighting, or abode, in rehich he passes the night;

occurring in this sense in a trad., not meaning

his wife. (TA.)- It is also an inf. n. of&

(T, M.)

A.

J’

2. i.- G <!: and tº- [I made, or n:rote,

a beautiful el. (TA in arºul - S -u.)

#3 The lodging-place, or nightly resting-place,

of sheep or goats [nºhen they have gone anay to a

distance in the pasture, or around the tents or

houses]; (IB, K;) a dial. var. of âû ſq. v. in

art. Lºsºl. (IB, TA.)

See art. Jº.

5 -

Jºji see Jºº, in art. is.

-*

For several words mentioned in the M and K

as belonging to this art., see art. -93.

‘.-:

2.2.

|
see al't. J-5

*

-

1. £6, aor.é See art. **.

Jº

J; : see what next follows.

J. The sheath of the penis of a camel (Lth,”

AZ, T, S, M, K) &c.; (Ki) [i.e.,] of a he-goat

also, and of a bull: (M:) or the penis itself:

(Lth, T, M, K:) sometimes also used in relation

to a man: (M:) and WJº signifies the same;

(K;) mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād; and IAth adds
> - of

J3. (TA.) Hence the prov., J.; &: -ād-,

Jº- [More contrary to what is usual than the

sheath of the penis, or than the penis, of the

camel]: for the camel, like the lion, is a retro

mingent. (TA.)=A kind of plant; ($, K;)

as also * 3:3: (K:) a certain plant having a

root and stem; n-hen short, called*: and a

certain herb, or, as some say, a plant, that is

found on the banks, or sides, of rivers, in mea

don's and, some say, a species of the [plants, or

trees, called] *. which grows in the territory

of [the tribe of] Temeem, and becomes large, so

that the sheep, or goats, lie in its shelter: (M :)

AHn says, (M.) in the “Book of Plants,”

(Mgh) the Jº, (M.) or "Jº, (Mgh) (both

appellations now applied, to triticum repens, or

dog's grass, is the a-sa-3 ; called in Persian

alsº 33-yſ?]; (Mgh;) its leaves are like those of

wheat, but shorter, and it spreads upon the face

of the ground, extending far, and becoming com

:
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plicated, or tangled, so as to be like felt (M,

Mgh) upon the ground; (M;) it has many

joints, or knots, and short internodal portions;

and scarcely, or never, grows anyn'here but over

water, or in a place beneath which is mater; (M,

Mgh;) and it is one of the plants that are re

garded as indicative of the existence of mater:

3808

n. un, with 3: (M :) Lth says that the Jº is a J; : See Jº, in two places.

certain plant that tangles' upon the ground. Th, ,º -

on the authority of IAar, says that it is a kind of Jº A camel Jºrge in the J.;; (T, S, M, K;)

plant said to be that called J. :-) As- and Sh, 8% therein : (M:) pl. J4. (K.)

says that the aº is a green sma,” tree ſo plant] . . . . -

resembling the first shoots that come forth from alsº A place in which is the kind of plant

| grain. (T.) called J.J. (Mgh.)

END OF THE FIRST PART OF BOOK I.
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